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In this thesis the following abbreviations are used.

1. Within transcribed data:
   - T teacher utterance
   - ST student utterance
   - SST same student
   - STS students speaking at the same time but not in chorus
   - CH students speaking in chorus
   - ... a pause/ a short silence during which the speaker retains the floor
   - ///// unintelliglible speech
   - [ mark two utterances which begin at the same time

2. When giving examples from transcribed data:
   - T1 Teacher one
   - T2 Teacher Two
   - T3 Teacher Three
   - T4 Teacher Four
   - T5 Teacher Five
   - T1T2L3 Teacher One Tape Two Line three
   - T4T1L333 Teacher Four Tape One Line three hundred and thirty three

3. When referring to participating schools:
   - G.B.H.S. Bamenda Government Bilingual High School Bamenda (Teacher One)
   - C.C.M. College of Commerce Mendankwe (Teacher Two)
   - G.S.S. Mankon Government Secondary School Mankon (Teacher Three)
   - C.C.C. Mankon College of Commerce Mankon (Teachers Four and Five)
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British Government support for the In-Service training of teachers (INSET) in Cameroon began in the early seventies. One British Adviser, working within the Ministry of National Education with teachers of English at the Primary level in Anglophone Cameroon, was posted to Bamenda, and one English Language textbook writer was posted to Yaounde to prepare materials to use in Francophone Primary schools.

By the late seventies the British Overseas Development Administration was offering a number of scholarships to experienced English teachers to enable them to study Applied Linguistics at the post graduate level in Britain. This was to ensure that a cadre of trained experienced teachers was available to work with the British Advisers and to ensure that there would be Cameroonian Advisers to continue the professional development activities for teachers of English, begun as part of these projects. It was assumed that in time the British ELT Advisers would be withdrawn leaving INSET in the hands of their Cameroonian colleagues.

In the early eighties the Cameroonian Ministry of Education asked ODA to introduce similar projects in secondary mathematics and physics education having
identified these as key subjects for the development of science and technology. This led to the creation of three subject specific projects: English, Maths and Physics, each with two British Advisers, one in North West and one in South West province.

Initially each subject team defined its own role within an overall brief of increasing the number of students passing National exams at the end of their secondary school education. However in 1987, as I took up my post as English Language Teacher (ELT) Adviser in North West Province, the Ministry of National Education and ODA agreed to integrate the three projects, to facilitate more coordination between each subject and within the two provinces.

During the earliest discussions between the newly formed team, agreement was reached on the important role played by language in the learning of all subjects. As a consequence of this agreement, it was decided that the ELT Advisers should aim to develop ELT INSET which could increasingly be organised by the more experienced teachers, thus allowing more time for the Advisers to work within the areas of maths and physics. Initially their role within these subjects would be to bring teachers of different subjects together to identify the difficulties they observe and/or face when teaching and to begin to
develop a programme of INSET which would address these.

The process of integration proved difficult. As this was a unique project within Cameroon and within ODA-supported INSET internationally, there were no models to follow so we learnt by trial and error. By September 1988 it became clear that the ELT Advisers did not have time to work within all three subject areas and devise worthwhile programmes. To minimise the risk of operating an ad hoc approach to the integration of Mathematics, Physics and English INSET, it was agreed that the ELT Adviser in South West Province, based in Buea, would spend more time in Physics related activities and I would focus more on Mathematics teaching and learning.

Thus began my investigation into the complex subject of teaching and learning Maths in English as a second language, out of which came the need for this research.
INTRODUCTION

The research which grew out of the activities described briefly in the preface was undertaken between September 1990 and June 1993 when I was based at the School of Education, University of Durham as a PhD student.

The starting point was the language of those classrooms in Anglophone Cameroon in which I had been working, with specific reference to the language used during mathematics lessons. The relationship between language and learning mathematics became the focal point because, as will be shown in chapter two, the current research in this area does not address the specific difficulties faced by teachers of Mathematics in Anglophone Cameroon. As will be seen in chapter one the teachers face classes of up to one hundred students, many of whom speak different languages outside the classroom. Few written materials or other resources are available to enhance the quality of learning and the teachers have to use compulsory schemes of work which were produced at a time when the school year was longer than it is today. Few have had the opportunity to follow initial teacher training courses and those who have completed such courses do not seem fully prepared for the realities which face them in school.
Although In-Service activities for teachers are welcomed by teachers of all subjects in this part of Cameroon, they are expensive and difficult to sustain because of the inadequate road system and lack of financial support from the Ministry of National Education. For mathematics teachers, INSET is particularly frustrating because the problems seem so numerous and yet the ways to empower the teachers to solve their day to day teaching problems seem so few. So much of the information available to them is produced in Europe or related more to mathematics as a discipline rather than to ways of facilitating learning in classes such as those described above. Therefore, although it is of interest, much is perceived as irrelevant by the teachers themselves and thus is not used to understand and act upon their own classroom practices. This distance, between the research into the relationship between language and the learning of mathematics and the day-to-day context of teaching and learning of mathematics alienates and thus disempowers the teachers. Many would like to experiment with teaching methods which might enable more students to learn more mathematics more easily but any such experiments have to be feasible within the constraints imposed by class size, multilingual learners and few resources. For many teachers the difficulties seem insurmountable.
and thus they feel unable to act upon their own classroom practices.

This research seeks a way of looking at one aspect of the using language/learning mathematics relationship over which the teachers themselves have some control; that is, the ways in which they and their students use the medium of instruction during mathematics lessons in the early years of secondary education. A greater understanding of this will enable mathematics teachers in Anglophone Cameroon, and elsewhere, to monitor the process of learning and teaching in their own classrooms and thus be more able to experiment with other processes especially those recommended by mathematics educators worldwide. Research which empowers teachers to question taken for granted classroom practices is valuable in any context. However such research is particularly important in Cameroon and other countries in the developing world because INSET activities which require outside intervention are expensive and often short-lived. Those with a longer life-span often foster dependency which means that the process of change ends as the outside intervention ceases. To avoid fostering this culture of dependency, that is for the process of change to be self-sustaining, the teachers have to be equipped with skills which enable them to help themselves in the areas of their work over which they have some control. They have some
choice over the ways in which they conduct their lessons in general and the ways in which they use the medium of instruction in particular. The choices they make influence the ways in which their students learn.

This study investigates part of this area of choice; specifically, the answers to three questions were sought. These questions grew out of ideas raised by teachers during INSET discussions in 1989-1990 (details in 1.6.) It will be shown that the answers to these questions will reduce the distance between research into the language of mathematics lessons and the ways in which maths teachers and learners make choices about how they use the medium of instruction, every day.

Firstly, how do teachers and learners in Anglophone Cameroon interact in English as they seek to teach and learn mathematics at the secondary level? Secondly, can a model be devised for these interactions, and thirdly, can this model be used with the teachers to enable them to increase their repertoire of teaching strategies to include those which will encourage their learners to use English more confidently to talk about mathematics during their lessons?
Data were collected between January 1991 and April 1992 and included three visits to North West Province, Cameroon, two lasting three months and one lasting five weeks. A detailed description of the research design appears in chapter four, the field work and data collection in chapter five and my findings in chapters six to nine.

In order to set the description of the study in context the first chapter introduces Anglophone Cameroon, giving a short summary of the nation's twentieth century history up to and including the political changes of the present day which impinged on the project. As the research is based in secondary school mathematics lessons, the same chapter also includes a picture of the education system of this part of Cameroon so that the present research can be seen in the context of the existing INSET for teachers of mathematics in Anglophone Cameroon.

In chapter two current research into the complex relationship between language and the learning of mathematics is examined in detail both in terms of the situation for those for whom education is conducted in a second language and also for those studying in their first language. This review of existing research will show that it is clearly inadequate in terms of finding answers to the questions asked by teachers in Anglophone Cameroon.
The present study has therefore a vital role to play in the search for answers which would be of practical value to teachers of mathematics in Anglophone Cameroon and elsewhere in the English-speaking world. The three research questions mentioned above form the basis of the research as explained in detail at the end of chapter two.

In the explanation of the research methods chosen to examine the language used during the lessons selected as part of this study it will be shown, firstly, that investigations into classroom language via long periods of observation and recording of language offer excellent opportunities for greater understanding of mathematics lessons and, secondly, that an analysis of verbal interaction can be used to provide a systematic descriptive analytical model of the ways in which language is used in these lessons. The use of such a model, as an instrument of classroom based In-Service Teacher Development and the ways in which the teachers responded to a period of intervention which made use of this model are described fully in chapter four.

The criteria for school selection, and for collecting data via observation and recording are explained in detail in chapter three. The processes of transcribing these recordings and of creating a model of the patterns of interaction observed in
these transcribed recordings are described in chapter five. This composite model is based on the discourse observed in the recorded lessons of all the teachers participating in this study. In addition, in chapter six, the model is used to describe the individual teachers' use of language during phase one of the research.

The ways in which the composite model evolved during phase two of the research, the five teachers' individual profiles in terms of this model, and the ways in which students elicited language are shown in chapter seven. A similar explanation for phase three is given in chapter eight. All the changes to the composite model, to the individual profiles of each teacher's language use or to the ways in which students elicited language, over the period of time covered in this research are thus clearly observable.

Chapter nine concludes the thesis. It includes an analysis of the ways in which the patterns of interaction changed during the periods of lesson observation and data collection. The value of such research in the search for methods which enable teachers to become more aware of their own teaching strategies and more confident about experimenting with alternative classroom practices is also discussed in this chapter. The development of such self awareness and self confidence is the beginning
of a process of empowerment. This is a necessary starting point for any long term, self-sustaining teacher development.

Chapter nine also includes an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of this study with suggestions for further research. A full bibliography is included at the end of the thesis, the transcripts of all recordings being appended in a separate volume.
CHAPTER ONE

ANGLOPHONE CAMEROON AND ITS EDUCATION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the context in which this study took place will be described. It includes a brief summary of Cameroon's recent history and a description of the contemporary education system with specific reference to language and mathematics. In 1.4. the teachers' experience of INSET and their attitudes to such activities are described followed by an explanation of the way in which this research grew out of a series of meetings between teachers, Inspectors and Advisers of English, Maths and Physics.

1.1. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

Anglophone Cameroon came into being as a result of a reorganisation of the ways in which West and Central Africa were governed after the First World War. Until then most of the area now called Cameroon was a German colony; however after 1916 the northern and eastern parts were claimed by France and the western part by Britain. In September of that year the area was divided between the two colonial powers although this division was not formalised and approved by the League of Nations until 1920. Until 1945 the Cameroons were a League of Nations
mandated territory and from 1945 until 1961 a United Nations Trust Territory, administered by France and Britain (via Nigeria) with the administration monitored by visiting missions. In 1961 after a plebiscite, there was a further reorganisation, part of northern Cameroon joining Nigeria to leave Southern Cameroon and East Cameroon to become the new United Republic of Cameroon.

1.2. THE REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON 1991

The Republic of Cameroon is administered as one nation with the seat of government in Yaounde. It is made up of over two hundred linguistically diverse tribes (Chia 1992 personal communication) occupying an area which ranges from the deserts of the north bordering Lake Chad, to the tropical rain forest of the coastal area and the east and the rugged volcanic mountains of the west. Approximately one fifth of the country is officially Anglophone and the rest is Francophone. The development of the nation, based on oil revenue and agricultural self sufficiency, has been maintained since the Republic of Cameroon came into being although in the last few years the effects of the world wide "economic crisis" have been felt. Since 1989 the government has not appointed any new civil servants in certain sectors, including primary school teachers, as it does not have money to pay them. Prices have risen sharply for both everyday necessities and more luxurious items. Civil servants' allowances were cut in 1991 and all government funded salaries were cut.
by up to one third in December 1992. The previously
stable one party government has been challenged by a
nationwide movement towards a more democratic form of
government. The people of the Anglophone provinces have
played a major role in this process. Bamenda was the
venue for the launching, on May 26th 1990, of the
political party declared illegal at that time but
legalised in 1991. Since then the rapid move towards a
multiparty democracy has continued and some changes in
the system of government have taken place. These changes
have come about mostly as the result of pressure from a
well orchestrated programme of civil disobedience.

The system of government is still highly centralised
with all channels of administration passing through the
appropriate ministry in Yaounde. In the field of
Education this includes all admissions to government
funded schools and teacher training colleges and until
very recently the University. Now that new Universities
have been created they are able to admit their own
students. Teachers' postings are organised by the
Ministry of National Education and teachers can be called
upon to work anywhere in the country. All syllabuses and
exams are prepared centrally and disseminated via a
system of provincially based Pedagogic Inspectors for
each subject area.

The population of Cameroon is predominantly
agricultural and predominantly young. It is estimated
that over 55% of the population is under twenty (Gwanfogbe 1988:35) and that this percentage is increasing.

The two Anglophone Provinces of Cameroon, North West and South West are predominantly agricultural. In North West there has been a great reliance on coffee production and the production of potatoes, cassava, corn and beans. Almost everyone has access to some land for agricultural use; food production has rarely been a problem in twentieth century Cameroon although those growing cash crops for export have been hit by a crisis in the world markets in the last five years.

The mountainous nature of the two provinces and the un tarred roads have a profound influence on everyday life. In Education, the students and teachers often face long delays in going to and from school especially those sent to schools out of their home area. For example in September which is towards the end of the rainy season it can take two days to travel from Bamenda to Kumbo along a main road of just one hundred kilometres. This problem coupled with the inadequate system of post and telecommunications means that teachers may often be absent from school for several days because they need to be in Yaounde to deal with an administrational problem or because they have to travel home to fulfil their family duties.
ILLUSTRATION 1. THE REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON WITH NORTH WEST PROVINCE HIGHLIGHTED (Gwanfogbe 1988:6)
The two parts of the country maintain the languages, education systems and external examinations they inherited from their colonial governments. Although all Cameroonians should in theory be able to use English and French for all official purposes throughout the country, in practice English can only be used freely in the two Anglophone provinces. There is an uneasy alliance between those Cameroonians who speak English as their first official language and those who speak French.

All government documents are produced in French and translated into English when possible. Most educated Anglophones have had to become fluent in French in order to succeed in their chosen field. Recently more Francophones have been learning to use English as the bilingualism policy agreed by the government becomes more of a reality, both within the education system and in business and industry. However this move towards official bilingualism is very slow because it is the minority group, the Anglophones, who are providing the momentum. For the majority of Francophones, English is a not a language they want or need to use within their own country.

1.3.1. Primary Education

Primary school education lasts seven years for most Anglophone children. A few very bright pupils may leave
after six and some less able children will take longer as
they are required to repeat a year or sometimes two as a
result of failing the end of year exams. Children in
urban areas start school when they are about seven years
old although this entry age is dropping in bigger towns
due to the introduction of nursery school which admit
children at four or five for one or two years. In rural
areas the ages of children in class one varies, with some
as old as ten. In North West Province, in 1987, 47,504
children began in Primary class one and 19,241 began
class seven. The total number of children registered was
234,276. (Source: annual report of Education in North
West Province 1987.)

In North West Province all primary and secondary
education is officially taught in English (with the
exception of French lessons). However in many Primary
schools the English of some teachers is not always
adequate and thus Pidgin is used in the classroom. At the
end of the Primary school years there are two written
exams which all children take: the First School Leaving
Certificate and the Common Entrance. The first is the
easiest and is passed by almost everyone. The second
testing English, Maths and General Knowledge divides the
children into those who are eligible for free secondary
education in a Government school (less that 30%) and
those who are not. In North West Province many of those
who do not "pass into list A" seek entry into non
government post primary education. In 1987 5,319 students
entered secondary education in North West Province and 3527 began their fifth year. (Source; annual report of Education in North West Province 1987)

1.3.2. Post Primary Education

There are two main types of post primary education; secondary general and technical.

1.3.2.1. Secondary Education

The first is the most widespread, there being seventy two secondary schools in NWP in September 1991. The courses offered follow a broad general curriculum leading to GCE Ordinary level examinations. English, French and Maths are now compulsory subjects although passing the exams is not yet essential for entry into sixth form education. O'Level courses last for five years and A'Level for two. All these external exams were "inherited" from the University of London's Examination Board although all subjects now have their own Cameroonian Boards to set and mark both O' and A' level papers. Some subjects still send their questions to London for moderation before the selection of specific items takes place. In North West Province there are also three "Bilingual Secondary schools" where Francophone students follow the courses offered in the Francophone Provinces. These courses are taught in French. The two
groups of students, Anglophones and Francophones do not have any classes together.

1.3.2.2. Technical Education

Technical education follows the system in place in the Francophone provinces ie a four year course leading to the Probatoire and a course of a further three years leading to the Baccalaureat. Courses are divided into two main strands; commercial and industrial. Students who are not able to qualify for either of these courses and who are being educated in rural areas may attend a rural training centre. The official language of all these types of school is English. However, because of the small number of Anglophones with Technical Teaching qualifications French and Pidgin are often heard in the classroom.

Secondary general courses tend to have the most status as the academic route is still seen as providing better chances of employment.

1.3.3. Three Types Of School

1.3.3.1. Mission schools

Both secondary and technical education are offered by three separately funded groups. The students who have good results at the end of Primary school and whose
families can afford the fees may attend a mission school, run by either the Baptist, Catholic or Presbyterian churches. These schools range from well established, highly thought of "schools for future leaders" to newer schools which are still in the process of establishing themselves. Less than 5% of the secondary school population study in a Mission school where the expectation is that students will be boarders and will study in smaller than average classes which are well resourced. Because of these characteristics and their highly selective entry procedures these schools tend to have excellent examination results.

1.3.3.2. Government Schools

Government planning allows for approximately 30% of the primary school population to move into government post primary education where all the teachers are graduates and parents are required to pay only for the uniform and books. Some families find this too expensive but most manage by buying second hand books and sharing items between more than one child. The government quota is exceeded in urban centres such as Bamenda where the number of children leaving primary school has outstripped the number of Government School places available at the post primary level even though new schools are opened every year. Each school can therefore interview and select the applicants they prefer from those who have qualified.
The curriculum in these schools is controlled by the Ministry of Education: classes usually have up to eighty students registered and this coupled with the fact that overcrowding forces the school to end the school year for Forms one to Four to allow space for O' Levels in mid May means that the quality of education offered depends almost entirely on the ability and commitment of individual teachers.

1.3.3.3. Lay Private Schools

For those who have not been able to gain admittance to one of the above types of school there are schools owned and run by private individuals or groups of people. These lay private schools range from those set up to serve the needs of a small community by a group of successful people from that community (known as "elites"), where the education level of the teachers may be low and the aspirations of the students limited; to those in large towns which offer retake courses to students who failed O' and A' level courses often in government schools. Some classes will be taught by graduate government employed teachers earning extra money part time. In some schools there may be classes of well over a hundred students. Fees vary according to the facilities offered by the school and it is common for students to have to drop out during the year because they are unable to finish paying their fees. Staff turn-over.
tends to be quite high as many see teaching in Private schools as a temporary way of earning a living whilst applying for a place at the Ecole Normale Superieure (ENS) or University.

1.3.4. Language

Although English is the main official language of North West Province, the lingua franca is an English-based Pidgin. In the towns such as Bamenda the Pidgin sounds quite like English although including structures, idioms and items of vocabulary from French and the main local languages eg Mankon, Nkwen, Mugagka and Bafut. In rural areas the Pidgin sounds much less like English because it is more strongly influenced by the structures, idioms and items of vocabulary of the dominant local language eg Lamso in Kumbo. Thus in urban schools, for teachers of all subjects and their students, one perceived problem is that the boundaries between Pidgin and "grammar" (standard English) is often unclear. The students mix the two languages freely and many seem not to know when they are using the official language and when they are using the lingua franca. This worries the teachers because Pidgin is banned in school as a low status unwritten language. However it is used by everyone, as a language of intimacy, to bridge gaps between speakers of different languages and of different generations and particularly between those who have had a formal education and those who have not.
ILLUSTRATION 3. THE LANGUAGES OF NORTH WEST PROVINCE

(Chia 1992)
1.3.5. The curriculum

Every secondary school is expected to provide four hours of English Language lessons a week, many also provide two of English Literature. As a compulsory subject at GCE O' level the English Language examination has a powerful effect on the methods of teaching and learning commonly observed. The large classes, few resources and inadequately trained teachers make it difficult for teachers to teach in a communicative way although there have been some changes in syllabuses and methods during the last five years due to the INSET programme for teachers and the development of a network of Teacher Associations. The emphasis is still on the pronunciation of discrete sounds, reading comprehension based on literary texts and the writing of narrative essays. French is also taught as a compulsory subject and most schools offer three hours a week to secondary general students and two to Commercial and Technical students.

A third subject, mathematics, is also compulsory for all Cameroonian children although after primary schools the type of mathematics taught varies greatly depending on whether the class is working towards an Anglophone or a Francophone examination. As the classes tend to be large and the classrooms under-resourced the usual method of teaching is via a short lecture, a demonstration of how to put the "rule" into practice, followed by the
students using the rule to solve similar problems. The best students learn to manipulate the rules but rarely have the opportunity to grapple with the underlying concepts. There are few textbooks or other materials on which independent learning might be based so the only source of mathematical knowledge is the teacher.

The O' and A' level results for mathematics reveal the seriousness of the problems faced by the teachers and their students.

FIGURE 1 SUMMARY OF GCE O' AND A' LEVEL RESULTS 1990-1991
(supplied by the Provincial Inspectors for Mathematics in north West Province 1992)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>EXAM</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PASS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENTERED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>O Level</td>
<td>10748</td>
<td>3377</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Level</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1158</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>O Level</td>
<td>11930</td>
<td>3878</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Level</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>O/A Level Not yet available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.4. TEACHERS' EXPERIENCE OF INSET IN NORTH WEST PROVINCE

Over the last decade there has been an ODA funded INSET project for the teachers of English, maths and physics. This has led to the establishment of a resource centre for teachers of these subjects and a regular programme of INSET activities led by the British subject Advisers and the Provincial Pedagogic Inspectors. Syllabuses have been redrafted and changes suggested to the Ministry, textbooks have been adapted and examinations are being reviewed. The latter is a particularly difficult task as Anglophones perceive any suggested changes in the exams as interference by the predominantly Francophone Government and refuse to cooperate. The changes which have taken place have been small and have been restricted to the introduction of new question types into existing exams rather than more radical changes in the ways of assessing proficiency or monitoring learning.

1.4.1. Attitudes to INSET

Professional up-dating in all three subjects is seen in a positive light and teachers participate in INSET activities willingly provided that they do not have to spend too much of their own time and money reaching the venue. There has been a move away from a large number of activities centred on Bamenda to more meetings and workshops based in schools around the Province. In this
way teachers without their own cars, or teachers unable to leave home for more than a few hours, eg women teachers, have had access to INSET. Teachers of English have established mobile libraries of methodology books and source materials, housed in small suitcases which travel from school to school with members of their local teachers' association. This has enabled a greater number of teachers to read and reflect on current methodology. A similar scheme exists for packs of materials for Physics practicals.

Teachers in and around Bamenda are accustomed to being invited to the Teachers' Centre for workshops. These have been both subject specific and interdisciplinary. Within these workshops the training methodology has varied according to the organisers and the topic. The range has included; lectures with discussions, small group brainstorming and problem solving, peer micro teaching, evaluating materials, making resources and planning lessons. Some teachers have also begun to make use of the Teachers Centre as a place to prepare their lessons or as a central point of a social network. The centre is open during normal office hours even when all the Inspectors and Advisers are out visiting schools or running INSET activities, as there is a permanent administration officer. The centre is occasionally used after office hours by various special interest groups.
1.5. THE ROLE OF THE INSPECTORS AND ADVISERS

The Provincial Pedagogic Inspectors (PPI's) main role in the education hierarchy is to respond to directives from the Ministry of National Education via the National Inspectors for each subject or the Provincial Delegate for National Education. This responsive role assumes that they are not expected to initiate any activities within their provinces. In this way their role contrasts with that of the Advisers whose terms of reference refer specifically to the initiating of INSET activities.

The PPI'S work includes inspecting schools and observing teachers to advise on their promotion. The Advisers are not expected to participate in these activities although they and the PPI's work together to observe students from Ecole Normale Superieure on teaching practice and to facilitate INSET activities whenever possible. As the PPI's are not provided with transport or reimbursed for journeys made in their own cars, it is very difficult for them to visit schools outside the Bamenda area unless they adapt their programme to that of the Adviser who has a Land Rover financially supported by ODA.

The PPI's have usually been teachers in their main subject for several years and have often taken courses leading to a Masters degree as part of the British
Government scholarship programme. They take part in the planning, implementation and evaluation of the INSET activities initiated by the three British Advisers, and frequently travel to school based activities with their colleagues. However, as they do not receive any financial support if they have to spend the night out of Bamenda, which is inevitable due to the time it takes to reach some schools, they cannot participate in all the INSET activities which take place in the province but outside Bamenda. They are available in the Teachers' centre, where they are based, for teachers to consult and maintain an advisory presence there when the Advisers are out of the office.

1.6. AREAS OF IMPORTANCE IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE IN ANGLOPHONE CAMEROON

During the academic year 1989-1990 teachers of English, maths and physics came together, voluntarily, at joint meetings organised by the INSET teams, to discuss the issue of language in relation to themselves, their subject and their students. These meetings were arranged as one way of implementing the Ministry of National Education/ODA initiative to integrate the INSET of these three subjects. As the sustainability of any changes made was essential the teachers were invited to participate in the discussions which would lead to future INSET activities. In this way decisions made as a result of these meetings would be jointly owned by the INSET team.
and the teachers themselves. During the discussions it became apparent that there were several areas which the teachers thought were of paramount importance. Some of these areas were brought to the meetings' attention via questions about what was known elsewhere about a particular point whilst others were articulated less clearly. Establishing a list of these areas was a way of defining possible areas of exploration, opening discussions about who might make themselves responsible for reading and/or research into each area and how future INSET could be made most relevant for the teachers. The list below is a summary of the areas of interest drawn up by the ELT Adviser in North West Province in June 1990, taking into account the questions asked and points raised during the inter-subject INSET activities 1989-1990.

1.6.1. Areas the INSET teams and teachers thought important by June 1990

1 The influence of the dominant or favoured language on thinking about maths in English.

2 The role of technical and specialist vocabulary and the confusion between words with both a subject specific meaning and a meaning in ordinary English.

3 The role of groups of words such as determiners, logical connectors (because, therefore, if ........ then)
and those with relative meanings, for example, longer, longest, more than, less than.

4 The vocabulary and style of the English used in textbooks.

5 The vocabulary and style of the English used in examinations

6 Teachers' English Language using skills especially in speaking and writing

7 Students' English Language using skills especially in listening and speaking.

8 The ways in which students and teachers interact in English during mathematics lessons.

These areas all offer some opportunities for research. In the next chapter the current research into the complex relationship between language and learning mathematics and its relevance for Cameroon will be reviewed. It will become evident that this study seeks to illuminate an area of teaching and learning mathematics in English as a second language which has been neglected. The study will be conducted in ways which will empower maths teachers in Anglophone Cameroon to be more aware of their own classroom practices and thus more able to experiment with other ways of facilitating learning.
CHAPTER TWO

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEARNING MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE

INTRODUCTION

The research into the complex relationship between language and mathematics can be subdivided into three major trends. The first is specialised mathematical language and the difficulties this can pose; the second, the role of language in the development of mathematical thinking; and the third, the ways in which language is used by both teacher and students during maths lessons. For the purposes of seeking answers to the questions raised by the INSET teams in North West Province as itemised in chapter one, the research in these three areas can be reviewed with reference to classes where the medium of instruction is not the learners' first language. Because there has been insufficient research in such classrooms the area is also reviewed in contexts where the medium of instruction is the learners' first language. This will provide a broad theoretical base on which to build this study.
2.1.1. The Language of Mathematics

The language of mathematics in English in itself poses some second language learners with particular problems because;

"mathematical symbolism in its now internationally accepted form, is a shorthand, the bulk of which has been devised by speakers of a few closely related languages." (Austin and Howson 1979:176)

According to Watson mathematics;

"is a specifically Indo-European cultural product and learning mathematics will be easier for children whose language is Indo-European." (1988:263)

This suggests that learning the language of mathematics and learning to differentiate between mathematical English and ordinary English is particularly problematic for speakers of languages not of the Indo-European family; for example those in West Africa.

Attention has been focussed on areas of language use which may pose particular problems for those whose mother tongue is not of the Indo-European family. For example Strevens investigating the importance of prefixes and suffixes in mathematical English, stated;

"there is a major difference in mental preparation for mathematical learning between a learner whose language makes use, in some recognisable form, of the international Greek-Roman terminology; prefixes such as pre- post- anti- sub- and arithm- and a learner whose
language contains neither these items nor any
translation of them." (1969:169)

In a study which looked at the ways in which children of four different mother tongues; Punjabi, Mirpuri, Italian and Jamaican, growing up in Britain, reasoned deductively in mathematics, Lloyd Dawe (1983:348) found that the development of the ability to use logical connectives for example "if ..... then" "either ..... or" for reasoning and argument is,"vital in understanding and using mathematical language". Kane (1967:296) also drew attention to the ways in which mathematical English differs from ordinary English in that letter, word and syntactical redundancies differ and the grammar and syntax in mathematical English is less flexible than in ordinary English. He suggested that this inflexibility is a particular difficulty for some second language learners.

Other research has investigated the correspondence between words and the way in which concepts are labelled in different languages. For example Bishop's (1979) research with speakers of different languages in Papua New Guinea showed clearly that many English words could not be translated directly and thus might be the cause of misunderstanding. As Brodie points out;

"some students might have difficulty distinguishing between 'side' and 'edge' because one word expresses both concepts" (1989:17)

Students of certain language groups might have to learn to see a concept in a new way before they can work fluently in English. Taiwo (1968:168) points out that
although the concept of zero exists in Yoruba there is no corresponding notation and thus zero plays no part in the Yoruba number system. In Tanzania there have been attempts to prevent this situation from becoming problematic by choosing or creating a word in Swahili to label a mathematical concept so that learners can first learn the concept in their lingua franca and then learn to use it in English eg "kiovu" (navel) has been introduced and is now used for centre. (Mmari 1975:169)

2.1.2. Thinking mathematically in a second language

At the 1974 UNESCO conference in Nairobi, Strevens put forward four questions to assist in the classification and systematic discussion of the ideas about learning to think mathematically in a second language. Do the teacher and learner share the same first language? Do the teacher and the learner share the same culture? Do the teacher and the learner share the same logic and reasoning system? Is there a match between the language, culture and logic/reasoning system of the learner and the teacher? (1969:163). Research in the learning of mathematics conducted in Papua New Guinea indicates that:

"the structure of the [learners'] first language determines the kind of classification available to children and hence to a large extent the nature of the concepts they form." (Philp 1973:168)
The UNESCO conference went on to discuss and agree that different languages support mathematical concept formation, precision and systemization in different ways:

"All cultures have the essential structural elements of language necessary for a mathematical system: conjunction, negation and quantification." (Gay 1974:49)

so that speakers of different mother tongues will vary in the ways rather than the ability with which they learn to manipulate and use the international symbolism of mathematics but; "no group of people is barred from any aspect of cognitive discovery or experience." (Brodie 1989:10)

Although this question of how some mother tongue languages might influence the ways in which speakers approach English medium learning is of much interest, as Zepp (1981:61) points out it would be almost impossible to investigate every learner separately particularly in multilingual environments such as those in Cameroon.

Berry notes much of the research to date has had little impact on mathematics education and, "little concrete action at the instructional level has occurred." (1985:21) Thus in terms of the value of research for those teaching and learning mathematics in English as a second language and the appropriate allocation of limited resources, research into classroom activities might bear more fruit than research into the cognitive structures of various languages particularly for the teacher in an
Certain aspects of learning and teaching mathematics in a second language have received considerable attention. The most obvious of these is the notion of readability. Austin and Howson point out that:

"Written materials still remain major determinants of both the curriculum to be followed and also of the language used within the classroom." (1979:170)

This is of particular importance in well-resourced classrooms and in situations where the learners will take tests or exams prepared in such a way as to require good reading skills eg in African Universities. In such situations, factors such as the content, style, format, organisation and vocabulary of mathematics texts must be taken into account as must the reader's ability to read efficiently at a suitable speed in the appropriate language. Austin and Howson advise teachers to;

"use simple sentence constructions and avoid long sentences ........ introduce only a few new words at a time; use the active rather than the passive voice; avoid conditional clauses and the hypothetical." (1979:173)

This is not to say that teachers and writers should deliberately include verbal hints or linguistic clues in their mathematical materials as to do so may encourage children to find the answer without necessarily understanding the reasoning required. (Aitken 1972:369)
Much of the research mentioned earlier on the use of logical connectives, prefixes and suffixes grew out of the belief that the major problem in second language mathematics was the students' ability to read mathematical texts in English and a desire to write materials in ways which reduce the influence of language issues. Whilst not wishing to suggest that the language used in written materials is not important, I agree with the Secondary Mathematics Individualised Learning Experiment (SMILE) project team who insist that;

"translating instructions for teaching [into the learner's mother tongue] .... trying to avoid the use of all language and concentrating on the "language of mathematics" are a very simplistic solution .... and are of limited use." (1985:216)

For those students who have reached a level high enough to be exposed to mathematical texts as a tool of individualised learning, or those in school systems where this is the norm, the readability of texts and the students' reading skills are of great importance. However there are many people learning mathematics in English who do not have access to written materials except those written on the blackboard or prepared for and by the teacher for end of term tests. In poorly resourced classrooms even the latter use few words as paper is used sparingly if at all. For these students the learning rests on the teacher's ability to read and understand written materials and use of oral language in the classroom. The most important language skill for the learners is therefore not reading but listening and for
the teachers the use of the medium of instruction fluently and confidently to explain, to illustrate, to ask questions orally in the classroom.

Whilst accepting the value of the research noted above, it is clear that there is little available which could be used to empower teachers such as those working in Anglophone Cameroon to make the learning of mathematics easier for their learners. The language of instruction, English, has to be accepted as a given, as have the class sizes and lack of resources. The multilingual composition of many classes and the government's need to minimise differences between people of different language groups to promote national unity means that looking into the relationships between learning maths and speaking one or another Cameroonian language seemed inappropriate.

As there is insufficient research in maths lessons where English is not the first language of the teacher and learners, it is worth looking at research conducted in first language classes to provide a broader base from which to begin to design a study which is Cameroon-specific and which could lead to the empowering of maths teachers in Anglophone Cameroon and elsewhere in the Anglophone world.
2.2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEARNING MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE. WHERE THE MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION IS NOT THE LEARNER'S SECOND LANGUAGE.

2.2.1. The language of mathematics

According to the Cockcroft Committee, set up in Britain in 1978 to consider the teaching of mathematics required in further and higher education, employment and adult life generally, maths is perceived at all levels as,"a difficult subject both to teach and to learn" (The Cockcroft Report 1982:67). Many of those who begin maths courses drop out or fail to reach the expected level at the expected time;

"A small number reach a standard which enables them to study mathematics at degree level but many others (.........) advance only a short distance along the mathematical road at school (The Cockcroft Report 1982:67)"

Language and language issues are viewed as one important factor by all those seeking to understand this situation fully, regardless of whether learning is taking place in a first or a second language. The Cockcroft Report states unequivocally that the committee believe that;

"Language plays an essential part in the formulation and expression of mathematical ideas." (1982:89)

The report "Mathematics from 5 to 16" setting out a framework within which each school might develop a mathematics programme appropriate to its own pupils, (DES
1987:49) continues, "language difficulties are often a barrier to mathematical progress." Quilter and Harper (1988:125), researching into the reasons why university graduates had disliked and/or done badly in mathematics at school, noted that language issues were seen as an important factor leading to disaffection from mathematics. This was in association with other variables such as personality and anxiety, although it was not weighted as heavily as relevance of content or teaching methodology.

Mathematics is one subject where the understanding and use of subject-specific words, phrases or ways of describing ideas is required if one is to progress past the most basic level. Torbe and Shuard (1982:1) argue that "the sheer compression of mathematical language and the abstract nature of formula can form a barrier" to learning. Kerslake (1982:41) adds that there are numerous examples of very specialised forms of language used in mathematics but nowhere else and that the use of special symbols and formulae grows more complex during secondary level mathematics as the concepts being manipulated become more abstract. An intuition that there is an almost overwhelming amount of special vocabulary in the learning of mathematics is born out in Richards' research during which the number of times specialist vocabulary was used in lessons was counted by observers, revealing that;

"the scores in the science group [which included
maths] ....... support the contention that in these subjects pupils are overburdened with technical vocabulary." (1979:90)

However it is not only the very precise specialist terms which can cause learners difficulty. One idea may be expressed in several different every day words, making the precise communication of ideas uncertain eg "divide", "go into", "share", "how many ...... in". (Bell 1970:126) identified a basic vocabulary of three hundred and sixty five words in common use outside mathematics as well as within, which everyone needs in order to deal with basic mathematical topics such as quantity, measurement, time, money, position eg "on", "at", comparisons eg "bigger", "longer", questions eg "who", "what" connectives "but", "because", "therefore". Rothery pointed out that there are varying degrees of relatedness between words which look and sound the same but which carry different meanings in maths or when used elsewhere, giving the example that;

"gradient has more similarity of meaning in the two contexts than does product." (1980:344)

Mathematicians would argue that precise terminology is required in the learning of maths, as concepts are not negotiable. Thus, whether the language used is highly specialised and abstract or everyday and concrete its precise use in relation to mathematical thought is essential. However, teachers of mathematics do not always use language unambiguously in their lessons. Wood (1988:192) highlights the difficulties which can be caused by the use of terms in mathematics which are
"parasitic" upon words used in everyday speech and writing. They look and sound the same but mean something different and can therefore be used in ways which are confusing for the learner eg "face", "radical", "mean", and "degree", or the contrasting use of prepositions such as in the mathematical phrase; "the area inside a room".

"Many confusions can occur as a result of differing linguistic usage with the teacher, most often speaking mathematical English while the student interprets it as ordinary English."  
Pimm (1987:104)

Pimm gives a telling example eg Teacher "Let 'n' be a number" Pupil "But 'n' is a letter" (Pimm 1987:18)

2.2.2. Language and mathematical thinking

The debate over the precise relationship between language and thought has not been restricted to those concerned with the relationship between language and mathematics. However the ways in which learners use language to understand a mathematical concept well enough to think about it and manipulate it in relation to another concept is a vital factor in this relationship. It is especially important in secondary school mathematics as one purpose of teaching maths at this level is to enable learners to go beyond the development of individual or primary concepts, to understand the ways in which concepts relate to one another as secondary concepts (Stones 1970:233) in a hierarchy of understanding.
Language and thought are inseparable in people at the secondary school level. Vygotsky's assertion that;

"The relation of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual movement back and forth. (...) Thought is not merely expressed in words it comes into existence through them." (1962:125)

or Piaget's overview that;

"language and thought are linked in a genetic circle where each necessarily leans on the other in independent formation and continuous reciprocal action." (1954:274)

describe their interdependence succinctly.

Given that learning mathematics involves "building up the structure of successive abstractions" (Skemp 1970:85), language plays a vital bridging role between known and unknown concepts. To succeed in mathematics, the learner has to mentally arrange and classify lower order concepts in such a way as to facilitate the development of the new abstract concepts of a higher order. They are;

"first formed and then (...) utilized to guide explanation, inquiry, productive thinking and problem solving in situations which arise independently." (Servais et al 1971:163)

and;

"language can be used to speed up the formation of a concept by helping to collect and separate contributory examples and non-examples." (Skemp 1970:81)

Thus language may be used by the teacher talking to the learner or when learners talk to each other or indeed when learners talk to themselves silently or aloud.
2.2.3. Language in maths lessons

The traditional mathematics lesson in Britain is teacher centred with much of the time taken up by the teacher talking. Fletcher (1960, 1970: 272) provided evidence that; "Mathematics teachers talk more than social studies teachers ........." organising lessons which include; "more convergent questions, make more directing statements and elicit and reject fewer pupil responses" than do teachers of other subjects. A common procedure is that the teacher gives a definition of the concept to be learnt, explains it and then according to Torbe and Shuard; "talks to pupils, asking them questions" (1982:5) intended to facilitate the learning and use of the original definition. In other words;

"the teacher is constantly monitoring all communication systems by checking whether or not all pupils are on the same wavelength." (Stubbs 1983:106)

In recent years there have been widespread changes in the ways in which younger children learn mathematics. One "identifiable change (......) is the increasing demand on pupils to read and write" (Bell et al 1983:279) texts being used as a medium of instruction and to provide the opportunity for further practice. Rothery (1980:280) suggested that in order to minimise the difficulties which may be caused when a learner has to read whilst learning or practising the use of mathematical concepts, teachers and those concerned with materials production should aim to improve the texts themselves, improve the
way teachers use texts and improve the reading ability of the learners. Thus the style used in textbooks and workcards would include short sentences written as far as possible in the present tense, simple words, few conditionals such as "if", "suppose", "given that", a minimal amount of expository material and sentences which require the reader to remember clauses presented previously eg "Harry is twenty six. Tom and Sarah are twins. If they (......) find their ages." These suggestions are similar to those noted earlier for materials written for those studying maths in a second language.

Rothery's second suggestion that teachers might make better use of materials implies that a change in methodology would be necessary to enable teachers to organise more discussion of written materials. This was not the case when The Cockcroft Report criticised secondary education methodology where the examination system was criticised for requiring;

"teaching of a kind which, instead of developing understanding, concentrates on the drilling of routines in order to answer examination questions." (1982:131)

This has only recently begun to change as a result of the new assessment procedures in the General Certificate of Secondary Education.
Instead of the pattern noted above, Cockcroft suggests that mathematics teachers at all levels should aim to include opportunity for the following in all their lessons:

"exposition by the teacher, discussion between the teachers and students, between the students without the teacher, appropriate practical work, consolidation and practice of fundamental skills and routine problem solving and investigation." (1982:71)

To enable the above activities to become a common feature of secondary school mathematics, many teachers would have to review their assumptions about how mathematics learning takes place. A major assumption underpinning the traditional model of a lesson is that by listening a lot and speaking a little learners will acquire the same internalised system of understanding the relationship between concepts as the teacher has. Many teachers feel uneasy about making the changes suggested by Cockcroft, believing that there are; "right and wrong answers ......... with clear cut methods to be taught and learnt for finding them." (Pimm 1987:47)

These assumptions are being challenged on many fronts. Section four of the DES report Mathematics from 5 to 16 on classroom approaches requires the reader to consider the following:

"There is much to discuss in mathematics, the nature of the problem (...) the relevance of the data (...) the strategies which might be used (........) and the concepts which need to be
clarified (........) useful discussion can (.......
(....) take place between pupils without the
involvement of the teacher." (1987:39)

Wood (1988:195) believes that, "children have to regulate
their own thinking in mathematics" whilst Torbe and
Shuard(1982:5) support the idea that, "understanding has
to grow individually in each pupil's mind."

The Secondary Mathematics and Science (CSMS) team
(Hart et al 1981:214) suggest that mathematics teachers
might consider moving away from what they call the "I'll
show you" methods of teaching to one based on a "Let's
discuss this" model, arguing a strong case for a more
verbally interactive, discursive approach to the teaching
of mathematics at the secondary level.

The type of language use which seems to figure
prominently in the writing of many in this field is that
known variously as hypothetical, tentative or exploratory
language. This means that language is used as thoughts
are organised, to suggest, try out and negotiate
understanding for oneself marked by the use of tentative
words and phrases eg "could have", "probably", "you'd
think";

"Many spoken formulations and revisions will
often be required before an acceptable and
stable expression can be agreed upon." (Pimm
1987:32)
Barnes (1969:109) who looked at language across the curriculum, shows the context of this language style in a concise table;

| INTIMATE | DISTANT |
| AUDIENCE | AUDIENCE |
| SIZE | SOURCE OF |
| small group | the group |
| AUTHORITY | SOURCE OF |
| the teacher | the teacher |
| RELATIONSHIPS | ORDERING OF |
| intimate | inexplicit |
| THOUGHT | THOUGHT |
| explicit | explicit |
| SPEECH | SPEECH |
| improvised | pre-planned |
| PLANNING | PLANNING |
| exploratory | final draft |

The classrooms in which exploratory language use would be most common would be those in which the teacher of mathematics planned to work more in the "hypothetical mode" than in the "expository mode" (Bruner 1985:15). In British education at the primary level there has been a shift towards such a way of promoting mathematical learning as reflected in the National Curriculum but at secondary level in Britain and in education systems where the teacher maintains a more traditional role, such as in Cameroon, the changes in the way teachers and learners use language have been less marked.
Whether the focus is the language of mathematics, the role of language in the development of mathematical thought or the ways in which language is used in the mathematics classroom, the situation is complex and under-researched. For those teaching and learning mathematics in English when it is not their mother tongue the situation is even more complex. It is essential therefore that research is conducted in all the different types of schools where English is used as the medium of instruction for speakers of other languages.

Much of the present research, based in British, American and Australian schools has been conducted in classes where there is likely to be a percentage of learners using English as their mother tongue and where the teacher may be a native speaker of English. In the context of African education the role of mother tongue education has been examined as have classes in areas where there is one dominant mother tongue eg Berry's work in Botswana (1985) or Taiwo's in Nigeria (1968) or Gay and Cole in Liberia (1967). In a general sense all of this research is of interest to both linguists and mathematics educators because it focuses attention on the interface between these two fields of research.

However, the same interface in educational systems in which there is a multiplicity of first languages
represented in different proportions in every class and in countries where some children may be literate in their mother tongue and some may speak a language which is not written seems to have been neglected by both linguists and mathematics educators.

2.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

2.3.1. Unanswered questions

One area which is as yet under-researched in relation to the teaching and learning of mathematics in English in Anglophone Cameroon is that of the language used by teachers and students during lessons.

The idea of investigating this area, that is the ways in which teachers and learners interact in English during lessons, led to a further analysis of the questions listed at the end of chapter one. From these eight broad questions three specific ones were selected. The criteria for selection were the researcher's own interest in classroom processes as reflected in the language used and the potential practical value of the answers to these questions for the teachers of mathematics in Anglophone Cameroon. The search for ways to encourage these teachers to feel able to experiment with new classroom practices acted as a stimulus for this study and as a guide when these research questions were formulated.
The first is: How do teachers and learners interact in English as they seek to teach and learn mathematics at the secondary level in Anglophone Cameroon? As it could not be assumed that an existing model of verbal interaction would be found to adequately describe the processes identified in answer to this question a second question was formulated: Can a descriptive analytical model be devised for these interactions? Finally because the research grew out of INSET and will feed back into further INSET the answers to a third question were also sought; Can this model be used with the teachers participating in the research to enable them to use a wider range of teaching strategies; including those which might encourage their learners to use English more confidently to talk about maths during maths lessons?

As these questions have not been asked in terms of second language medium of instruction education in Cameroon and elsewhere in Anglophone Africa, it is hardly surprising that answers are not to be found in the current literature on learning mathematics in English in Africa. However, questions similar to question one have been asked in Britain and the United States of America. Such research requires examination to see if the answers found or the research methods used offer any insights for this research.
For this reason four research projects are reviewed in detail in the next chapter. Although the cultural and linguistic contexts in which they were conducted are not similar to those in Cameroon and thus the specific content is not necessarily relevant, a discussion of their approaches to classroom language is useful as part of the process of identifying research methods which would provide data for my research questions.
CHAPTER THREE
SELECTING RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGNING THE RESEARCH PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter a small number of research projects will be reviewed: the first two because they were small scale projects conducted in mathematics lessons, the third because it was a much larger study of verbal behaviour during science lessons and the fourth because an analysis of the verbal behaviour of student teachers of Biology was used as part of their pre-service training. Following this, reference is made to three ways of approaching data collected during formal secondary school lessons. Specific aspects of the methods used in each project will be highlighted as they were instrumental in the process of selecting research methods which would lead to answers to the three research questions. The methods selected and the research design are described in detail at the end of the chapter.

3.1. SMALL SCALE RESEARCH INTO THE VERBAL BEHAVIOUR OF TEACHERS DURING MATHS LESSONS

An early example of research which sought to identify the verbal behaviours of mathematics teachers, particularly those related to students achievement was that conducted by Smith in 1977 in the United States of
America. Twenty teachers of mathematics, all with at least one year of teaching experience, were asked to teach a twenty minute algebra lesson to students in their first year at High School. They were given a list of objectives as guidelines and a textbook to use in class. The lessons were audio recorded, transcribed and reproduced. This was necessary as each transcript was to be coded by more than one coder looking for evidence of nine variables in teacher discourse. The first two variables were total lesson time and percentage of teacher talk which do not specifically address the issue of types of verbal behaviour. The remaining seven, selected from earlier studies into what constitutes "good teaching, (Smith 1977:195), were quantified via close examination of the transcripts. They were;

a) vagueness terms; for example the use of negated intensifiers such as, not all and indeterminate quantification for example; a couple, or few.

b) teacher responses of ok

c) mazes that is a unit of discourse that doesn't make any semantic sense.

d) teacher initiated student responses and

e) pupil initiated student responses

f) lesson objectives (evidence of) and

g) examples and applications (variables selected by this team of researchers)
The students were given a fourteen item test after the lesson, covering the content which the teachers had been asked to teach and the results of these tests examined for correlation with the analysis of the transcripts.

Smith reports that three variables were correlated positively with student achievement, namely evidence of the teacher's objectives being reached, the percentage of relevant examples per lesson and the average number of "OKs" per minute of teacher talk. She asserts that:

"This may provide a clue to a more global variable that positively influences student learning. Such a variable likely involves organisation, structuring and clarity of lesson." (Smith 1977:202)

Although this research did focus on the language used whilst mathematics was being taught and learnt, the isolation of nine variables and their quantification is limiting. The experimental nature of the research and the artificial length of the "lessons" does not persuade me that this is the way in which teachers and students necessarily interact in mathematics lessons on a day to day basis. The absence of an analysis of student language is also problematic in terms of trying to understand all the verbal behaviour of those teaching and learning mathematics in a particular lesson.
Research which focussed on the discourse observed during maths lessons taught by non-native speaker teaching assistants was conducted in the University of Michigan in 1985. Although the age and mathematical experience of the students was far removed from the students in Cameroon, the methods used to discover, "what constitutes teaching discourse that is communicatively competent" (Rounds 1987:643) are worth examining as part of the search for a way of exploring the verbal interaction of Cameroonian maths lessons in a way which will empower the participating teachers to make changes to their everyday practices.

Five fifty minute videotapes of two native and three non-native English speaking teaching assistants were recorded during the second week of the school year (in order to avoid differences in classroom procedures as a result of the teachers' greater or lesser familiarity with a particular class). The teachers were selected by the supervisor in the maths department, two because they were successful, two because they were less successful and one because it was thought he had particular difficulties with using English. The same teachers were observed teaching other classes so that the researcher could be confident that the recorded lesson was representative of their habitual teaching behaviour. The video tapes were then reviewed and discussed separately by the teaching assistants, their students and their supervisors. The reviewers were asked to point out
anything they found "unusual, interesting or problematic," (Rounds 1987:647) to guide the researcher towards those aspects of the lesson which were perceived as noteworthy by the participants themselves. Rounds argues that this method of supplementing recorded data facilitates its interpretation if the researcher "attempts to understand an event by studying it as it unfolds naturally and by obtaining retrospective commentaries from the actors" (Rounds 1987:647)

Having looked at various features of discourse as a result of the observations and discussion Rounds sums up her findings;

"communicatively competent classroom discourse is based on a) an understanding of the student teacher relationship expected in American university classrooms; b) an understanding of the ability of silence to contribute or detract from the creation of fluency; c) an awareness of what students are doing while the teacher is performing, especially a sensitivity to their note taking task; and d) an acceptance of the fact that teaching involves more than proficient transmission of information and that elaboration is highly valued by students". (Rounds 1987:666)

What stands out as valuable from Rounds' work is the ways in which she collected her data and analysed it in conjunction with the participants' own opinions about what was and was not worthy of their attention. This process would seem to offer valuable insights into both the collection of classroom language data and the search for a research method which would establish the role which an analysis of classroom language could have in the In-Service Training of Teachers in Cameroon.
Both the research projects described so far have used a small number of short micro lessons as their basis. In research which chose a much larger number of participants, Lemke, looking at sixty science lessons in three schools and a University in New York City observed and audio recorded whole lessons seeking:

"The strategies that teachers and students use in building personal relationships, defining roles and expectations and manipulating the possibilities of the classroom situation." (Lemke 1989:1)

The teachers, fifty eight male and two female, were all of European descent and varied in their teaching experience from the newly trained to those approaching retirement. Lemke selected extracts from his large number of transcripts to investigate four classes of activity: the principal science situation types, the principle strategies by which content is expressed, the rules observed by teachers and students concerning a "proper" way to talk science, and the relationship between the teacher observing or breaking rules and the likelihood of students showing attentiveness to the lesson. He began by working with one extract and when he felt he had established a mode of analysis which was satisfactory in terms of the above classes of activity he then used the same mode with other extracts.
From these three research projects a possible approach to research methods began to appear. Observing and audio or video recording everyday lessons would provide transcribable language data. The recordings and transcripts could then be discussed with the participants to verify their accuracy and representativeness and used in the confirmation of a classification system of the patterns of verbal interaction observed.

3.3. VERBAL BEHAVIOUR AND THE PRE-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

In the research described so far in this chapter the value of the research for pre or in service teacher training purposes was not addressed. Brown and Armstrong (1977) experimented with an approach to one aspect of classroom language use as part of the pre service training of Post Graduate Certificate of Education (PGCE) students. In this research ten topics in Biology were offered to the students. They were required to teach two topics to approximately twelve, twelve year olds in two ten minute lessons. Half the group were given training in how to explain well between the two lessons and half at the end. This training included structured video feedback of their own lesson and an instruction booklet. After the lessons, matched groups of pupils were given a multiple choice test on the topic of their lesson and asked to complete a rating form for their teacher. The analysis of the lessons were then matched with the students'
achievement test and their ratings of the teachers' ability to explain well.

Brown and Armstrong rejected both the coding of observable behaviour in real time during lessons and a purely ethnographic approach to classroom life in favour of taping and transcribing. They argued that the cognitive processes used by learners may not be immediately obvious to an observer but as they are revealed in the language used during the lesson, their research required tapes and transcripts as data.

They acknowledge that their System of Analysing Instructional Discourse (SAID) owed much to the work of Sinclair and Coulthard (1974) and Bellack et al (1966). However they also noted that as they were less concerned with the nature of verbal interaction than with;

"the structure of and sequence of explanatory processes - with the pedagogy of explaining rather than the linguistics of discourse" (Brown and Armstrong 1978:28)

it is not surprising that although their method of data collection and the notion of using the analysis of classroom language as part of teacher development seem useful in terms of planning my own research their system of analysis is less valuable as it was not designed to describe the language used by teachers and learners in interaction.
3.4. RESEARCH IN OTHER LESSONS: THE SELECTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Barnes (1969) analysed the lessons he observed in more linguistically oriented terms, discussing the nature of the questions asked by teachers and the ways in which these constrain the ways in which their students participate in their lesson (see chapter two for more details). He analysed only those features of classroom language which seemed to him to be of interest and thus although what he reported is useful as a potential research method I feel that a more systematic way of selection would lead to a comprehensive descriptive analytical model of the patterns of interaction observed in a particular lesson.

Sinclair and Coulthard on the other hand also set out "to handle discourse produced in one type of classroom" (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:112) (that is a classroom in which the teacher is the centre of all activity where "chalk and talk" would be the most likely mode of teaching) and did have a clearly defined set of criteria for their descriptive apparatus before they began. Following their recording and transcribing of six twenty minute lessons they aimed to produce a descriptive apparatus which was finite, with symbols or terms which were precisely relatable to the forms in which they appeared in the data and which described the whole data. Building on a basic notion of structure in linguistics,
"there must be at least one impossible combination of symbols" (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:16) That is if a two symbol descriptive system allows all two symbol structures, " it is worth looking at three symbol structures" (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:17) to find which combinations of symbols do and do not appear in the data. Once an impossible combination has been revealed it becomes possible to make a structural statement.

In writing about their research they made complimentary reference to the work of Bellack et al (1966), as did Brown et al (see above) noting that the classification of language behaviour during lessons in this research fulfilled three of the four criteria mentioned above. Although the hierarchical organisation of a lesson into pedagogically defined games and sub games is attractive, the analysis does not include symbols which are clearly defined according to their exponents in the data.

What Bellack et al (1966), Barnes (1969) and Sinclair and Coulthard (1974) all have to offer this particular study, is a way of approaching data collected during lessons and transcribed in its entirety without a predetermined "shopping list " of categories to look for. Each group of researchers no doubt had previous research in mind as they began, which to a certain extent may have
guided their intuitions but as Sinclair and Coulthard state categorically:

"When we began we had no preconceptions about the organization or extent of patterning in long texts. Obviously lessons are highly structured but our problem was to discover how much of this structure was pedagogical and how much linguistic." (1975:19).

3.5. EVALUATION OF THE ABOVE RESEARCH

From this review of some of the research conducted during maths, science and other lessons which sought to investigate the language used by teachers and students, it can be seen that existing research cannot provide answers for the research questions: How do teachers and learners interact in English as they seek to teach and learn mathematics at the secondary level in Anglophone Cameroon? Can a descriptive analytical model be devised for these interactions? Can this model be used with the teachers participating in the research to enable them to use a wider range of teaching strategies; including those which might encourage their learners to use English more confidently to talk about maths during maths lessons?

Elements of each of the projects referred to in this chapter were however helpful in the process of making informed decisions about the selection of subjects, processes of data collection, strategies for the analysis of classroom language data and ways of using the data and the model with the participants as part of INSET activities. The decisions made during this process are now examined in detail.
The first of my research questions asked how language is used by teachers and learners in interaction during mathematics lessons in Anglophone Cameroon secondary schools. Research methods were sought which would capture such language use, in ways which would facilitate close analysis. Following the review of classroom based research earlier in this chapter, the recording of whole lessons, taught as part of the normal school time table over a long period of time, seemed the best way to begin data collection. Such lessons would give as natural a picture as possible of the ways in which language is used in mathematics lessons on a day to day basis.

Coding verbal behaviour as it occurred during lessons was rejected as a method of data collection partly because of the practical difficulties of deciding what ought to be coded but mostly because of the difficulties connected with reducing language and interaction to a manageable number of predetermined codes, in real time, and then being unable to check these codings later.

Thus it was decided that the lessons would be recorded. Audio recording was selected rather than video recording to minimise the;
"certain reactivity effect [which can be expected] when sophisticated research equipment is introduced into a social situation," (Mohan 1982:62).

Video cameras are not commonly seen in North West Province and thus would have disrupted the lessons being recorded and consequently interfered with the natural patterns of interaction.

As the verbal interaction recorded in this way in the form of tapes and transcripts would need to be analysed in terms of the classroom context, prolonged periods of classroom observation were envisaged. None of the research examined in chapter three made detailed reference to the observation of lessons but I felt it would be difficult to analyse tapes made during lessons unless I had actually observed them and kept detailed field notes of all that I noticed, particularly in terms of that which could be seen but not heard, for example blackboard work. I also felt that it would take the teachers some time to become accustomed to having a tape recorder (with or without an observer) in their lessons and that the joint experience of lessons by the teacher and the researcher would facilitate any discussions of what had happened during a particular period.

The problems of being an outsider by virtue of my race, culture and academic speciality were considered at this time. Having lived and worked in Bamenda for four years I was well known in all the schools in North West
Province as the English Teaching Adviser. In this capacity I had visited all the schools regularly and worked alongside the teachers of English in many different ways. I speak Cameroonian Pidgin adequately and understand local cultural expectations sufficiently to function as an accepted outsider in both professional and social contexts. My status as an adviser, who was also female, had been an issue when I first arrived in Bamenda in 1987 (all the other British Advisers being men) but by 1991, when this research project commenced it was of little concern to those involved.

As a non-mathematician I hoped to be able to cultivate a non-judgemental approach to the lessons I would observe without difficulty. I felt that the teachers would be less threatened by a non-mathematician than they might be by an observer from their own discipline because they could retain their status as specialists in the subject whilst I retained mine as a language specialist. In this way our discussions would take place on an equal footing which I felt to be important if the teachers were to experiment with language use in their own way.

To avoid collecting data which would be distorted by the teachers and students using language in a very self conscious way, a prolonged period of observation was planned at the beginning of the research.
In addition to observation notes made during lessons, the field notes would also contain information about anything going on before or after the lesson as observed or as reported by the teacher during pre and post observation discussions. In this way the data collected during lessons could be set in the larger context of the school day.

The tapes recorded in this way with their transcripts and the field notes made during the lessons could then be discussed by each teacher and the researcher separately as well as by the whole group of teachers and the researcher. Teachers' meetings would result in further data in the form of notes made on the discussions of past lessons and the planning of future lessons. The teachers' comments on the developing model of the patterns of verbal interaction observed would also be available during the final stages of data analysis so that the model created to answer the second research question would both grow out of and feed into the intervention period planned to answer question three.

The selection of an approach to the analysis of the data thus collected reflected the process recommended by Sinclair and Coulthard in their 1975 work; that is of beginning not with a model into which data has to be fitted but with the data itself allowing the theory to grow from there. As Glaser (1978:31), explaining his view of grounded theory stated,
"we collect data in the field first, then start analysing it and generating theory"

and

"Concepts emerge from the field [to be] checked and rechecked against further data." (Woods 1985: 51)

Only when the theory seems well grounded in the data being examined are other theories examined to allow for the integration of the new theory. Given that current research does not offer a model which seemed likely to be appropriate for a second language medium of instruction classroom and given my hesitation about the application of European models to data collected in non-European settings this seemed to be the only appropriate way to approach answering questions two and three.

Within this general approach to the research methods, cultural appropriateness was a key concept at another stage of the process, not only as the method of analysis was decided. Question three, seeking to find out if a descriptive analytical model of the interactions observed during the lessons required intervention. It was decided that such intervention activities should not be too different to those to which the teachers had become accustomed during previous INSET activities. The Adviser and Inspectors for mathematics had previously invited them to attend short meetings in the teachers' centre to discuss topics ranging from schemes of work to lesson planning. With this in mind I felt that inviting them to
short meetings in the teachers' centre to discuss the language of their own classrooms would be useful and non-threatening. Therefore in addition to the shorter, informal discussions which could take place in school pre and post observations the teachers would be invited to attend meetings after school in the teachers' centre where they could meet each other and discuss their ideas with the researcher and with each other. In this way it was intended that the researcher would be a facilitator of these meetings but all those participating would be equal resources in the discussion of their own lessons. I felt that this equality was essential if the teachers were going to feel able to build on their growing perceptions of verbal interaction in their own way, in their own teaching.

Having decided that the answers to the three research questions would be sought via classroom observation and the recording of lessons and that the data collected in this way: tapes, transcripts and field notes would be supplemented by notes made during informal discussions with teachers in schools and during teachers' meetings, the final methodological decisions concerned the selection of participants.

Given the proposal that the research would include long periods of observation and recordings made of whole mathematics lessons being taught as part of the normal school day and given my wish to collect data which would
enable me to answer my questions in depth, it seemed wise to choose an approach which would limit the number of participants. If there were a small number of teachers/classes participating in the study it would be possible to visit each one more than once a week to observe and record several lessons and thus collect the data required.

From the decisions already made, it seemed that a case study approach would be the most suitable way to collect the data needed to answer the three research questions. As Walker explains;

"Case study is the examination of an instance in action (........) The study of particular incidents (....) and the selective collection of information (....) allow [the] case study worker to capture and portray those elements of a situation that give it meaning." (Walker 1980:33).

A case study approach would facilitate the collection of data as described above, so that a "rich holistic account" (Merriam 1988:28) could be established. This would be particularly valuable in the search for the answer to question one. An approach which allows the researcher to "make ... strange" (Delamont 1985:178) taken for granted patterns of verbal interaction would also be valuable as the intervention required to answer question three was planned.
This approach would allow for long periods of observation and close contact with a small number of participants. Thus within the constraints imposed by time and by the poor condition of the roads, especially during the rainy season, a limited number of schools would be invited to participate in the study.

Schools would be selected in order to have cases from a range of similar but different secondary school contexts. As mentioned previously, time would be a major constraint as would the distance between schools particularly during the rainy season so it seemed wise to select schools which were within easy reach of Bamenda so that I could reach the schools easily and so that the teachers would be able to reach the teachers' centre easily for our teachers' meetings.

Given that most of those attending secondary schools in this area are students at either government or lay private schools, cases would be drawn from both types of school. The criteria for school selection would include; size and location in terms of urban or rural, the linguistic make-up of the student population and the educational background of their families and the level of training received by teachers in the school post A'level. At least one of the participating teachers should be female and one male. Once the schools had been selected and access negotiated via the appropriate channels in the Ministries of National and Higher Education, those
teaching Form One mathematics would be asked if they would like to participate in the study. Form One classes would be selected in order to avoid classes preparing for National exams (forms four and five) or for important promotional exams (form three).

It was now possible to draw up the research design which would ensure that the data collected would be rich and deep enough to allow for the close analysis needed to find out how teachers and learners interact in English as they seek to teach and learn mathematics at the secondary level in Anglophone Cameroon. With the data collected as above it would also be possible to answer the questions; Can a descriptive model be devised for these interactions? and can this model be used with the teachers participating in the research to enable them to use a wider range of teaching strategies; including those which might encourage their learners to use English more confidently to talk about maths during maths lessons?

3.7. RESEARCH DESIGN

The research designed to find answers to the three questions above, was divided into three phases spread over a period of four school terms beginning in January 1991.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>AIM</th>
<th>TECHNIQUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One term</td>
<td>Jan-March</td>
<td>Negotiate access</td>
<td>91 Select schools</td>
<td>Collect base line data of verbal interaction in maths lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five months</td>
<td>April-Aug</td>
<td>to create a preliminary model of the verbal interaction preliminary to take back to the teachers</td>
<td>Audio recording of selected lessons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>AIM</th>
<th>TECHNIQUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One term</td>
<td>Sept-Dec</td>
<td>intervention</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>intervention INSET activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>short term monitoring of verbal</td>
<td></td>
<td>classroom observation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interaction in selected classes

audio recording of selected maths lessons

PHASE THREE

half March-
a term April long term

monitoring of verbal interaction

92 of verbal audio interaction recording
of selected maths lessons

The research summarised in this chart is described in detail in the following chapters.

In this chapter the process of selecting methods of data collection for this study has been described. Five studies have been reviewed. Although the cultural and linguistic context in which these studies were conducted differed from that in Anglophone Cameroon and thus the content was not comparable some of the procedures described were noteworthy. Their influence is clearly evident in the research design which concludes this chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR

FIELDWORK AND DATA COLLECTION

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the procedures employed to select participants, negotiate access and collect the observation notes and recordings of lessons required are described in detail. The data collection was conducted in three phases as planned (see 3.7.) beginning in January 1991 and ending in April 1992.

4.1. SCHOOL SELECTION

The study was to be based on classroom observation and the recording of lessons in schools in the Bamenda area of North West Province. Given that it was felt more productive to observe and record the same teachers and learners over a long period of time, four schools were selected, aiming for an in-depth, rich picture of selected classes rather than a more superficial but broad picture of many classes. The schools were selected on the basis of the size and location, the linguistic make up of the student population and the educational background of their families, and their funding by the government or private enterprise. In this way it was possible to look at classes which represented the four most common school situations in North West province (see chapter one).
The first school is a very large town centre High School, funded by the Government and therefore with many more applicants than places each year as parents are not required to pay fees for their children. Class size is restricted by Ministerial decree to fifty four. Nevertheless it is not unusual to find classes of over seventy students in Form One. This is because there are more primary school students "passing into list A" (see 1.3.1) than government school places. Many of the students at this school come from the families of civil servants, that is with parents who have completed primary, secondary and often tertiary education. Because many of these civil servants are posted to Bamenda from other parts of Cameroon the school includes students and teachers of many different mother tongues. For example in 1991 one Form One class included speakers of seventeen different mother tongues. The school includes one section for Anglophone students, taught in English and one section for Francophone students taught in French. The teachers in this school have either a Teacher's Certificate or a Degree from the University of Yaounde and have chosen a career in teaching.

The second school is four kilometres outside Bamenda in a village where almost everyone speaks the same mother tongue. It is a small private school (see illustration 4) supported by a group of "elites" (see chapter one) for the benefit of their home community. The students who
come to this school have not qualified for a free Government school place via the Primary School Common Entrance examination. Many of the students come from homes where the parents have not completed secondary education and some from homes where neither parent has completed primary school. Due to the declining economic situation, in particular the worldwide collapse of the coffee market, many of these parents are unable to pay school fees for their children. This results in fewer students attending school either because they are withdrawn by their parents or because the school excludes them from classes until they pay at least some of their fees. One consequence of this is that the classes in this school vary in size from week to week but rarely (in 1991) reached more than fifty in Form One. Most of the teachers have A' Levels as their highest qualification and many see teaching in the school as a stepping stone to another educational course or career. As can be seen in the illustration, the school is made up of four separate one storey buildings each containing two classrooms. There is also an office for the Principal and a small staffroom.
ILLUSTRATION 4. College of Commerce Mendankwe Cameroon
April 1992
The third school is a new Government funded secondary school established in October 1990. The teachers were re-posted from the High school mentioned above and have similar qualifications. It is situated about ten kilometres from the centre of Bamenda in a small but important rural community, the home of one of Bamenda's most important traditional chiefs. Approximately half the students speak the language of the local area whilst the rest speak one of the four or five neighbouring languages. At the beginning of the research the school was housed in a Primary school and was made up of only three classes, all in Form One.

The fourth and last school to be included in this research is a large private school on the edge of Bamenda (see illustration 5). Because of its convenient location and good reputation it is able to select the most able students from many applicants. However it should be noted that none of the students have qualified for a free Government school place and thus were not amongst the most successful Primary school leavers. The teachers range from those who have a Teachers' Certificate or degree from the University of Yaounde to those who have recently finished High School having succeeded in A Level courses. Classes may include up to ninety students although some are much smaller; for example the Commercial classes which are for students who will take fewer O'levels than most students. As can be seen in the
The school has several blocks, one of which is a new two storey building which includes six classrooms. There are more than twenty teaching rooms in the whole school, a staffroom, several offices and a small dormitory for the few students who attend the school as boarders.

The school has a wall around its grounds, entry being through a high gate which is closed during lesson time. The area in front of the high building is the assembly area and a handball court.
ILLUSTRATION 5. City College of Commerce Mankon Cameroon
April 1992
These four schools were approached in January 1991. During the first visit the purpose of the research was discussed with each Principal and free access to Form One Mathematics lessons requested and given. The Principal of each school was asked for permission to approach whichever teacher had been allocated to teach Form One at that time. As there were two teachers sharing the five relevant classes at the fourth school I included both in my research hence five teachers were asked if they wished to participate.

Each teacher was then approached. The research was explained in terms of the need to understand more about the language needed to learn and teach Form One Mathematics and permission to observe lessons was requested and given. It was left to each teacher to decide how to explain the researcher's presence to each class and also when the observations would take place.

Once a timetable had been provided by each teacher it was possible to plan a programme of observations. During the first two weeks the aim was a) to watch each teacher teaching different classes and b) to watch each
Form One class with different teachers in different subjects. This was in order to give everyone concerned the opportunity to become accustomed to being observed and tape recorded, to experiment with different recording locations in each classroom, and to practise making field notes whilst using the tape recorder, a Sony Professional recorder with an omnidirectional microphone capable of picking up speech from all corners of the classroom.

**Figure 3. Summary of Teacher Observations in Phase One**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>TEACHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE</td>
<td>TWO</td>
<td>THREE</td>
<td>FOUR</td>
<td>FIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>5G</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>1COMM</td>
<td>1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.01.91</td>
<td>10.01.</td>
<td>09.01.</td>
<td>11.01.</td>
<td>11.01.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1G</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1COMM</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.01.91</td>
<td>10.01.</td>
<td>09.01.</td>
<td>18.01.</td>
<td>14.01.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>5G</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1COMM</td>
<td>1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.01.91</td>
<td>15.01.</td>
<td>28.01.</td>
<td>22.01.</td>
<td>18.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>1G</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>1COMM</td>
<td>1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.01.91</td>
<td>22.01.</td>
<td>30.01.</td>
<td>25.01.</td>
<td>22.01.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td></td>
<td>1A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.01.91</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.01.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4. Summary of Observation of Classes in Phase One**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCH1/1A</th>
<th>SCH2/1G</th>
<th>SCH3/1B</th>
<th>SCH4/1COMM</th>
<th>SCH4/1B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATHS</td>
<td>MATHS</td>
<td>PHYSICS</td>
<td>MATHS</td>
<td>PHYSICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.01.91</td>
<td>10.01.</td>
<td>17.01.</td>
<td>11.01.</td>
<td>11.01.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGR</td>
<td>CHEMISTRY</td>
<td>HISTORY</td>
<td>ACCOUNTS</td>
<td>THEORY OF SPORT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16.01.91. 15.01. 18.01 14.01 14.01.
BIOLOGY  ENGLISH  GEOGR  THEORY  MATHS
OF SPORT
16.01.91 15.01. 24.01 14.01 18.01.
MATHS  MATHS  MATHS  MATHS  MATHS
25.01.91 22.01 28.01 22.01 22.01.
MATHS  PHYSICS
28.01.91. 30.01.

4.2.3 First Observations

During the first observations all the teachers and all the classes seemed self conscious; the teachers paid visual attention to the researcher, various individuals turned to look before or after they spoke and the children moved their chairs away to make a bigger space around the recording location and the researcher.

However after two visits to each school and spending some time in each staffroom, I noted that the teachers were beginning to do things which were not "best behaviour", such as arriving late for class (Teacher One) telling the students they were stupid (Teacher Two) being very angry with their class (Teacher One) and sending students outside for behaving badly (Teacher Three). This suggested that they were becoming oblivious to my presence. At least two of the teachers also spoke to me in Pidgin outside the class. At this point it didn't seem
to make any difference whether the tape recorder was switched on or not.

During this period it became apparent that the strategies I had used previously to observe teachers would not be the most appropriate in this context. As an Adviser all the observations I had conducted were evaluative in some way. For the purposes of this study I wanted to observe in non-evaluative ways as the observation notes were to supplement the audio recordings (to be made later) and to help me fully understand the contexts in which the verbal interaction I wanted to investigate had taken place. (see chapter nine for a further discussion of this).

The students seemed to become accustomed to being observed during the third lesson. At this time they began to acknowledge the researcher outside the classroom and take an extra chair into the classroom without being asked. In School Two they seemed to relax much more quickly probably because the researcher had lived quite near to the school for four years and therefore was well known to most of the students. After two visits to this school it was noticeable that the students often used Pidgin or Mendankwe within the hearing of the researcher whereas in all the other schools students switched to English when the researcher was present for most of this first phase.
The Commercial class at School Four seemed to be the most aware and self conscious during all the lessons observed; the assumption is that this is because there were far fewer students in a much bigger room, for these lessons. They also looked older than the average Form One class and much less motivated to learn Maths as they knew that they were unlikely to take the subject through to O'Level. Thus they were more easily distracted by a visitor.

4.2.4. Recording

The second part of this phase of research began on January 22nd 1991 when the first recording was made at School Four. The timing of recordings was arranged in such a way that each class at each school was recorded at different times of the day and all the possible different combinations of lessons were included in the recording programme, for example, two lessons on consecutive days, a double lesson and a lesson after the school had not been visited for a week. The teachers were not told exactly when the first full recording was to be made, "test recordings" having been made at least once before in each class during the initial observations. It was suggested that if the teacher felt that recording or indeed observing a particular lesson would be inappropriate in any way they could ask the researcher to leave. This did not happen at all during any phase of the research although all the teachers did suggest that I
might not find a particular lesson very interesting, for example when they were giving a written test.

Figure 5. Summary of lessons recorded in Phase One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>T1/1A</th>
<th>T2/1G</th>
<th>T3/1B</th>
<th>T4/1COMM</th>
<th>T5/1B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.01.91</td>
<td>23.01</td>
<td>30.01</td>
<td>25.01</td>
<td>25.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.20AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>9.30AM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>01.02.91</td>
<td>29.01</td>
<td>05.02.</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>29.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.10AM</td>
<td>10.30AM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.02.91</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>18.02</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>15.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.50PM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>1.05PM</td>
<td>8.05AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.02.91</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>26.02</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>18.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.20AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
<td>2.20PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No differences in language use or behaviour observed in the unrecorded lessons were noted during those which were recorded.

For each lesson to be recorded the researcher arrived in time to go into the class with the teacher, carrying the tape recorder and the microphone concealed in a handbag with just the bulb of the microphone exposed. The recordings were monitored via tiny earphones so that there was as little unusual equipment as possible visible to the teacher or the students.
4.2.5 Field Notes

Detailed notes were taken during all observed and recorded lessons. They included everything which could be seen such as work on the blackboard or very noticeable body language and reference to any words, phrases, jokes and so on which might be difficult to understand outside the classroom. The difficulties faced during the early stages of observing and note making are explained in 4.2.3. By the time recording began these difficulties had been resolved. Notes were also made as to times when the class seemed particularly interested or uninterested and of incidents outside the classroom heard or responded to inside. The tape recorder was switched off when the teacher indicated that they considered the lesson to be finished.

4.2.6 Collection of Background Information

Once each teacher and class combination had been recorded four times, a copy of the recording of one of their own lessons was made as a present to each. This was given to them after they were informally interviewed about where they had been educated, what qualifications they had, what languages they spoke and how they felt about being observed. They were also asked if they had any ideas about the ways in which studying mathematics in a second language might affect learning. This gave some idea of where the discussions planned for phase two might
begin. Finally each class was visited to collect information about the mother tongue of each child, so as to check that the linguistic composition of each class was as it had been assumed. This was done by asking every child present to write down their name and the name of their mother tongue; that is the language they used at home when talking to their parents and grandparents. If they didn't know the name of this language, and many didn't, I asked them to write the name of the place they thought of as their family home; their "village". I was then able to check the name of the mother tongue spoken in these villages.

4.2.7. Future Plans

Each teacher agreed to take part in the next phase of research planned for September although at this time none could promise to be in the same school for the next academic year. It should be noted that at this time Cameroon was moving into a period of political instability which made everyone hesitant about planning future events.
4.3. PHASE TWO: DATA COLLECTION

4.3.1. Context

At the end of September 1991 all the schools in Cameroon were instructed, by the Ministry of Education, to open as usual although one week later than planned. In North West Province the campaign of civil disobedience, known as Operation Ghost Town, organised by the newly formed political opposition had been in force from April and was still continuing. This meant that from Monday to Friday every week all activities which might generate income for the government were prohibited by popular consent. From the point of view of teachers and secondary school students this meant no public transport on school days and limited access to day to day trading to buy food or to trade, which is how many students usually earn extra money to pay their own school fees at this time of the year.

Some schools in Bamenda opened on time and received considerable publicity in the government controlled national media as examples of institutions not participating in "Ghost Town". On Thursday 26th September 1991 there were several radio announcements issued by the government guaranteeing children's safety on the way to and from school, in an attempt to persuade parents to send their children to school. However at the beginning of the first week of October most of the schools which
had opened, closed again as they were not able to guarantee the safety of their students during lesson time. Two of the schools participating in this study remained open and a third was open but with very few students attending; the fourth closed completely. The number of students attending the schools which did open was very small as many parents kept their children at home either because they were opposition supporters or because they were afraid to defy the opposition sponsored boycott which was now being seen as part of "Ghost Town", enforced by unofficial vigilantes. Members of staff were expected to be in school during working hours (7.30am to 2.00pm).

In the middle of the first week of October an opposition march and rally in Bamenda were declared illegal by the Provincial administration and broken up by large numbers of armed gendarmes. For three days Bamenda was cut off from the rest of the country by road blocks and subjected to an unofficial state of emergency with armed police and gendarmes searching the town for "agitators". No vehicles moved into or around the town and no schools opened. Several young opposition supporters were seriously injured by grenades or killed by guns during this time including two from one of the schools in which I was working. During this time the "education family" was in a state of shock and many people felt that the political situation had now
deteriorated to a point from which civil war was the only possible next step.

4.3.2. Difficulties faced by the Teachers

The teachers were thus facing many dangerous and difficult situations every day. Only one of the teachers involved in this research has his own car so the other four had to walk long distances to get to school or try to find someone who might be driving towards their school at about the right time of the day. They could only shop for food on Saturdays which created difficulties for those who don't own refrigerators. If they or any member of their family were ill they would have to walk to the nearest clinic. For two of them this would take at least an hour and even then they might not be able to find doctors or nurses as they may not have been able to get to work.

In addition to these problems, the teachers in the two fee paying schools were aware that until their students returned and paid their fees they would not receive any salaries. In fact it was November before they received any payment for August and September. This meant that two teachers were also coping with debts to landlords and difficulties in providing for their families throughout most of phase two.
Apart from these practical difficulties a major problem was the constant stress experienced by everyone in Bamenda at this time: no one was sure when the next confrontation might take place nor when the school boycott might become the focus of attention for either side, so tension ran high throughout this period. The school which remained closed (School Four) did so because it is situated in the part of Bamenda where the opposition party has its main office so that all the school's activities were easily noted by the more extreme and potentially violent supporters of "Ghost Town". To go to and from this school from Bamenda town, one had to pass through a road block where personal documents were inspected and all vehicles searched for arms and incriminating papers.

4.3.3. Implications of this context for the activities planned for this phase

As the schools were not open fully and as it was not safe to move around the town by car, from Monday to Friday, the sequence of events planned for this period of research had to be re-organised. It was decided to go ahead with the first teachers' meeting in order to see if the teachers were willing and/or able to continue in the research and if so to discuss how to proceed. It was not possible to make contact by telephone as only one of the schools has a phone and this didn't seem to be working at the time. At this stage it was not clear if the schools
would open at all and/or whether I would be able to move safely from school to school within the next few weeks. However, I was encouraged to persevere with my research by the Provincial Delegate for Education and the school Principals and by the teachers once I was able to make contact with them. Despite all the difficulties presented by the radical changes in the ways in which ordinary people were making their feelings clear to the government, the "wind of change" which was blowing through Cameroon at this time did mean that change was in itself viewed in a positive light. As society questioned traditional ways of organising itself so it became easier for the teachers to question the traditional ways in which they worked.

4.3.4 Negotiating Access.

Immediately after the worst confrontations of this period had ended I was able to meet the Provincial Delegate for National Education in his official capacity and receive his permission to continue my research. He also sent an official message to the teachers via the local radio station requiring them to attend a meeting in the Maths Teachers' Centre without stating any reason. This was to protect me from any suggestion that I was defying the opposition boycott by organising a meeting and to protect the teachers from suggestions that their meeting might be in any way political. Despite this assistance it was still necessary for me to make informal
contact with a representative of the official administration and of the major political opposition party to keep them informed of what it was that I was hoping to do. There were very few foreigners left in the Bamenda area at this time so I was very visible and therefore felt the need to explain myself to both groups.

4.3.5. The First Teachers' Meeting

The first meeting of this phase of research took place on Saturday 5th October in the Maths Teachers' Centre Bamenda. Four of the five teachers came in despite the obviously unsettled situation. In my research diary I wrote; "I can't help feeling that trying to do educational research in the middle of this chaos is a bit odd- I wonder what the teachers think-will they want to maintain a semblance of normality by going on or ..... ?"

Item one on the agenda was a brief summary of the possible areas of interest in the relationship between mathematics and language (see handout number one "Mathematics and Language").

-----------------------------

HANDOUT NUMBER ONE; MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE

The relationship between mathematics and language is a complex one. Research has looked at this issue from several different points of view.
1. The Language of Mathematics

Mathematics is one subject where the understanding and use of special words, phrases or ways of describing ideas is required. However it is not only this very precise vocabulary which can cause learners difficulty. There are aspects of everyday speech which are essential to mathematical learning including words of attributes; big, long, words of position; on, at, words of comparison; bigger and words of question, who, what, how many. Connectives such as ; but, however, because, and therefore are also very important. There are words which have a meaning in mathematical English and another meaning in ordinary English such as; face, mean and degree. *

2 Language and Thought

Language and thought cannot be separated;

"The relationship of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual movement back and forth ... Thought is not merely expressed is words it comes into existence through them." Vygotsky 1962

Thus the language used by both teachers and students plays a vital bridging role between known and unknown concepts. To succeed in mathematics the learner has to mentally arrange and classify lower order concepts in such a way as to facilitate the development of the new abstract concepts of a higher order, this can only be done through the medium of language.
3 Learning Maths in a Second Language eg English

For those studying maths in a second language all the above are true. In addition there are several special difficulties to be considered. There has been much research into the relationship between several languages (mother tongues) and the language needed to succeed in mathematics in English. For example some students might have difficulty in distinguishing between side and edge because one word expresses both concepts in their mother tongue.

The UNESCO conference of 1974 agreed that all cultures have the essential structural elements of language necessary for a mathematical system eg conjunction, negation and quantification. So speakers of different mother tongues will vary in the ways rather than the ability with which they learn to manipulate and use the international symbolism of mathematics.

4 Readability

The readability of written materials has also attracted a lot of attention and has led many groups to produce guidelines for those writing textbooks, exams or word based problems. eg Austin and Howson;

"use simple sentence constructions and avoid long sentences ........ introduce only a few new words at a time, avoid conditional clauses and the hypothetical."
In the Cockcroft Report (UK 1982) it was suggested that:

Mathematics teaching at all levels should include opportunity for * exposition by the teacher; * discussion between the teacher and pupils, and between the pupils themselves; * appropriate practical work; * consolidation and practice of fundamental skills and routines;* problem solving, including the application of mathematics to everyday situations; * investigational work." (Cockcroft 1982:71)

in order to facilitate the maximum amount of learning in the minimum amount of time. This means that all maths teachers in both first and second language classrooms should be looking for ways to add techniques to their personal teaching method so as to provide more opportunities for students to use their own language to talk about maths and thus to use language to help them bridge the gaps between known and unknown concepts. *

* = a point to be discussed in the context of Anglophone Cameroon.

This handout was used to show the teachers where my personal interest lay and how it was only a small part of all the possible areas worth exploring. I wanted to avoid spending time during meetings discussing aspects of the learning mathematics/ language relationship which were
not my concern in this study. I used the image of the spokes of a wheel to show how all the areas of interest began in the classroom and were connected to each other in one way or another. During the discussion of the points raised in this handout I returned to some of the points they had made to me during the short interviews I conducted at the end of phase one. This was done to try and maintain a balance between the ideas they had raised and the ideas I was likely to introduce in this and later meetings. We all agreed that students would probably learn maths more easily and remember more if they could talk about their work in English. As the teachers pointed out, the students were unlikely to do this anywhere except in class so I suggested that more language using activities might be integrated into everyday maths lessons. As Brissenden notes;

"there is wide support, founded on both practice and research, for the view that modifying established patterns of communication can assist children's learning in very significant ways." (Brissenden 200:1988)

The teachers agreed with this in principle, pointing out that the same idea had been raised during various INSET meetings but that the ways of doing this had not been sufficiently discussed.

Following this we talked through the handout "A New Way of Looking at the Language of Maths Lessons."
Based on the observations of maths lessons made earlier this year, I would like to explain the language of maths lessons in the following way.

Almost all lessons were divided up into four stages; revision of the previous assignment, a new topic worked through on the board, silent seat work sometimes broken up by the extra teaching of a common problem and finally setting the next assignment.

Within each stage the DISCOURSE is divided up into TRANSACTIONS of different lengths each one dealing with one conversational point (similar to a paragraph in writing). Within each transaction there are a number of EXCHANGES where the teacher says something to which the students respond. These exchanges are the basic unit of this type of discourse analysis.

Most exchanges begin with some words from the teacher (an utterance); either to TEACH or to MANAGE the class. Although the way different teachers manage their classes is interesting it is outside this project because I am mostly concerned with TEACHING EXCHANGES. Most teaching exchanges are made up of three moves (three utterances).
I (initiate) which begins the exchange
R (respond) in reply to I
F (follow up) which comments on R

In most of the classes I recorded most of the I and F moves are taken by the teacher and vary in length from quite short to very long utterances.

The R moves are almost entirely taken by a student utterance and are often just one or two words. Where there is a longer utterance the students were often reciting a definition or reading something from the board or a book. * The teacher controls what happens in these exchanges via what they say in the I move. That is, whatever they do in the I move creates the opportunity for the student to do some things in the R move and excludes the opportunity for them to do others.

For example; all the teacher utterances made in the I position of the lessons I observed can be grouped as ELICIT, INFORM and DIRECT. An inform is where the teacher tells the class something and a direct is when the teacher asks the class to do something. The most interesting from our point of view (because they form such a big part of all your lessons) are those called elicit ie those where the teacher says something which requires the students to say something in return. These often but not always look like questions. It seems that maths teacher elicits here require the students;
to remember a fact
to remember a process
to apply reasoning
to make a hypothesis
to focus on their language use
to show participation

all except the latter being similar to the maths teacher elicits observed in some native speaker classes.*

All of these types of elicits are necessary and important. The ideas I would like to discuss do not interfere with them. What I am interested in is how we might add to or alter what happens in the I move so as to create more opportunities for more meaningful language use during the R move or leading up to the R move and to consider how to make more use of what is in the F move. Other people's research in Africa and in Europe has suggested that students who talk more about maths as they are learning, learn more and remember more. *

Examples of all the above appear in the extracts from your lessons for us to discuss.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

They agreed that their lessons were usually divided into four stages. The only trained teacher present said that the ENS course had laid down this pattern as
obligatory and the others pointed out that they had all been taught in the same way. They pointed out that the stage I called "silent seat work" was usually referred to as "consolidation".

The idea that interaction could be viewed not in terms of isolated utterances but in terms of exchanges, most of which were begun by teachers was of great interest to the group. From my research diary; "They liked the idea and agreed that they were "in charge" of each exchange". The three move pattern, of Teacher INITIATE, student RESPONSE and Teacher FOLLOW UP was illustrated with reference to the patterns observable in the transcripts of their own lessons (see chapter five for details of how these patterns were identified). They were obviously relieved to be reminded that the aim was not to analyse their use of language in terms of correct vocabulary, grammar or pronunciation although less satisfied with the idea that these aspects of the students' language were not the concern of this research either.

They showed interest in the type of exchange which seemed to require students to show participation but not necessarily understanding. They agreed that they all did expect their students to show participation at various times during the lesson. One of the teachers suggested that this habit stemmed from the ways in which an audience is expected to behave during speeches at
meetings or when listening to stories told in traditional settings; the others all agreed.

Having listened to an explanation of the next phase of research and understood that it would entail more meetings, observations and recordings the teachers all agreed to participate as best they could under the circumstances. They said they wanted to have something other than politics and the unofficial state of emergency to think about, thus answering the question I had asked myself in my research diary. (see 7.5.)

A second meeting was arranged, this time on a Sunday afternoon, in the Maths Centre. Sunday was chosen because it was one of the two safer days to move about the town and Saturdays were very busy doing the week's shopping for food, kerosene for cooking, newspapers etc and for catching up on local news with friends from other parts of the town.

It was not possible at this meeting to make any decisions about which classes might be observed as the teachers hadn't yet received their timetables. It should be noted that as the staffing of all schools is completed only when the number of students enrolled is known, final timetables are drawn up after student registration has been more or less completed. This is often two weeks after the beginning of term, a temporary timetable being used in the interim.
4.3.6. The Second Teachers' Meeting

The second meeting took place on Sunday 13th October in the Maths Centre in Bamenda. As noted in my diary, "All five teachers attended our meeting and all seemed quite enthusiastic". They were pleased to receive an envelope folder to keep their handouts in and a small contribution towards the cost of their journeys to our meetings. They also received a letter for each school Principal outlining the plans for this phase of research. This was done in order to make sure that everyone officially involved in the research either as a participating teacher or as part of the authority structure was fully informed, on paper, about the day to day research activities. This was felt to be particularly important as previous educational research had included questionnaires and the collection of statistics, thus the purpose of my classroom observation and discussions with teachers needed to be made transparent.

The handout on aims (see handout three, Aims) then became the focus of discussion. The ideas for this handout grew out of discussions between the researcher, the Adviser and the Provincial Inspector for mathematics. This informal discussion was held to ensure that the INSET conducted as part of this study did not contradict or interfere with the INSET activities planned for the teachers of maths in North West Province. The handout was designed with "gaps" so that the teachers could add notes.
from the discussion. However as they chose to make their notes elsewhere this practice was not repeated in later handouts.

HANDOUT THREE; AIMS

The overall aim of the INSET activities this term is to experiment with ways of increasing the opportunities for students to use English to talk about maths during maths lessons. The concern is not only to increase the quantity of language used by the students but also to widen the range of language uses so that there are:

1 more opportunities for students to clarify their understanding of maths terminology

2 more opportunity for students to explain and justify their (right and wrong) answers

3 more opportunities for student to use "exploratory talk" with each other and with the teacher
4 more opportunities for students to practise asking maths related questions of each other and of their teacher.

There will be a maximum of nine teaching weeks available this term and as this is so short it is hoped that you will continue to experiment with your own activities between December and my next visit to Cameroon.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Following a short explanation of each aim the teachers chose first to consider how they might promote activities requiring the use of exploratory talk, possibly because it was the one they found most difficult to understand. They could see from the extracts of transcripts from their own lessons that the students currently had few opportunities to think things through in English by talking and agreed that they "talked to themselves" in English when faced with a difficult mathematics problem. They also felt that they found it impossible to know what was going through a student's mind when they arrived at an incorrect answer and that anything which might help them to pinpoint misunderstandings would be helpful for everyone. Thus although the term "exploratory language" was new to them the ideas behind the term were not. The discussion ranged
from how difficult they would find it to organise group work with such large classes, how to organise group work in such a way that everyone participated rather than allowing one person to do all the work whilst the others just copied, to how to monitor whether groups were working in English or any other language. The teachers felt strongly about this issue. They argued that the students should not use languages other than English in the classroom because the teacher might not be able to understand what the students were talking about and would thus be out of control. As mentioned in Chapter One Pidgin is not thought of as a language in its own right but as poor English so the teachers reported that they would comment on its use and require the speaker to repeat themselves in "grammar", (a standard form of English.) My suggestion that it might be helpful to occasionally use Pidgin or any other common language was met with surprise and disagreement.

It was felt that asking students to talk to each other, in pairs, for short periods of time, would be possible, so the discussion then moved on to how and when the use of exploratory talk could be promoted via pair work activities.

(See handout four for some of the ideas I took along to this meeting. These ideas were collected from various sources. Some came from the teachers themselves during my school based discussions with individuals during phase
one, some came from my own experience as an English teacher and some came from discussion with the maths Adviser and PPI in the Teachers' Centre, Bamenda. This handout was put together so that the teachers would have something concrete to take away with them. It is important to remember that at each meeting we couldn't be sure if/when we would meet again or when schools would begin teaching.)

----------------------------------------

HANDOUT FOUR; IDEAS

The following is a collection of ideas which will be discussed with the teachers collectively and individually so that they can select those which seem most relevant and possible for them to try. These activities will also be used as a starting point for a discussion of other mathematical activities through which they can work on one or more of the specified aims. It is important to note that none of the techniques should be seen as linked to one topic or one teacher or one class.

AIM:

1 To increase the opportunities for students to clarify their understanding of maths terminology.

Games to begin or end a lesson.

eg twenty questions; teacher whispers a word connected to the most recent topic to one student and the other students have to ask questions to find out what the word is; the teacher can give clues by asking questions
but the player can only respond yes or no. If the class haven't guessed after twenty questions the player tells them the answer and some one else is given a new word.

or are there any similarities between a "this" and a "that" how many can you think of.

or what might this word mean by its sound or the way it looks? Does it look like any other word you know?

or Teacher whispers a word to a student who then gives one word clues eg I am thinking of a geometric shape; this shape has three sides; and after each clue students may try to guess the word as quickly as possible.

2 To increase the opportunities for students to explain/justify their answers

eg by adding a move to the traditional I.R.F. exchange eg how do you know that after the students' Response. The actual words would have to be chosen by an individual teacher. Students might be asked to tell the teacher directly or explain to their neighbour first (See THINK-TELL-SHARE in 3).

or during quiet seat work the teacher could

123
talk to students on a personal basis asking questions like "Tell me how you are going to work this one" or "What did you do to get here?"

or at the end of a lesson with all the books closed and the blackboard clean; with your neighbour plan how you would answer if I asked you, "What have you learnt today?"

or "Can you think of any examples of what we have learnt today in your own life?" after a short time students can volunteer to give their summary of the lesson to the whole class.

3 To increase the opportunities for students to use "exploratory talk" with each other and with their teacher.

eg At any stage of the lesson when the teacher has made an elicit in the I move, the class can be asked to THINK of their answer, TELL somebody near them, listen to their answer and SHARE their answers with the class and with the teacher

or The teacher can experiment with various ways of accepting a R move so that students feel they can "try out" answers ie the
teacher can try following up a response in ways which encourage the speaker to keep going or to explain again in different words.

or any other ways of giving the students a chance to rehearse their ideas before asking them to speak to the whole class.

4 To increase the opportunities for students to practise asking maths related questions

eg at the beginning of a lesson working in pairs the students take it in turns to ask their neighbour a questions and then answer one of theirs about the work which was completed in the previous lesson. They should be prompted to ask questions beginning what do you remember about .......... ? Tell me what you learnt yesterday (but in words appropriate to the students) The teacher can listen to these questions and answers and note any interesting questions to ask the whole class at the end of the exercise.

or at the end of an explanation about a new topic or the revision of a previously taught topic everyone is asked to write a question in the back of their exercise
books, they then show the question to their neighbour and discuss it while the teacher looks at some questions and chooses those which s/he wants to answer en masse. The other questions should be looked at again on an individual basis.

or each teacher should decide on the words and phrases they would be happy to hear from the class when they would like more explanation or information. eg "Please sir can you explain that again?" or "Excuse me madam I don't understand what you mean by ..... " The teachers should also decide on the words they will use to reply to such student I moves productively.

NB ALL THESE IDEAS ARE STARTING POINTS FOR OUR DISCUSSION YOU DON'T HAVE TO TRY THEM IF THEY DON'T SEEM USEFUL TO YOU.

Teacher Three suggested that a class could be asked to do a problem and then compare their work with each other and explaining and defending their answers, this being contrasted with the idea of setting a problem for a pair of students to work on co-operatively, in terms of the different sort of language required. Teacher One
suggested that teachers could "think aloud" whilst working things out on the board and that students could be asked to do likewise when asked to come to the board to work through an example.

The second aim to be discussed at this meeting was that referring to "asking students to explain and justify their answers", regardless of whether they were right or wrong. The discussion initially revolved around Teacher One's argument that there wasn't any point in asking Form One students to explain in English because they didn't know how to do it. Other teachers thought that they would learn to explain better if they had the opportunity to do so; the meeting then moved on to consider what exactly the teachers would have to say in order to promote this kind of student language use and how they could support their students as they struggled to express themselves in English.

I suggested that the teachers might like to consider experimenting with various ways of following the typical IRF pattern of the teaching exchange with something else. For example to I R new I (labelled I2) for example; why? how do you know that? and the teachers suggested they could also try (in I2) where has that come from? tell me how you got that? This might be done publically during whole class activities or more privately with an individual talking to a teacher whilst the rest of the
class is working on their own. The teachers agreed to consider these ideas further before the next meeting.

I offered the group four options for the continuation of our work; to abandon the research, to meet individually so that they could remain in school and I would travel to them, to wait a week or two until things had settled down and then meet again or to meet again next week. The teachers chose to attend a third meeting a week later to finish the discussion of the aims collected in the AIMS handout and to bring any ideas they had about how to experiment with ways of encouraging more student language during their lessons.

At this point I gave out an observation sheet I was considering using; (see handout five) both for when I was observing them teaching and when they were recording their own observations about their teaching. They seemed a bit unsure about how they might use it themselves but agreed to look at it in detail before the next meeting.

---

HANDOUT FIVE; SELF OBSERVATION

Use this chart to record one lesson in which you tried to introduce a new techniques.

Date; Time; Class;
Which of the aims we have discussed were you thinking about when you planned this lesson?

How did you use it?

What was the techniques or activity you wanted to use?

How did you use it?

What happened?

What comments would you like to make on the aim, the techniques, or what happened during the lesson?

As a result of this lesson what would you like to discuss with the rest of the group

At this time the opposition were still asking supporters to boycott activities from Monday to Friday but as the government had begun to make minor concessions the tension had eased a little and legal rallies and marches had begun again. The numbers of students going to school was increasing a little every day but as the media had reported that a High School had just been burned to the ground in Douala, many parents were still very
nervous about letting their children attend. However as most students in other parts of the country had returned to school the older students felt that they were putting themselves at a grave disadvantage in terms of O'Level and other National exams. Between 15th and 18th October, I managed to visit each of the four schools in this project, mostly to match the teacher's commitment and to keep the Principals personally informed about our work so far and to see if it was possible for the research project to continue in their school. It took several days before timetables could be finalised although three of the five teachers did know exactly which classes they would be teaching during the next week.

4.3.7. The Third Teachers' Meeting

The third meeting took place on Sunday 21st October in the Maths Teachers' Centre, Bamenda. Teachers Three, Four and Five came on time.

Teacher Five began by saying that he'd been looking through his scheme of work for this term trying to see how and when the ideas about language that we had discussed last week could fit in. He felt that there weren't any opportunities for more language use in some topics; "because there isn't anything to discuss." The other teachers agreed in principle although the topics they named were various. We agreed that perhaps imagining huge changes was unwise and that just considering how
small changes might be made in the words used when eliciting language from the students would be enough.

During the ensuing discussion the teachers all discussed the ideas they had since the previous meeting. They had considered several game-like techniques eg a form of twenty questions and ways of trying to get students to explain their understanding of terms or ideas in written tests. It was agreed that if using language became something that a student could earn marks for, more students would be encouraged to participate verbally. One idea which emerged from an article collected from the Maths Centre was THINK-TELL-SHARE, whereby a teacher asks a question, tells the class to think of the answer, tell their neighbour and then decide how they might share their answers with the class. This increases the amount of time each learner has to use exploratory language with their neighbour before having to use final draft speech for their public answer. According to the notes I made during this meeting I felt my role was mostly; "to keep nudging them back to language use issues" in order to keep our attention on the agreed goal which was to experiment with teacher language use in order to promote a wider range of student language-using activities.

At the end of the meeting it was agreed that everyone would begin teaching as soon as possible and would try to be "language aware" when planning and
teaching. One issue that the teachers felt was important was how to teach students to ask more maths related questions. It had been previously agreed that students found this very difficult and at this point the teachers seemed to be expressing the need for advice. I suggested that they could decide for themselves the form of language that they would like the students to use to begin a question and then dictate it to the students at the beginning of term so that it was written on page one of the students' exercise books with any other rules they wanted their classes to note. This didn't seem to be a useful idea for them as they felt that it was the work of the English teachers to make decisions about correct English and to teach it to their students.

4.3.8. Lesson Observation

The observation of lessons in this phase of the research began chaotically as the teachers' timetables were altered two or three times a week. Teacher One had a firm timetable quite quickly and invited me to attend the one double lesson he had with a new Form One class as he intended; "to use a lot of practical work in the second half of the lesson." I felt that this continues to marginalise language using activities but as at this time I was already trying to develop a non-judgemental observers' role I accepted his invitation for the first two weeks.
On visiting Teacher Three I discovered that the school was about to be transferred from the Primary school in which it had operated for a year to a new site because they no longer had enough classrooms to cope with their new entry. This meant that everything had to be moved about three kilometres by the students themselves, on foot, so that teaching couldn't begin immediately. By the time I visited Teacher Four and Five they had begun teaching and had already begun experimenting with the type of exchange which began "How do you know?" Their comments were that the students didn't know what to say so time was wasted while the teacher explained the idea. They planned to continue experimenting acknowledging that the first attempts to use a new technique are always likely to be time consuming. Teacher Five had also given as an assignment the task of coming to class with one or two questions about the previous lesson in mind ready to ask another person in the class.

The teachers agreed to try and complete a self evaluation sheet after every lesson in which they were being consciously "language aware". (see handout five above)

4.3.9. Selection of classes

The teachers selected the classes they wanted me to observe taking into consideration that I did not want to interfere with the teaching of the classes in the Upper
School, particularly as they had missed so many lessons and would thus be finding it difficult to complete the scheme of work before the exams.

Teacher One chose a new Form One class because that was the only lower school class he was teaching. Teacher Two asked me to continue watching the class I had observed in March which was now Form 2G. A similar request came from Teacher Three although she pointed out that there were several new students in this class as a result of transfers and that some of these students were a long way behind in the syllabus.

Teacher Four wasn't allocated any Forms One or Two for this academic year so suggested that his two classes of Form Three were both watched because one (3B) was quite large (ninety) and one, the Commercial class (3COM) was quite small (forty eight). Finally, Teacher Five, offering the same reasons as his colleague suggested I observe two of his Form One classes because 1A included ninety eight students whilst 1COM had only forty eight. Thus I had seven classes to observe, three in Form One, two in Form Two and two in Form Three; two having been followed from the beginning of 1991; three at the same level as those recorded earlier in the year and two others.

Having agreed this the teachers were left alone for a week as I felt they needed to see their classes for a
few lessons without any distractions. They were all under extreme pressure at this time as, in addition to the ongoing political turbulence, each school requires each teacher to complete several documents about what they propose to teach in the coming year within a few days of receiving their timetables.

When observations began it was decided to adhere to the general pattern of a) meeting the teacher before the lesson to discuss what areas of our discussion they were interested in, b) observing the lesson to see if I could see any evidence of the above, c) watching for any opportunities where student language could have been exploited and d) discussing the above points with the teacher afterwards.

At this stage I still intended to fill in an observation sheet for every lesson to use in the post lesson discussions.

4.3.10. Observations

Once the observation period began it became obvious that the guidelines I had given myself were unsuitable because they encouraged the teachers to think about me and what they thought I might be looking for rather than on what they wanted to do. The idea of asking the teachers to tell me what they might be doing was dropped and I tried to develop a more non-judgemental role where I recorded any examples of student language use and
instances where students could have been asked to contribute but weren't.

At the end of each observation I didn't discuss any of the notes although I did sometimes ask questions about the lesson's topic. Usually I just thanked the teacher and indicated when I might come again. As part of the aim at this point was to enable the teachers to feel relaxed when I was in their class I watched them teaching both the class selected for observation and others.

4.3.11. Further Observations

During the week beginning Monday November 4th I observed each teacher at least twice. I saw instances of attempts at small group work, a class being encouraged to ask questions by the teacher asking the students some sample questions and then asking the class to ask him similar questions and finally the class asking each other questions. Another class tried the THINK-TELL-SHARE technique (discussed at the last teachers' meeting) and three teachers introduced questions requiring an answer in words into their mid term tests.

In one class I saw a clear example of how a half understood word can cause a problem. Students had been asked to measure an angle and many tried to do this using a ruler. Apparently they did not associate the word "measure" with a protractor only with a ruler.
Teacher Three was taken ill at this point and was absent from school for nearly three weeks.

Following several of the observed lessons I stayed in school to sit with the teacher in a less focussed, social way and found this to be very helpful as it was often during these chats in the company of their colleagues that the teachers began to discuss their feelings about teaching, classroom discipline, the purpose of education and so on. Because I felt it was both informative and a simple way of allowing the teachers to become less shy with me I began to arrange my observations, in each school, to follow or precede either a break time or a free period for the teacher I was there to observe.

Figure 6. Summary of Teacher Observations in Phase Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.11.91.</td>
<td>4.11.</td>
<td>7.11.</td>
<td>4.11.</td>
<td>1.11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>9.30AM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
<td>8.30AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.11.91.</td>
<td>6.11.</td>
<td>7.11.</td>
<td>4.11.</td>
<td>1.11.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>11.30AM</td>
<td>11.35AM</td>
<td>9.30AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.11.91.</td>
<td>6.11.</td>
<td>5.12.</td>
<td>11.11.</td>
<td>8.11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30AM</td>
<td>8.50AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>11.35AM</td>
<td>8.45AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.11.91.</td>
<td>11.11.</td>
<td>5.12.</td>
<td>18.11.</td>
<td>8.11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.12. Interviews with Principals

During the week beginning Monday 11th November all four school Principals were interviewed, partly to check the facts and figures collected in March and partly to give them the opportunity to ask me any questions about the research. The only question asked in each school was whether or not I thought the teacher was teaching well. In each case I side-stepped a direct reply by saying that it depended what exactly they meant by "teaching well" and that from the point of view of this research I was very happy with what I was seeing.
4.3.13. Recording

During the last few days of November the tape recorder was taken into each of the classes involved in the research and "dummy" recordings made. The classes who were recorded earlier in the year paid no attention at all, the new big classes were curious for the first part of the lesson but as only a small number of students could see the equipment the overall effect was limited. In the two smaller Commercial classes the students were obviously curious so I visited their classes more often than I had originally planned so as to allow them to become accustomed to the presence of an observer with a tape recorder.

At this point it became obvious that trying to record all the verbal interaction taking place in every lesson would be difficult with one omnidirectional microphone. This was because as teachers began to include more student - student interaction there were times when many people were speaking at once. This issue will be returned to later in the comments on phase three and in chapter nine.

Recording commenced on Monday 2nd December and was completed, except for the teacher who was ill, by Tuesday 10th December.

Figure 7. Summary of Lessons Recorded in Phase Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.12.91</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of this meeting was to sum up the term's work and to decide how the teachers would monitor their own teaching during the second term.

A new self observation sheet was designed taking into account comments made by the teachers about handout five. The new format was accepted and all the teachers agreed to try to fill in at least one such form each week next term, leaving them with the secretary in the Maths Centre for me to collect on my return. (see handout six).

At the end of the meeting I raised the topic of notes on the blackboard with reference to the ways in which teachers had been allowing incorrect notes to be left in students' exercise books. I did this with some reluctance only because I was specifically requested to do so by one of the school principals. I recognised that by doing so I was stepping out of my previous non-judgemental role but felt that at this stage of the intervention process I could do so. After some discussion during which the teachers resisted all suggestions that they should collect in these books to correct the notes
it was agreed to ask the Mathematics Adviser to address this issue in INSET meetings next term. I realised afterwards that I should have done this without raising the issue in this meeting.

-----------------------------------
HANDOUT SIX;

PLEASE TRY TO FILL IN AT LEAST ONE OBSERVATION SHEET EVERY WEEK OF THE SECOND TERM AND SEND IT TO THE MATHS ADVISER

NAME; DATE;

CLASS; TIME;

When you were planning your lesson were you thinking about any of the language aims we have discussed, if so which ones?

What were the techniques or activities you wanted to use?

How did you use them?

What were the exact words you used to organise this activity?

141
What happened during the activity?

What did you notice about the students use of language? Either what they actually said or the way they behaved during the activity?

As a result of this activity is there anything you would like to discuss with me or with the group next term?

Thank you very much for your help. See you next term.

4.3.15. Final Meeting With Individual Teachers

During the last week of this phase I arranged to meet each teacher individually to ask them how they each felt about being observed and whether or not they felt they had altered the way they elicited language from their students. Each short meeting was different as it appeared that each teacher sought to tell me what they thought I wanted to hear. Two points of interest emerged.

Firstly that the teachers had all found the presence of an observer who did not criticise quite stressful for the first three weeks. They had felt that I was probably judging their teaching but just not telling them so I showed them extracts from my notebooks, based on their
own lessons so they could see how I had been trying to
record what I saw without making comments on whether or
not I liked the way they were teaching. After about
three weeks this feeling had subsided and they all
reported that after this they had often forgotten that I
was in the classroom. In future research it might be
useful to discuss such field notes with the participants
much earlier in the intervention process.

Secondly it seemed that one of the perceived
advantages of increasing the amount of student language
use is that the teacher will have to do less work; ie if
a student finds something difficult and the teacher asks
another student to explain it, this helps the teacher to
have a rest!

One other point of interest was that teachers four
and five, working in the same school reported that they
had found talking to each other about the changes they
were trying out helpful. This was both in terms of
reviewing strategies they had tried out and also
discussing the possible consequences of ideas before they
were tried out. This peer support was unexpected because
as is mentioned earlier in this chapter I had not
expected to have two participating teachers in one
school.
4.3.16. Completion

Fortunately at this point Teacher Three returned to school so I was able to complete my observations and recordings with her as well as discuss her feelings about the research. Like the other participants, she felt it being observed had been a positive experience, explaining that this was because it motivated her to be innovative eg with group work which she was now using at the end of all her double periods. She reported that she felt more confident trying new things when I was in the classroom because if something didn't work she would be able to discuss it with me afterwards. This was the clearest explanation of one way in which observation had a positive effect on classroom practice. This phase of research came to an end on December 15th 1991 in time for the teachers to concentrate fully on the writing and administration of end of term tests.
4.4. PHASE THREE: DATA COLLECTION

4.4.1. Purpose

The third and final phase of the research took place in April 1992. The purpose was to follow up the teachers who had been observed earlier to see if they had continued to experiment with different strategies of eliciting language from their students and to see what sort of strategies they might choose to use when observed.

4.4.2. Negotiating Access

On Thursday 2nd April 1992 The Provincial Delegate for Education was approached for permission to continue with the research. Permission was granted so the Principals of each school were visited and permission from them granted too.

4.4.3. Observation

Given that all the classes had been observed for a term at the end of 1991 and two classes had also been observed for a term earlier in the year, a long period of observation wasn't necessary. I arranged to observe each class at least once during the week beginning Monday 6th April. Teacher five made a request that I observe a different Form One class this term as the one I had
observed before Christmas was now being taught by a student teacher. He reported that he had been experimenting with his language use in all his classes so I agreed. I had collected a small number of self observation sheets from the Maths Adviser, I took these to the teachers individually and used them as the starting point in an initial discussion to link phase two to phase three. They had all found self observation difficult and teacher two had not felt able to fill in any of the sheets.

Figure 8. Summary of Teacher Observations in Phase Three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEACHER 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.04.</td>
<td>06.04.</td>
<td>07.04.</td>
<td>09.04.</td>
<td>06.04.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E</td>
<td>2G</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>1COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>8.20AM</td>
<td>8.50AM</td>
<td>1.05PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.04.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.04.</td>
<td>09.04.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G</td>
<td></td>
<td>3COM</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.50PM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the 9th April I wrote in my research diary; "It seems that none of the classes are worried by my presence so I think I can just go ahead and record as from next week- certainly the two classes who have seen me coming and going for such a long time."

4.4.4. Recording

The recordings in this phase were made via the same process as those in phases one and two. However, as
mentioned earlier the method proved to be less successful during this phase than it had previously. This was because the teachers were encouraging their students to talk to each other and this pair or group work discourse could not be captured in recordings made by one omnidirectional microphone with a static location. However all the teacher-student interaction was recorded and as this made up the greatest part of every lesson useful data were collected.

Figure 9. Summary of Lessons Recorded in Phase Three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEACHER</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>15.04.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E</td>
<td>2G</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>8.00AM</td>
<td>10.15AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.04</td>
<td>21.04.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3COM</td>
<td>1COM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.35AM</td>
<td>1.05PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. COMPLETION

Once the recordings had all been made I arranged a social event for all the teachers to mark the end of the research. They all felt that they had made changes to their classroom language during the research period, particularly teachers Three and Four. I agreed to let each teacher have a copy of whatever I finally wrote about their lessons and that a copy of my thesis would be placed in the Maths Teachers centre for permanent
reference. The teachers repeated that they were quite happy for me to use the names of their schools and their own names if I needed to do so.

Following this meeting I visited each Principal to thank them for their support and to leave a letter showing that my research was now finished so that their school records would be complete.

The Provincial Delegate for National Education requested that he be shown a copy of the thesis before it was presented to the Maths Teachers Centre and reminded me of the need to send a report to the Ministry of Higher Education and Research to declare that my research had been completed successfully.

In this chapter the details of the period of fieldwork has been described. Attention has been drawn to the context in which this study was completed and the ways in which this influenced the planned data collection procedure.
CHAPTER FIVE

CREATING A THEORY

INTRODUCTION

At the end of each phase, data were available in the form of audio recordings, notes (made during lesson observations) and notes from discussions with the participating teachers. The recordings had to be transcribed so that the verbal interaction between students and teachers could be analysed. As explained in chapter four a model of these patterns of verbal interaction was to be raised from the phase one data as a grounded theory and discussed with the participants during phase two. A composite model was to be built up to describe all the verbal interaction observed in the lessons of the five teachers who participated in phase one. This was done to provide a complete picture of the interaction between teacher and students in the five classes selected to represent the four most common school situations in North West Province. (See 4.1. for details) However, in order to be able to observe changes in the teaching strategies of individual teachers it was thought necessary to describe which parts of the composite model were observed and recorded in each individual teacher's lessons. These individual descriptions appear in chapters six, seven and eight with details of how the patterns of interaction changed during phases two and three. Also
included in these chapters are details of the student/teacher exchanges which are headed by a student elicit.

5.1. TRANSCRIBING RECORDED LESSONS

There are many possible ways to transcribe language data ranging from the "minimally helpful to the complicatedly tedious" (Edwards and Westgate 1987:58).

It is important to be mindful of the fact that transcripts are best viewed as an accompaniment to the recordings themselves and not as first hand data and that transcribing is in itself the beginning of the classification process;

"The researcher's highly problematic task remains therefore that of devising ways of capturing and displaying for analysis in the first place, enough evidence from the relevant channels of communication for the observers' interpretations to approach the reliability of those originally made by the participants and upon which they acted." (Edwards and Westgate 1987:70)

Noting Milroy's reminder that "transcription of any kind is invariably a selective process, reflecting underlying theoretical goals and assumptions," (Milroy 1987:117) the conventions adopted were those which would provide transcripts revealing the interaction between teacher and students as clearly as possible and thus be most useful in the search for the answers to the research questions listed in Chapter Two.
5.1.2. Conventions used in transcripts

It was decided to create transcripts which had line-numbered text showing turns taken and including all the words and pauses heard. Words were spelt in a standardised form regardless of idiosyncratic pronunciation rather than using phonetic transcriptions of individuals' realisations, following the advice of Atkinson (1992:28)

"If one represents a great deal of speech in non standard spellings, then the reader will likely find it barely intelligible, though it may be comprehensible in its original form. Further an over-liberal use of non standard spellings can create a negative typification of the character in the text."

Punctuation and capitalisation were excluded, to avoid the researcher imposing her own understanding of structure on the language used by the students and the teachers. Pidgin words were spelt as they were heard using English spelling conventions, there being no standardised orthography for Cameroonian Pidgin as yet.

The teacher's turns were identified by T, an individual student's turn by ST, a group of students speaking at the same time but not in chorus by STS and by a group of students speaking in chorus by CH. Although individual students were not coded separately, partly because it was not felt to be necessary for this piece of research and partly because in such big classes it was very difficult to identify individuals, a code of SST was
use to show when a student maintained an interaction by taking a second or even a third turn after the teacher had spoken. On some occasions an outsider's voice could be heard and this was coded V. This was usually a visitor to the class for example with a message for a particular student. Utterances were assumed to continue from one numbered line to another unless a new turn was marked.

Pauses were marked in three ways. A short hesitation was marked by three dots ... . The exact length of these hesitations vary from teacher to teacher as they are heard in relation to the speaker's speed of speech. This type of hesitation appears either to separate units of meaning within an utterance,(see example below) or when the teacher is writing or reading off the blackboard.

eg Teacher One Tape One Line 295 (T1T1L295)

295 T let's go to number two ... you are supposed to
296 find q if a is seventy ...

Although the typical pattern is one pause before the speaker continues, at other times the teacher remains silent for longer. If the pauses continued for over one line of transcript as happened when the teacher had asked the class to do something silently before answering this was marked at the end of the line by ... ... ... > and an extra space put in before the next line of text. For example;
Teacher Three Tape Two Line 479 (T3T2L479)

479 T  two a another example five ab divide by a five
480    ab divide by a ... ... ////////////// you start
481    writing ... ... five ab divide by a ...
482    ...
483    ... ... >

////////

In cases where the pause followed an utterance said with a rising tone it was marked * because it was a pause repeatedly used as if it were a word requesting a student response. For example;

Teacher Five Tape One Line 177 (T5T1L177)

177 T  the
178    second point b is negative two ... negative two
179    ... negative two for x and negative two for *
180 CH  for y
181 T  for y
Inaudible contributions are marked in two ways: ///// (see above for an example) broken into shorter sequences if more than one speaker is involved, or the utterance is not continuous eg ///// ///// ///// .

Finally if two utterances occurred at the same time they are marked by [ around the first sound of each. For example:

Teacher Four Tape Two Line 59 (T4T2L59)

59 T if that is a str straight
60 line sum of angle is equal to one hundred
   and
61 [eighty
62 CH [eighty

5.1.3. Sample passages to illustrate the above conventions

Teacher Three Tape two beginning line 100 (T3T2L100)

101 T if we expand six b to
102 the fourth power what will be /////
103 STS b times
104 T b to the fourth power ... you
105 ST b times b times b times b times
Teacher Five Tape four beginning line 234 (T5T4L234)

234 T is a kite a
235 a parallelogram
236 STS no
237 T have an answer ///// ah
238 ST no
239 T no why ...
240 SST because they meet ... ... because the four
241 sides meet
242 T because the four sides ...
243 CH meet

5.1.4. Additional Notes

It was assumed that the language data would speak for itself. That is, the transcripts would include little if any explanation of the non-verbal components of teacher-student interaction or additional descriptions of what might have been seen but not heard during the lesson eg blackboard work. Although field notes had been made during each lesson observation these were not to be included within the language text itself but were to be added to the transcript numbered with the same line number as the spoken text requiring further explanation. This was to be done at the beginning of each transcript in the form of a glossary. This was found to be necessary in only a small number of cases, mostly those where a word or phrase with a specifically Cameroonian meaning
had been used and required explaining in English. No details of what was happening were included, not because the non-verbal components of interaction are without value but because these transcripts were being prepared for use in the analysis of the verbal interaction only.

To facilitate the use of the recordings and the transcripts together, each page of transcript ends with a note of the tape recorder revolution counter number.

Although extracts from these transcripts are used to give examples of the descriptive analytical model later in this chapter and in chapters six, seven and eight, all the transcripts of all the recordings made, are available in the appendix so that the representativeness of extracts can be verified by other researchers.

5.2. CREATING A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL

The lessons which were recorded and transcribed during phase one (January to March 1991) were analysed in terms of the verbal interactions between the students and the teacher. As no appropriate existing model was available, it was necessary to build up a model by close analysis of the tapes and transcripts.

The procedure reported by Sinclair and Coulthard in 1975 was used as a starting point. In an attempt to account for the discourse of lessons they had begun their
analysis of transcribed lessons by looking at the smallest unit of discourse first;

"To avoid the danger of confusing pedagogic with linguistic structure we determined to work upwards from the smallest linguistic unit" (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:20).

In this way they built up a hierarchical system of ranked units which finally described each lesson completely. They established that a basic unit of interaction was the EXCHANGE a three phased interaction begun and ended by the teacher's Initiation and Feedback with a student or a group of students speaking in between (Response). This three move pattern appeared clearly during the first tentative examination of the Cameroonian schools data and thus was integrated into the model.

Another set of Sinclair and Coulthard's (1975:28) terms was used after an initial survey of the data indicated that it would be useful. Their assertion that all the language used by a teacher in Initiating moves could be classified in one of three ways proved to be true. That is they were either an INFORM, an utterance which conveyed information but which did not require the students to respond verbally or non verbally, a DIRECT which requires the students to respond non verbally, or an ELICIT which required the students to respond verbally.

The first stage in the analysis of these data was to take one transcript of one teacher (the first lesson
recorded, which was with teacher four) and isolate all the language used by the teacher in Initiating moves. As the aim of the analysis was to describe patterns of teacher-student verbal interaction, in such a way that the description could be discussed with the teacher-participants, all the teacher informs and directs were separated and excluded from the analysis because they did not lead directly to student responses. Thus all the elicits and the student responses which followed were noted. Within the exchanges headed by a teacher elicit it was observed that there were two distinct classes. Firstly there were exchanges which communicated a message about mathematics and secondly there were exchanges which communicated a message about the management of the lesson. As the focus of this study was specifically verbal interaction with a mathematical message, the latter were excluded from the process of theory building at this point.

Thus those teacher elicits heading exchanges with a mathematical message were then grouped together according to intuitions about their similar internal linguistic structure. That is, each elicit and its response was examined and compared and contrasted with others. Its function and its form were used to guide the researcher towards a loose grouping of utterances which seemed similar. These groupings were then checked and rechecked until it seemed that a firm classification could be described. A preliminary description of each group was
then made. This process was then repeated with the other phase one recordings for the same teacher.

This preliminary classification taken from the data collected in teacher four's lessons was then put to one side and the process repeated with data collected in the lessons of the other four teachers looking at the data from one teacher at a time.

Once there was a classification of elicits made by teachers in the Initiating move of maths teaching exchanges it became necessary to define the typical form of a group.

To ensure the fullest possible picture of verbal interaction, the ways in which students elicited language from their maths teacher were collected and classified separately but following the same procedure as above, that is beginning with one the student elicits in one lesson and building up a picture from there.

The ways in which students elicited language from their teacher were thought to be important for two reasons: Firstly, during lesson observations it was clear that students rarely elicited information from the teacher by asking a question even when asked to do so by the teacher. Secondly, during the earliest discussions with the participating teachers they reported feeling frustrated by the students' refusal or inability to ask
questions about points which they didn't understand. Teacher one felt it was impossible for Form One students to ask questions because they didn't know enough English at this stage (recorded in my research diary on October 13th after I asked the teacher to air his views for the benefit of all participants). Teachers three and four felt that it was unrealistic to expect young students to ask direct questions in class because this was too far from the ways in which they had been allowed to behave at Primary school or at home where they had learnt by watching and listening. They reported that young children in the Bamenda area do elicit information from their seniors but not by asking direct questions. The strategies used include showing the senior person something and waiting for them to accept it or advise as to how it might be done better. Or they may elicit information from a peer or someone just a little older in a similar way. These points were raised on several occasions, often during informal discussions before or after lesson observations, and led to my decision to note the ways in which students elicit language with a mathematical message from their teachers during lessons so that this information could be used as the basis for further discussion during phase two.

Thus the data which were selected for the next stage of analysis were made up of exchanges headed by teacher elicits with a mathematical message and exchanges headed by student elicits. As the very nature of an elicit
presupposes a response, the classification system includes reference to the typical response elicited.

5.3. THE MODEL

In this section the term "model" is used to refer to my systematic, descriptive representation of the patterns of teacher-student verbal interaction, described in linguistic terms but kept at a level of complexity which was appropriate to its use as an instrument of INSET with the participating teachers.

This model identifies all the teacher elicits with a mathematical message as belonging to one of seven classes. Each class has characteristic features in terms of linguistic form and the students' responses. No typical forms belong to more than one class of elicit.

This description defines all the possibilities observed in the data collected in Phase one. Details of the exact forms used by each teacher with extracts from the transcripts of their lessons appear in Chapter six.

5.3.1. Type one teacher elicits

Type one elicits appear in the transcripts of all five teachers' lessons. They are typically all questions
in which the teacher asks the students to provide information.

Type One A elicits include an interrogative word such as "who", "what", "why", "where", "which" and "what" and a phrase which identifies the information required by the teacher. The interrogative word may appear before this phrase or after, the whole question occasionally being followed by the teacher giving the answer. The teacher may also nominate a student to answer the question before or after the interrogative word and occasionally give the class a clue as to where to look for the answer.

(CLUE)+(NOM)+WH-WORD+INFO_REQUIRED+(NOM)+(CLUE)+(ANSWER)

Teacher One Tape One line 31 (T1T3L31)

31 T what is their value they are the same use an appropriate word appropriate word or

(CLUE)+(NOM)+INFO_REQUIRED+WH-WORD+(NOM)+(CLUE)+(ANSWER)

Teacher Two Tape Two line 282 (T2T2L282)

282 T ... um so you have that three x is equal
Type One B elicits include a question, that is an utterance seeking information, formed by the use of the auxiliary verbs; "can", "has/have", "do/does/did" and "is/are" and a subject/verb inversion preceding a phrase indicating the information sought. As in type One A the utterance may include a nomination of the student required to answer and or a clue as to the location of the answer.

(CLUE)+(NOM)+AUX+SUBJECT+INFORMATION+(NOM)+(CLUE)

Teacher Three Tape Three Line 243 (T3T3L243)

243 T you how do we solve this one ... ...

5.3.2. Type two teacher elicits

This type of elicit which is used by all the teachers recorded is characterised by the use of a statement plus a question tag ending.

The form Type two a is typically a short positive statement that is an utterance conveying information, followed by a shortened
yes-no question containing an operator a negative particle and a pronoun which repeats or refers back to the subject of the statement. The typical response is in the affirmative.

**POSITIVE STATEMENT + NEGATIVE TAG = AFFIRMATIVE RESPONSE**

Teacher One Tape Two Line 208 (T1T2L208)

208 T now the supplement we got the supplement when 209 you took eighty and subtracted the other angle 210 from it that's what you did isn't it 211 CH yes sir

There is another form Type two b which includes "not so" acting as a tag even though it does not appear in the form as defined above. This usually appears following a positive statement but twice appears following a negative statement in Teacher Three's lessons. In all cases the student response is in the affirmative.

**POSITIVE STATEMENT+NOT SO = AFFIRMATIVE RESPONSE**

Teacher Two Tape One Line 138 (T2T1L138)

138 T eleven is equal to eleven not so
Teacher Three Tape One Line 72 (T3T1L72)

72 T we cannot subtract unlike terms so three r and
73 eight are not like terms not so
74 STS yes madam

5.3.3. Type three teacher elicits

These elicits are characterised by a word identifiable as a specialist mathematics term, often but not always connected with a mathematics operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication or division). There are two varieties;

Type Three A elicits are typically in the form of short complete statements which are responded to as if they were yes/no questions although they don't contain an interrogative word or a subject/verb inversion to indicate that the teacher is asking a question.

Teacher Five Tape One Line 88 (T5T1L88)

88 T you add four you see you add four to this
89 negative four plus four is zero ...
90 CH yes sir
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Type Three B elicits are typically in the form of an incomplete statement of fact which the students respond to by supplying the missing piece of information as if the elicit were a question. This class excludes utterances including an interrogative or a subject verb inversion.

INFORMATION+MATHS_OPERATION+WORD+PHRASE WHICH DOES NOT COMPLETE STATEMENT=MISSING INFORMATION

Teacher Four Tape Three Line 492 (T4T3L492)

492 T two times five is
493 CH ten centimetres

5.3.4 Type four teacher elicits

This class of elicits are in the form of questions to which the students respond either "yes" or "no". There are three varieties;

Type Four A These elicits are characterised by a positive statement of factual information plus a short positive utterance which functions as a yes/no question. The form of this checking type utterance varies from single word utterances eg "eh" or "uh", "right" to utterances including a subject verb inversion eg "am i right" to
statements which require the students to agree eg "then i can go ahead."

**POSITIVE STATEMENT+WORD OR PHRASE REQUESTING**

**CONFIRMATION= YES**

Teacher One Tape One Line 65 (T1T1L65)

65  T  uh hu that says its the angle b a and b are adjacent angles because they have a common they share a common line ... do you like that

68  CH  yes sir

**Type Four_B** This is a very small class of elicits. The typical form is a negative statement followed by a positive yes/no question such as, "is that clear".

**NEGATIVE STATEMENT+PHRASE REQUESTING**

**CONFIRMATION= YES**

Teacher Two Tape One Line 330 (T2T1L330)

330  T  that step is only to check the answer its not part of the solution is that clear

332  CH  yes

**Type Four_c** These elicits are all in the form of statements, positive or negative, which the students respond to as if they were yes/no
questions. They do not contain an interrogative, a subject/verb inversion or the checking type utterances which characterise types 4a or 4b. The typical form includes the personal pronoun "you" a verb in the present tense and a short informative phrase. Two of the teachers also occasionally use the personal pronouns "I", "we" and "everybody" and on one occasion a verb in the past tense is used.

YOU+VERB IN THE PRESENT TENSE+POINT REQUIRING CLARIFICATION = AFFIRMATIVE OR NEGATIVE RESPONSE

Teacher Two Tape Three Line 135 (T2T3L135)

132 T you look for the
133 CH ////// no
134 T you know what the intersection means
135 CH yes

Teacher Five Tape Two 344 (T5T2L344)

344 T everybody is happy with
345 this
346 STS no no sir no

5.3.5 Type five elicits
These elicits are typically in the form of a statement which includes one of the following imperatives: read, say, tell, list, give, listen, start, go, divide, multiply, solve, see, explain, draw, take, make, or change. The response is always appropriate to the imperative.

**STATEMENT INCLUDING A VERB IN THE IMPERATIVE FORM**

Teacher One Tape One Line 96 (T1T1L96)

96 T tell us exactly what supplementary angles are

**5.3.6. Type six elicits**

These elicits appear in the form of a statement conveying a piece of information, which may or may not be left incomplete by the teacher. The students complete the statement either without the teacher's accompaniment or in unison with the teacher. There are five different subgroups within this class.

**STATEMENT+COMPLETION IN UNISON WITH THE TEACHER**

**STATEMENT+COMPLETION WITHOUT TEACHER**

Type six a These are statements which the students complete by making use of anaphoric
reference. The students make use of words or phrases which they have heard;

a) in the previous lesson
b) in the teachers' turn which immediately precedes the incomplete statement or
c) in a student utterance which immediately precedes the teachers incomplete statement.

Completion is often with one word often the last part of the required item. It is often not a major content word for example it may be the word "degrees" or "angle" at the end of a teacher statement "so the answer is sixty degrees". This type of elicit is used by all the teachers to head an exchange which signals them ending a section of work. Sometimes the teacher elicit/choral completion of the same phrase is repeated more than once.

Teacher Five Tape Three Line 34 (T5T3L34)

30  T                  why do you
31  think it is an ... equilateral triangle ...
32  ST  //////////////
33  ST  because all the sides are the same
34  T  because all the sides are [the same
35  CH  [the same

Type six b These elicits are completed by the students usually in chorus making use of a deictic reference within the utterance itself or one
immediately preceding it. These deictic referents include, "here", "there", "this one", "next one" and "look". These occur typically when the teacher is guiding the class through an example on the blackboard or in their workbooks.

Teacher Four Tape Four Line 205 (T4T4L205)

203 T it is a straight line ... drawn from
204 the centre to a point it means to any point
205 i can still draw from this centre to this point
206 it will still be the * [radius
207 CH [radius

Type six c The students make use of an aural context cue to complete these statements usually but not always without the teacher finishing their statement. This clue may be the first letter or syllable of a word, the first word of a definition already known to the students. It is characteristically used where the word or phrase is known to the students and when the correct word or phrase has been given in a response but pronounced in a way unacceptable to the teacher.

Teacher Four Tape Three Line 107 (T4T3L107)

107 T by definition we said a triangle is a plane
108 figure made up of ... [three sides
Type six d This type of elicit includes a wide variety of linguistic forms all beginning with a logical connector (see Lloyd Dawe 1983; 331) that is a word which links the statement as a proposition with another proposition in reasoned argument. For example, because, so, therefore, since, or and if. These statements are completed by a word or phrase which has not been heard during the lesson in which they appear nor is an aural context cue given.

Teacher Five Tape Three Line 153 (T5T3L153)

153 T    seven centimetres therefore the area will be
154       half ... times four times
155 STS seven

Type six e The final type of elicit in this class includes statements including a cohesive tie to which the students respond. For example the teacher utterance "if we do something to one side you must do it to the *other side". The underlined phrases showing the cohesive tie. The ties are; "more than/less than", "right or/wrong", "greater than/less than", "either/or", "right hand side/left hand side", "one side/the other side", "connect but this one to/that one", "set a /and another set b", "francophones/anglophones", "this is called the x
axis/and this is called the y axis", "so on/and so forth", "smaller/larger" and "one two three/ four".

Teacher Four Tape Three Line 202 (T4T3L202)

200 T so when you construct yours ... the third side
201 we don't care about the third side that a third
202 side can be more than four or [less than four
203 CH [less than four

5.3.7. Type seven teacher elicits

All the teachers use a wide range of linguistic forms following a response which is heard as incomplete or unacceptable in that it is not the response required, it is not heard clearly or in the case of a choral response it is not produced by enough students. Thus these elicits appear in the feedback slot of a typical exchange. They function as loops returning the discourse to the point before the unacceptable student response or as clues guiding the students to where they should look for the correct response. The most common forms of loops are a repetition of the unacceptable response, sometimes with a rising tone or words such as "eh", "um", or "what".

(T ELICIT+UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE)+LOOP = NEW STUDENT RESPONSE
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Teacher Four Tape Three Lines 236 and 238 (T4T3L236)

233 T seventeen over
234 three as a mixed number is what ...
235 STS five and //////////////
236 T uh
237 CH five and //////////////
238 T five and
239 CH two thirds

And a common form for a clue is a short statement including a deictic reference such as "we are now looking for" "one is not over here or "if you place it correctly".

TEACHER ELICIT+UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE+CLUE=NEW STUDENT RESPONSE

Teacher One Tape Four Line 264 (T1T4L264)

260 T good four ...
261 SST five six
262 T six
263 SST eight
264 T eight now the complement of a union b the complement of a union b
265 complement of a union b
266 STS i sir i sir i
267 T the complement of a union b yes
268 ST one and seven
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This then is the descriptive model created to account for all the teacher elicits with a mathematical message recorded as part of phase one. It was built up from the recordings and transcripts made in the lessons of the five participating teachers and formulated at a level of complexity suitable for its purpose as a means of illuminating the patterns of interaction present in those lessons.
CHAPTER SIX

ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE ONE DATA

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the model described in outline in Chapter five, will be detailed in terms of its features as observed in the lessons of each individual teacher during phase one of the study. A clear picture of the ways in which each teacher elicited language from their students during phase one is necessary, in order to monitor any changes to these patterns during phases two and/or three for each individual teacher.

6.1 TEACHER ONE

Teacher One, working in the large, town centre Government funded High School, (see 4.1 for details) is the most experienced teacher observed during this study. He completed his initial training at Ecole Normale Superieure in 1978 and has taught in various schools before he was transferred to his current post in 1983. He is a long standing member of the Maths Teachers' Association and has been elected to various positions of responsibility over the years. He has therefore been exposed to and has participated in a number of INSET activities. He was observed and recorded teaching class...
One A which included seventy six students speaking a number of different mother tongues, mainly; Bafut, Bali, Metta, Mendankwe, Kom, Limbum, Babanki, Mankon, Oku and Lamso.

In the phase one recordings (four lessons recorded between 31.01.91 and 21.02.91) examples can be seen of the seven classes of teacher elicit described in detail in 5.4. This teacher (T1) uses a wide variety of language forms within each class of elicits (details below) often nominating a particular student to respond by eye contact and "yes". For example;

TEACHER ONE TAPE ONE LINE 36 (T1T1L36)

34 T who else

35 has remembered something else from yesterday

36 ... yes

6.1.1. Within Type 1, Teacher One(T1) uses elicits which require two different types of response. In the first a closed number of acceptable responses are expected, notably a specific piece of information already known to the teacher and yes/no. The interrogative forms used include; how many/much, what, who and which, in type 1a, and in type 1b have, can, do. For example, T1T1L88
if two angles are adjacent how are they

what is the supplement of forty five ... supplementary

angle ... the supplement of forty five

In contrast there are examples of forms which elicit less predictable responses. For example in type 1a typical forms would be; what do you know about ----. why do you think, what do you want us to do and what do you know about ----. There is just one example of such a form in type 1b and that is; can you say it another way. For example;

who would like to do it in a better way ...

Type 1 elicits appear throughout every lesson of the phase one recordings.
6.1.2. There are only a few examples of type 2a elicits all of which appear in the form of Statement + isn't it and no examples of type 2b which make use of "not so" as a tag. Type 2 elicits do not appear in every lesson recorded during phase one but in the lessons where they do appear (lessons two and three) more than one example can be observed. In terms of the closed/open distinction made above, all of the elicits in this class are closed in that the possible responses are of a limited number.

T1T2L208

208 T now the supplement we got the supplement when

209 you took one eighty and subtracted the other

210 angle from it that's what you did isn't it

6.1.3. Type 3a elicits, characterised by a word identifiable as a specialist maths term typically in the form of a short statement responded to as if they were yes/no questions appear throughout these data. For example;

T1T2L330

330 T so if a is seventy d will be one ten

331 CH yes sir ... yes sir
and type 3b elicits, in the form of incomplete statements completed by the students as if it were a question seeking a missing piece of information, illustrated by:

T1T4L219
219 T second one the complement of b yes

220 ST one ... one four six seven eight

6.1.4. Of the three possible varieties of type four elicit only those belonging to types 4a and 4c appear in this teacher's lessons in this phase of the research. Teacher one uses a wide range of linguistic forms within the class of elicits characterised by a positive statement of factual information plus a short positive utterance which functions as a yes/no question. For example typical forms are; Statement +

is that understood / has everybody seen that / do you like that / can we now go ahead / i can go ahead / i like that

to which the usual response is "yes" or "yes sir" thus placing these forms with those described above as closed.

The various forms of elicits grouped together as type 4c however do not always prospect an affirmative response. Some offer the students a more genuine choice in that they appear to be used when the teacher isn't sure whether or not to proceed. If the response is
negative the teacher recycles the current information into a sequence of exchanges which revise or repeat a teaching point made earlier. For example:

T1T1L340

340 T ... ... *you want to go over it again*

341 STS no sir no

T1T2L371

371 T *you also consider this*

372 angle b is also corresponding to this one

373 STS yes sir

6.1.5. Teacher one makes use of a small number of elicits which include an imperative in each of the lessons recorded in this phase. These elicits (type five) include the following verbs in the imperative form, that is in the base form without an ending for number or tense. For example; *read, tell us, list, plus this, listen, start and go to the next one*. For example;

T1T4L22

22 T ... ... read it

23 ST please sir
6.1.6. The next type of elicits, type six, are completed in all of the five different ways described in 5.4.

Those completed by a response arrived at via anaphoric reference 6a, are the most common, appearing repeatedly in all four lessons. The students often refer back to a previous utterance or back just a few minutes but they may also be expected to remember much further back. For example;

T1T1L195

195 T                                       look at a and look

196 at s look at a and look at * [a

197 CH                                        [a

T1T1L326

198 T                                       i have to use

        everything we

199 learnt yesterday all together ... I know

        that a
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and \( a \) and \( b \) are supplementary angles

Occasionally the teacher accepts an individual response or that made by just one or two students by repeating the elicit in this form so that every student is required to complete the statement by referring to the correct response just heard. For example;

T1T3L281

281 T what relation exists between a

282 division and a sub sub-division ... look at

283 them ... ////// yes

284 ST a sub division is part of a division

285 T a sub division is part of a division

286 CH division

It should be noted that this type of elicit gives the students the opportunity to participate in the discourse without necessarily displaying new knowledge. As seen in the above examples the completion often
involves the use of words with which the students have been familiar for some time such as "angles" or "division" or with words which they have heard earlier but which have not yet been explained or clarified by the teacher.

An equally wide range of forms is seen in type 6b elicits which are statements completed by the students making use of a deictic reference such as this, this one, here, look, the next, and the first one. These appear within the utterance itself or in one immediately preceding it. They usually occur when the teacher is guiding the class through an example on the blackboard. For example:

T1T1L359

359  T  good now let us go to the third part so this

360  one implies that ... look at the ///// part

361  g is equal to one [hundred and ten

362  CH [hundred and ten

and T1T4L246
... now the first one ... what do we want ...

we want the complement of the union ... we

first of all need to find the union ... a

[a union b]

[a union b]

The elicits classified as type 6c, that is those in which the students make use of an aural context cue to complete the statement offered by the teacher, appear in two of this teacher's four lessons. He cues an individual student to repeat a definition he has used in a previous lesson;

T1T1L46

now say it again make a good sentence

supplementary angles are summed to one hundred

and eighty degrees

supplementary angles sum up to

sum up to
two angles which are supplementary sum up to

two angles which supplementary sum up to one hundred and eighty degrees

and two occasions cues a student to remember a particular word for example;

you have not told us of a relationship between c and d ...

c and d are supplementary

supplementary

supplementary angles

beautiful

Teacher one makes use of a limited number of logical connectors to link two propositions in reasoned argument in type 6d elicits; therefore, and then, so if, and, because, so therefore, it means and so. Sometimes he
pauses to allow the students to complete the statement, at other times he allows the students to join in as he finishes it himself.

for example:

T1T2L40

40 T if \( q \) is one hundred and ten degrees \( q \)

41 corresponds to \( b \) therefore \( b \) should be one hundred and ten and \( b \) and \( a \) are

42 supplementary so \( a \) should be \( \ast \) [seventy

43 CH [seventy and

T1T2L450

450 T if this one's twenty this one will be [twenty

451 CH [twenty

452 T if this one is one hundred this one too will be

453 CH one hundred
The final group of elicits within type 6 is 6e. In this group several examples of students being sensitive to a cohesive tie are evident, the statement being completed with an utterance appropriate to this tie. The ties noted are: one form in English/ and another form in French, francophones/anglophones, left hand side/ right hand side. One two three four five [six seven, two sets set a and another set ]b, so this is ------ this will also be and -- if a is ---- p too is ----.

For example;

T1T3L16

16 T ... ... when you have two sets ... a set a

17 and another set * [b

18 CH [b

and

T1T4L10

10 T ... ... ... ... yesterday we said

11 something we said the complement of * we said
the complement of a set will be denoted in one

form in english and another form in *

6.1.7. The final class of elicits are those which offer additional assistance to the students as they seek acceptable responses to teacher elicits. Loops and Clues both appear after a response which is unacceptable, incomplete or not heard clearly by the teacher. Teacher one often returns the discourse to the original elicit by repeating or it in the same words or rephrasing it. For example;

T1T2L185

what is the supplement of one hundred and

twenty one ... yes

sixty six sixty //////

the supplement of one twenty one .......

yes
He also praises or repeats the last student response. This echoing elicits additional responses.

T1T3L56

56 T yes ... listen yes list the numbers while I

57 write them down

58 ST one

59 T one

60 SST two

61 T good

62 SST three

63 T good

64 SST four

65 T good

66 SST five

67 ST //////
Other forms which appear regularly in this class are: "say it again", "louder please" and "I'm still waiting".

Teacher one rarely uses elicits which can be classified as clues. One of the few examples is:

T1T4L273

273 T ok ... the

274 next one is number ... five number five ... is

275 we are now looking for the complement

276 STS a

277 T the complement of a intersection [b

278 CH [b
6.1.8. Thus Teacher one is seen to use elicits from each of the seven main classes of the evolving model during the phase one recordings. The types observed most often are types 1a (elicts which include an interrogative word such as who, where, how many and which) and 6a (statements which the students complete making use of an anaphoric reference). There are examples of these types of elicit in all parts of each lesson recorded. In this phase no examples of types 2b (Statement plus not so) or 4b (a negative statement plus a short yes/no question) and only a few examples of 2a (a short positive statement plus a shortened yes/no question) and 7b (clues) can be seen. Most but not all of the elicits used by this teacher in these data prospect an acceptable response from a closed set of possible answers.

6.1.9. In the lessons taught by Teacher one during phase one there are only two exchanges with a mathematical message which are initiated by a student elicit. One is prefaced by a verbal bid for attention and shows the same student correcting the teacher in a continuation of the exchange.

T1T3L321

321 STS i sir i

322 T yes

323 ST m is the subset of n
m is the subset of n ... wrong

i said n is the subset of m

good n is the subset of m

The other exchange which appears later in the same lesson is not prefaced by any bid for attention. The student interrupts the teacher;

they are subsets but they are not proper

subsets

improper

improper subsets improper

they are not proper subsets that's what i've

said you don't have to bring anything like

improper and all the like

In both cases the student elicited exchange has a different form than most of those initiated by Teacher
one, in that there is no follow up move by the student. The Teacher regains control of the discourse via the utterance which appears as response to the elicit.

FIGURE 10 Summary of Teacher One Elicits (phase One)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4C  some

5  some
   all closed

6A  most
    common

6B  none

6C  some

6D  some
    wide range
    of forms

6E  some

7A  some
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6.2 TEACHER TWO

Teacher two is one of the untrained teachers in this study. He has four Advanced Level GCE's including Maths and Further Maths. At the beginning of phase one he had been teaching for one term at the small private school on the outskirts of Bamenda where almost everyone speaks the same mother tongue. (See 4.1 for details). There were forty six students in Form one G/C in January 1991, forty two of whom speak Mendankwe as their mother tongue. This teacher had attended one or two INSET workshops before this study began but found it difficult to become a full member of the Maths Teachers' Association because of the cost of becoming a member and travelling to meetings.

In the four lessons recorded between 23.01.91 and 20.02.91 examples of all seven types of elicit detailed in 5.4 were observed.

6.2.1. Type one elicits, especially those classified as type 1a, ie those containing an interrogative word, appear more than any other type of elicit. Teacher two uses; what, how many, how much, which, where, who, to
elicit language in the way described as closed in 6.1. For example;

T2T1L42

42 T so first you subtract what

43 STS five ... five from both sides

and

T2T4L147

147 T who has proved it right .............

148 STS ///// /////

and in more open ways when in addition to the above interrogatives Teacher two uses "why" but only twice. For example;

T2T2L518

518 T ///// why did you cancel

519 ST please sir

Elicits classified as type 1b in this evolving model also appear throughout these four lessons. Teacher two elicits a verbal response from one or more students by using an utterance seeking information formed by using
the auxiliary verbs; is/are, can and do/does/did. Again there are examples of those which prospect a response from a closed set of possibilities such as:

T2T2L112

112 T is this an equation or an

113 expression

and

T2T3L80

80 T ... can you find the middle points of each of

81 the line segments ... is it ... can you find

82 middle points ...

but none which prospect more open responses.

6.2.2. This teacher didn't use any examples of type 2a elicits in these data but examples of type 2b, positive statements followed by "not so" appear in each of the four lessons recorded in phase one. for example;
Occasionally "not so" is used to reconfirm a student response following an elicit of a different type as in this example;

There aren't any examples of the second variation of this type, that is where the statement preceding "not so" is in a negative form.

6.2.3. Type three elicits, which include a word identifiable as a specialist maths term can be observed in these data in both of the forms identified in this model. Type 3a examples include;

... what do we do next
496 STS multiply multiply

497 T multiply by

498 STS by four

499 T multiply by four

500 STS eighteen ////// ///// ///

and

T2T3L118

118 T ... ... three v plus three c

119 ST equals

120 T equals to

121 CH equation

and type 3b examples;
T2T2L161

161 T seven w is equals to

162 CH forty two
It should be noted that this teacher doesn't use this type of elicit very often. In four lessons there are fewer than ten examples of type three elicits.

6.2.4. In contrast to that, there are a large number of examples of types 4a and 4c elicits in each lesson recorded during phase one. The teacher repeatedly elicits confirmation of a point by using a positive statement plus "eh" and "is that clear". For example:

T2T1L89

89 T so it means that the

90 solution of this equation is x can be equals

91 to three is that clear

92 CH yes

and

T2T2L262

262 T you subtract this three fifths from both

263 sides so that x here should remain alone ... eh
There are fewer examples of elicits classified as 4c, that is elicits which include more than one linguistic form, include a personal pronoun and show the teacher's opinion of the students' understanding of a particular point.

Examples:

T2T3L132

132 T you look for it ... you look for the

133 coordinates of intersection ...

134 CH //////// know

135 T you don't know what it means

136 CH no

137 T you know what the intersection means

138 CH yes yes

6.2.5. The use of elicits which include an imperative is seen only in lessons two and three of this teacher's recordings. He uses solve, look, see and say. He often but not always prefaces the imperative verb with "let's"
thus appearing to make a suggestion rather than issuing a command. The students respond verbally with information which is appropriate to the imperative. For example;

T2T2L759

759 T ok let's just solve number ten

760 STS /////////////// //

and

T2T3L145

145 T you look for the coordinates of this point

146 CH yes sir

6.2.6. Teacher two makes use of all five variations on type six elicits, that is; statements conveying information which may or may not be left incomplete by the teacher. The students complete the statement either without the teacher's accompaniment or in unison with the teacher.

Elicits of the type 6a appear throughout each of the four lessons recorded in this phase of the study. For example;

T2T1L33

33 T look up the x on this side of the
equation is more than the x on this side eh you

have two x here and you have only x here ... so

you can here we can subtract x from both [sides

STS [sides

Occasionally this type of elicit appears immediately after the teacher has received an acceptable response to a previous elicit and wants it to be repeated and confirmed by more students. For example;

T2T1L147

147 T what do we do first

148 CH we add eighteen to both sides

149 T we add eighteen to *

150 CH both sides

151 T ... ... add eighteen to both [sides

152 STS [sides
Type 6b elicits also appear in all four lessons in this phase and in large numbers. These elicits are completed by the students, usually in chorus, making use of a deictic reference within the utterance itself or one immediately preceding it. Teacher two makes use of the following deictic references: this/ one/ number, you have, here you have, the next and number/three, four.

For example:

T2T2L141

141 T ////////////// question two was to solve

142 ... question two you were asked to solve ...

143 number one ... seven w [minus

144 ST [minus eighteen

and

T2T3L66

66 T i'm not saying that

67 when you are plotting your own point you should
draw like this I'm making because there is no line on the ... [board

CH [board

These elicits are often used as the teacher stands by the blackboard and either refers to something already written on it or writes and talks at the same time. Occasionally there are sequences of exchanges where the deictic reference in the first exchange is assumed in the exchanges which follow it. For example;

T2T3L735

735 T the next i will add two is

736 STS eight

737 T eight the next i add two is [ten

738 CH [ten

739 T add two [twelve

740 CH [twelve

741 T add two [fourteen
There are fewer examples of type 6c than of the types 6a or 6b in the four lessons being discussed in this section. For example, the students make use of a word or words as an aural context cue; T2T2L495

what do we do next

multiply multiply

multiply by

by four

multiply by four
One syllable of a word is also used to cue a response as in:

T2T4L117

117 T  this is the y co ordinate of four of the mid

118  ... [point

119 CH  [point

and

T2T4L177

177 T  and five fifteen is the mid*

[point

178 CH  [point

There are only a few examples of elicits classified as type 6d in the four lessons being analysed here. The four logical connectors used by teacher two are; so, and, because and meaning that. The first of these, "so" is used far more than all of the others put together. For example;

T2T1L467

467 T  ... is this the final answer
The last group of elicits in type 6, that is type 6e, also appears throughout these data but only in very small numbers. The cohesive ties used by Teacher two are: smaller/larger, this side/also this side, point a and /point b, this one is called the x axis/this one is the y axis, one two three four five/six, so on and /so forth. if you didn't -- it is /wrong.
For example;

T2T1L16

16  T     you see that the

17  unknown x is found on this side and is also

18  found on ... this [side

19  CH      [side

and

T2T1L38

38  T     you subtract the smaller x from the larger

39  STS [x

6.2.7. Teacher two uses more than one form to elicit language from the students in ways classified in this model as type 7a and b. In exchanges where the students' response is not acceptable to the teacher either because he couldn't hear it, it was incomplete or because it was not the response required, teacher two "Loops" the discourse, taking it back to the original elicit by repeating the original elicit, repeating the students words, rewording the student response or saying "eh" or "um". For example;

T2T1L5
I'm sure everybody knows how to solve linear equations with the unknown on one side am i right.

CH yes

T eh

CH yes sir

and T2T4L65

T what

should we do in order to know point b ...

...

STS ///// ///// /////

T what shall we do in order to have point b ...

that is the question ... yes matthew

ST mult multiply the ///// by two in the in
the

81 eight and subtract that from ... and subtract

82 the other from //////////////

83 T multiply by two or by twelve

84 ST yes sir

Finally this teacher occasionally gives clues as to where the students should look for a more acceptable response than the one given. For example:

T2T3L366

366 T so what was the

367 point of intersection ...

368 ST four sixteen

369 T eh

370 ST four //////////////

371 CH three point five three point five

372 T i mean from your books eh
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6.2.8. Summary

During the four lessons recorded during phase one of this study, Teacher two uses elicits from each of the eight types detailed in 5.4. In particular he makes use of type 1a elicits especially those including "what" and type 6b elicits. He doesn't use any elicits of the form statement plus shortened yes/no question (question tag) either with a positive statement (type 2a) or a negative statement (type 4b).

6.2.9. In the four lessons taught by Teacher two during phase one of this study there are eight exchanges with a mathematical message which are initiated by a student elicit. Six are prefaced by a verbal bid for the teacher's permission to speak. For example;

T2T4L134

134 T point b is four three

135 ST please sir

136 T yes

137 SST please sir take that answer and put it there
It should be noted that the elicitation is not a request for information but an imperative which the teacher accepts and re-uses to begin the next exchange.

There are three exchanges which are prefaced by a verbal bid for the teacher's attention and include a hypothetical statement. For example:

T2T3L794

794 CH hehehehe

795 ST please sir

796 SST please sir it mens if you want to start your

797 work ... you can number from any number that

798 you /////// 

799 T the thing is let me tell you ... ... 

and T2T2L292
292 ST please sir excuse me

293 T yes

294 SST if that if that ... it was over five

295 three x over five equals to forty seven over

296 five for example if it was three x over two

297 equals to forty seven over three

298 T ok you have asked a very good question that if

299 it was ... shall i wipe this

300 STS yes sir

301 T ok ... let us solve her problem before we

302 continue

Again the teacher reclaims the leading role in the discourse by accepting the student's elicit with an evaluative utterance and initiating a new exchange.
In one exchange (which was difficult to transcribe clearly) there are two examples of student elicits which include interrogative words.

T2T1L389

389 ST ////////////// [heard as where is the lcm]

390 T where is what

391 SST lcm

392 T the lcm is four

----------

395 SST please sir will it go in a decimal

396 T it will still go

397 ST with fraction

398 T whether it with decimal or with fraction its

399 the same ok
Student utterances which include an interrogative in this way are rare in these data, probably for the reasons outlined in 5.3.

FIGURE 11 Summary of Teacher Two Elicits (Phase One)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4C some

5 few

6A some

6B some

6C few

6D some

6E some

7A some

7B few

ST some
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6.3 Teacher Three

Teacher Three is the only female teacher participating in this study. Having been accepted by the University of Yaounde in 1984 she found studying Natural Sciences in French too difficult and left. She returned to her old (Mission) school to teach for one year before beginning her three year teacher training course in 1987. Just before phase one began she had been teaching at the large Government supported High School in the centre of Bamenda. During this time she attended all the INSET activities organised for maths teachers in Bamenda and became a member of the Maths Teachers' Association. In November 1990 that is about six weeks before phase one began, she was transferred to a newly opened Government secondary school about ten kilometres from Bamenda. She was observed and recorded teaching class One B. (See Illustration 6) In this class of fifty six students, thirty four were speakers of Mankon (the language spoken in the area around the school) and the remainder speakers of other languages such as Bafut and Lamso.

In the four lessons recorded during phase one of this study Teacher three made use of elicits from each of the eight types detailed in 5.4. Over half of the elicits noted are from type 1 and a quarter from type 6. There are no examples of type 2a, or type 4 b.
6.3.1. Within the elicits classified as type la, teacher three uses a wide range of interrogative words notably; what, which, why, how, who, where, and when. There are examples of this form prospecting a closed set of responses such as;

T3T1L97

97 T what will you do with this expression on the

98 board...

99 ST we group them and

T3T4L170

170 T ///// and line passing through one

171 and minus two you read x before y ///// that

172 point was what...

It should be noted that these two forms WHAT + and + WHAT appear more often than all the other forms in this class put together.
Examples of other forms which prospect a closed response are as follows:

T3T1L192

192 T which

193 is the larger number of one and four which

194 is the larger

195 CH four four

There are very few examples of elicits of this type which prospect a more open set of responses. One example is;

T3T1L253

253 T why is this one wrong ... you

The second type of elicit in this class, type 1b, also appears in exchanges which have a closed number of acceptable responses and those with a more open set of possible responses. The auxiliaries used are do/did, have/has, is/are and can. For example;

firstly of an elicit prospecting one particular response;

T3T2L35

35 T and is a to the fourth
and secondly of an elicit prospecting an open set of student responses.

T3T3L442

442 T /\\\\\\ can you guess what x is ....... can

443 you guess

6.3.2. Teacher three does not use any elicits of the form 2a, that is a short positive statement plus a shortened yes/no question, in this phase of the study. However there are several examples of two varieties of type 2b elicits. That is, there are numerous examples of elicits formed by the use of a positive statement plus not so, for example;

T3T2L7

7 T /\\\\\\ by four a that two a /\\\\\\ multiplied by

8 four a indices not so

and

T3T4L59

59 T so us one square to /\\\\\\ any

one
unit in your book the space from here to here

is one square not so

CH yes

There are also two examples of elicits formed by the use of a negative statement plus not so. Teacher three is the only teacher participating in this study who uses elicits of this class. For example;

T3T1L72

72 T we cannot subtract unlike terms so three r

and

r are not like terms not so

73

74 STS yes madam

and T3T1L270

270 T is that problem difficult

271 STS no madam no

272 T not for you to solve not so
6.3.3. There are examples of type three elicits in each lesson of phase one but they do not appear in large numbers. Examples of those classified as type 3a are:

T3T3L468

T two x plus five x

STS seven x

T is it seven x

CH yes madam

Examples of type 3b elicits in the form of an incomplete statement of fact, including a specialist maths word which the students respond to by supplying missing information, are fewer than for type 3a. For example,

T3T1L203

T one from four
Teacher three uses elicits of types 4a and 4c in the lessons recorded in this phase. There are several examples of the former in each lesson, for example:

T3T1L100

100 T ok he says we group them as i said you look at

101 term a and you look for all the terms with a

102 you can bear it in mind you look at a take the

103 terms that have a group without leaving their

104 signs you can call them all the brothers of
are those terms with a in them ... is that clear

CH yes madam

and

T3T3L520

you ... ... two a plus five a is what

seven a

she says seven a is she correct

yes no

However it is noticeable that Teacher three only uses type 4c elicits occasionally. She does use elicits which clarify the students' understanding but as these include interrogative words and auxiliaries plus a subject/verb inversion they have been classified as type one elicits. (See above for examples) An example of a type 4c elicit appears in lesson two;

T3T2L173

so you have
174 t * squared plus ... ///// is the same as

174 CH three c to the seventh power

175 T so with the division you have a problem

177 ST yes madam

6.3.5. The next class, type 5, also appears infrequently in this teacher's lessons. She uses the imperatives explain, and show. For example;

T3T1L491

491 ST i add a plus b ... equals to

492 T can you hear him

493 CH no

494 STS ... ... ...

495 T explain it to us

6.3.6. A large number of Teacher three's elicits fall into type 6. That is they are statements conveying a piece of information, which may or may not be left incomplete by the teacher. The students complete the statement either without the teacher's accompaniment or
in unison with the teacher. There are examples of elicits from all five sub groups of type six in these data.

The students complete type 6a elicits, by making use of words and phrases which they have heard in a previous lesson or in an utterance in the same lesson. For example:

T3T1L33

33 T ///\\\ have you heard of this word

34 STS terms

35 T we group them according to their [terms

36 STS [terms

and T3T3L135

135 ST because you have divide both sides by two

\ldots\]

136 T because you have divided both sides by

137 SST two

There are a large number of elicits in the form of statements which the students complete by using a deictic reference in these four lessons. After the WHAT+/+WHAT elicits in type 1a (as described above) type 6b elicits
appear more often than any other type in all four lessons. The deictic terms used are; that, this, these, here, there, look, next/ the next, you, we and them.

For example;

T3T1L134

134  T  even if b were here we will still take it *

135  the

next term there is b and we have *

136  CH  [minus two b

137  T  [minus two b

Occasionally the deictic reference is not in the teacher's elicit but in a recent utterance, for example;

T3T3L82

82  T  let's try to find out ... which of them is correct ... if you have a problem like this ...

83  i hope you are all listening

85  CH  yes madam

86  T  two a plus five is equal to ... [fifteen
There are also short sequences of exchanges which include a repeated deictic reference, as in T3T4L355

355 T um minus one here

356 STS minus two

357 T and here

358 CH minus three

359 T here

360 CH minus four

There is only one example of a type 6c elicit which is in the third lesson of phase one. That is; T3T3L28

28 SST you divide it by two so that the occasion

29 should remain [the same

30 T [the what the what

31 STS hehehehehee
In contrast to this there are examples of type 6d elicits throughout each of the four lessons. The most common logical connector in these lessons is "so", but Teacher three also links a statement as a proposition to another statement with "and " and "therefore". For example:

T3T1L46

46 T  ten r minus three r is what

47 CH  seven r

48 T  seven r so we have seven r minus [four
and
T3T2L54

54  T  and a times a times a times a is the same
as
55  a

56  CH  to the fourth power

Teacher three does not use elicits of the final subgroup in type 6 in every lesson. The type 6e elicits are in the form of statements including a cohesive tie to which the students respond. Ties seen in these data are; one side/the other side, one/two three four and a to b/b to c/and the a back to/ and x comes before/y.

for example;
T3T3L37

37  T  ok because its an equation if we do
38  something to one side you must do it to the
39  * [other_side]
40  CH  [other

6.3.7. Examples of elicits which have been classified as type 7a or 7b can be seen throughout these recordings.
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Teacher three loops the discourse, following an unacceptable or poorly heard response by repeating the students words, or using one of the following forms; "say it again" "what" "eh", "any other answer" and "um".

For example:
T3T2L524

524 T what do you do about

525 that

526 CH six x

527 STS eight x

528 T eight x that your answer

529 STS ////////// yes madam seven x ////////// six x

530 //////////

531 T any other answer

532 ST six x

533 T um

534 ST //////////
Examples of type 7b elicits, with the function of clues appear rarely. For example;

T3T2L403

403 T if you have

404 three divide by two what will it be ...

3 404 three divide by two ...

405 divide by two ... some of you are saying

3 405 three divide by two ...

406 ST one

407 CH one

408 T eh

409 ST one

410 T ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// you have [one

411 CH [one

and

T3T3L460
let's try to find out which is correct ... ... are you sure the answer is among those numbers

yes madam yes

6.3.8. In summary teacher three uses all seven types of elicit as detailed in 5.4. However not all types are used regularly or in every lesson. She prefers elicits of type la especially those which include WHAT+ and +WHAT and type 6b elicits, that is statements which are completed as a result of the students responding to a deictic reference. Although this teacher does check on her students' understanding and redirect them if they respond in a way she cannot accept, it seems that her teaching style uses more elicits which include clear signals as to the nature of the response required ie interrogative words or deictic references.

6.3.9. There is only one example of an exchange with a mathematical message initiated by a student in the recordings of lessons taught by Teacher three during phase one. This exchange is not prefaced by any bid for attention although as it follows a pause it does not interrupt the teacher in the way shown by the example in 6.2.9.
399 T join a to b join it in alphabetical

400 order a to b b to c c to d and d back to a

401 ... ... ... ...

402 ST i have not understood

403 ST i have not understood

404 T /////// see how you join the points here it you

405 draw your point a

FIGURE 12 Summary of Teacher Three Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2B some

3A few

3B some

4A few

4B none

4C some

5 few

6A common

6B very
    common
6C    few

6D    some

6E    some

7A    few

7B    few

ST    few

ELICITS
6.4 TEACHER FOUR

Teachers four and five both teach at the same school and have similar educational backgrounds. The school is large, privately supported and located on the outskirts of central Bamenda. During phase one of this study, each teacher was observed teaching one class, Teacher four with a smaller class (Form One Commercial) and Teacher five with an average number of students (Form One B). (See Chapter four for details).

Teacher four completed his formal education by passing three GCE A'Levels, including Maths. He began teaching at this school in 1987. He is an active member of the Maths Teachers' Association and attends all INSET activities. He had been observed and recorded once in 1990, before this study began and had participated in discussions about the relationship between the students' level of English and their success or failure in mathematics. The class recorded between 25.01.91 and 22.02.91 was made up of twenty students who speak several different mother tongues, mainly Bafut Metta and Mankon.

Teacher four makes use of elicits classified as types 1,3,4,5,6,7, with a clear preference for types 1 and 6.

The interrogative words used in elicits classified as type 1a are; which, what, where, who, why and how,
with those including \textit{WHAT} or +\textit{WHAT} appearing more often than any other. Almost all prospect a closed set of acceptable responses often very short responses or yes/no. For example:

T4T1L70

70 T and sixty you indicate then the outer angle for

71 \textit{example if this is one hundred and twenty}

72 \textit{degrees this other will be equal to what}

... 

73 ST two hundred and forty

and

T4T3L191

191 T \textit{... if i measure this third side ...}

what

192 \textit{does it give me}

193 ST four

194 T \textit{is it up to four who said four
Occasionally Teacher four initiates an exchange with an elicit which allows the students to give a response which is not from a closed set of predicted responses. For example;

T4T3L561

561 T thirty ... how have you converted eight

562 centimetres to decimetre to be having thirty

563 ... what have you done ... to have thirty

564 ...

565 ST i've times ////////////// times three

The second group of type 1 elicits, grouped together because they include an auxiliary and a subject verb inversion, appear regularly. The auxiliaries used are; is/was, have, can, are and do. For example;

T4T4L598

242
do you know what is meant by four quarters
three quarters
and
... is this a straight line ... ...

6.4.2 There are no examples of type 2 elicits in Teacher four's lessons recorded during phase one of this study.

6.4.3 However there are examples of him using elicits which have been classified as type 3a and 3b. Type 3a elicits are those short complete statements which include a specialist mathematical word and to which the students respond as if it were a question even though they don't include an interrogative or a subject/verb inversion. For example;

its isosceles triangle this an example cos
these two sides are equal this one is longer

than the other two sides

ST yes

Type 3b elicits are similar in that they do not include an interrogative or a subject/verb inversion. They differ in that they are incomplete statements which are completed by the students. For example:

T4T1L65

65 T you draw

66 but the remainder that you get from after

67 subtracting that angle from one hundred and

68 from three hundred

69 ST eighty

70 T and sixty

and

T4T3L492
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492 T two times five is

493 CH ten ten centimetres

494 T centimetres times centimetres will be

495 STS ////////// square centimetres

496 T square centimetres

6.4.4. There are only a small number of examples of elicits which are classified as belonging to type 4. Examples of type 4a appear throughout these data but there aren’t any examples of type 4b elicits and one of type 4c. The form which appears most often is STATEMENT + is that true, but teacher four also uses STATEMENT + is that correct and you see what i mean. For example:

T4T1L513

513 T it is one hundred and twenty is that

514 true

515 CH yes sir

and
The only example of type 4c observed in this phase of the study in Teacher four's lessons appears in lesson one.

6.4.5. The next type, 5 is also used only occasionally by this teacher. He uses; measure and read as imperatives. For example;
very exercise measure the second one

finished with the second one

we have done it

and

someone should read it for me ... sit down

and read it for me ... ... ... yes /////

indeed this means note better read this other

notation ... yes

6.4.6.Type 6 elicits are evident in all stages of all the lessons in this phase. Type 6b elicits appear most often but examples of types 6a, and 6d are also common.

Examples of type 6a elicits include;
in the previous class I asked you to ... or we saw how we were able to draw angles using the protractor and I told you that you cannot draw angles without the use of a * [protractor

It is noticeable that teacher four does not use incomplete statements to elicit student completions as a way of confirming a previous student response as for example Teacher one does (see 6.1).

Examples of elicits of the type 6b, that is incomplete statement which are completed by the students making use of a deictic reference within the utterance itself or one immediately preceding it, appear in each lesson analysed for the evolving model from phase one. The deictic references are; that/this/those, look/see, here, here to here, right down to, the next one and you have. For example;
he is correct because we said corresponding

angles are equal ... a here corresponds to *

CH d

therefore d must also be equal to ...

thirty

sometimes a student responds incorrectly as in;

T4T3L55

if this is the base ... base here is equal to

[the side

[the base

n o the line n o is the base indicate the

height
Sometimes one deictic reference directs the students to the topic and enables the teacher to elicit more than one student response. For example;

426 T ... look at this two dm and dm one is with a

427 small letter and the other is with a

428 ST capital

429 T capital letter ... decimetre is with a small

430 letter and [decimetre

431 CH [decametre

432 T is with a capital letter

There are no examples of student responses being cued by the aural context cue as classified as type 6c elicits in lesson one but several in the other three lessons. There are examples of a single letter being as a cue as in;
347 T what what example

348 is this what sort of triangle is this ...

349 STS //////////

350 T yes

351 ST isosceles triangle

352 T i

353 SST isosceles triangle

354 T try to pronounce it

355 SST isosceles

356 STS isosceles isosceles

357 T yes

358 ST isosceles

359 T its isosceles triangle
Another example shows Teacher four cueing the students' response with the first syllable of a word. For example;

T4T2L232

232 T where the smallest

233 ... the smallest ... ... would be the milli

234 * [metre

235 CH [metre

236 T why when it is being multiplied we still talk

237 of metres would be the greatest one which

238 is kilo * [metre

239 CH [metre

and finally there are examples of definitions being cued by the teacher saying the first part, as in;

T4T4L112

112 T as from the next class we shall make use of
this formula that says area no

the circumference of a circle is given by

ST ///////

CH [pie radius

T [pie radius

Teacher four uses a wide range of linguistic forms as logical connectors. They are: so, therefore, because, if, then, and since, and, but, as, after, which means, in short and while.

For example;

T4T1L117

117 T sixteen minus seven is

118 what

119 STS nine nine

120 T nine therefore i'm going to draw angle

121 STS ninety ninety
ninety degrees

and

ten

millimetre is equal to one

centimetre

then ten centimetre is equal to

one decimetre

decimetre

and finally

if you use your protractors and measure this

angle it must be equal to ... ninety degrees

and this is how we indicate angle
The fifth and last sub group of type 6, 6e are those elicits in a statement form which include a cohesive tie to which the students respond. The ties used by Teacher four in phase one are; more than/less than, up/to or even more than, this/or, greater than/less than, you convert-/ or you convert --, --but not up to/--, this one to/ that one, a b c/d, d e/f, b/c, d and/e.

Occasionally the responses chosen by the teacher and the students are not identical for example;

T4T1L171

171 T either i connect this point to this point
       or i

172 connect but this one to * [this other one

173 CH [that one

but usually they are similar or the same as in

T4T3L289

289 T i don't have to draw it as here because if i
290 draw it this other side may not be up to five

291 or even more than * five

292 CH [five

6.4.7. There are very few elicits of the types classified as types 7a or 7b in these data. Teacher four does not use one form repeatedly to loop the discourse but there are isolated examples as follows:

T4T2L332

332 T metric and //////////

333 ST arithmetic signs

334 T no i asked for the thing which is repeated

335 to what is on the board...

336 ST please sir

337 T yes what is the title

338 ST ////////// measure
Examples of clues, that is type 7b elicits, are also few in the lessons taught by Teacher four in phase one and again there seems to be no preferred form. For example;

T4T4L555

555 T eight thousand

556 STS oooooo

557 T eh ... listen ... we are converting from

centimetre to decimetre ... and they are very

559 close to each other yes

560 ST thirty centimetres

and T4T1L394

394 T it is from

395 the inner scale so you have to read

396 ST forty three degrees

397 T but from the inner scale ... ... the answer
398 exact if you place it correctly

399 ST forty degrees

400 T the answer is forty degrees

6.4.8. In summary then Teacher four uses forms identifiable as belonging to one of the seven major types of teacher elicit as described in the evolving model. He uses many more elicits of types 1a and 6b than of the others, few elicits of types 4a or 5 and does not use any elicits from types 2a, 2b or 4b in his phase one lessons.

6.4.9. In the lessons taught by Teacher four there are three exchanges with a mathematical message which are initiated by a student elicit. The first is an interruption and includes an interrogative word:

T4T1L618

618 T you have to measure then subtract ...

619 ST subtract what

620 T subtract the angle you have measured from three
sixty in order to have ... the angle which has

been indicated because those other angles are

greater than ... one eighty ... ... ...

The second example is prefaced by a non-verbal bid for the teacher's attention. The main elicitation also includes an interrogative;

T4T2L656

656 T do this one

657 at home ... question yes ...

658 ST what of //////////

659 T her question is ... who is that outside in stop disturbing

660 ST please sir

662 T her question is what if it was fifty

663 hectometre to kilometre
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The third elicit recorded in a lesson taught by Teacher four in phase one is of a form similar to that observed in Teacher two's lesson three. That is the first elicit is a verbal bid for the teacher's attention. When permission to speak has been granted the same student elicits more information from the teacher by stating their understanding of one aspect of the problem on which they are working. Their utterance is in the form of a statement although the student herself refers to her utterance as a question.

T4T3L663

663 ST please sir i have a question

664 T yes listen to her question

665 SST please sir you cannot go to //////////

666 T pardon

667 SST you cannot work in fractions

668 T how how can you not work in fractions you can

669 work with fractions but ... let me show you
where you'll be having a ... question

FIGURE 13 Summary of Teacher Four Elicits (Phase One)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4C some

5 some

6A common

6B most common

6C common

6D some

6E some

7A some

7B few
6.5 TEACHER FIVE

As explained above in 6.4. Teacher five works at the same school as Teacher four. He has three A'Level including maths and began teaching in 1989 at this school. He has attended all the INSET activities to which he has been invited and is a member of the Maths Teachers' Association. At the beginning of phase one he was teaching class 1B which was made up of forty six students speaking a number of different mother tongues mostly, Pinyin, Meta, and Bafut. The four lessons recorded in this phase took place between 25.01.91 and 18.02.91.

Although this teacher uses elicits which belong to each of the seven major classes defined in chapter five he uses them in different proportions to the other four teachers. There are no examples of types 2a, 2b or 6e but a large number of type 4 and type 7 elicits.

Within class 1 he uses a similar range of interrogative words as the other teachers, namely; which, where, what, why, when and how. Most often they require a short response from a closed set predicted by the teacher. For example;
102 T you can check this too by putting ten ...
in

place of x here ... ten minus four ... is what

104 CH six

and

183 T we have to shift the decimal point

184 how many places ...

185 CH two

186 T good

On one occasion he uses elicits of this type to initiate an exchange which is more open than the examples above. That is, the response prospected is not from a closed set of possibilities. For example;

184 CH two

186 T good
... tell me what your problems are ...

... what has made you to not understand ...

He also uses a similar range of forms for elicits which have been grouped together as type lb, that is those which include an auxiliary and a subject/verb inversion. The auxiliaries he makes use of are, can, do and is/are.

For example;

T5T3L27

27 T is this an isosceles triangle

28 CH no

29 ST an equilateral triangle

30 T fine

6.5.2. This teacher does not use any elicits which could be classified as either type 2a or 2b .
6.5.3 There are several forms of type 3 elicits in each of the four lessons recorded during phase one. For example:

T5T1L88

88 T you add four you see you add four to this

89 negative four plus four is zero...

90 CH yes sir

and

T5T4L417

417 T three what what and what ... ... ... ...

418 ... ... ... ... trapezium rhombus ...

and a

419 kite ... they are parallelograms

420 STS yes no sir

Fewer examples of elicits of type 3b appear in these data. These incomplete statements of fact, including a specialist maths word, are completed by the students supplying the missing information. They do not include a
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subject/verb inversion or an interrogative word. Examples are:

T5T2L137

137  T times one hundred ... one hundred ... ...

138  twenty times fives is

139  CH one hundred and five

140  T one hundred and five centimetres ...

Occasionally this teacher uses a number of type three elicits in a sequence of exchanges appearing to build a scaffold for the students as he leads them towards the final answer he requires. For example:

T5T3L374

374  T the units of height and //////////////

375  the_height_is

376  ST three metres

377  T and_the_base_is

378  CH two metres
and the base is two metres two metres ... ...

The area will be three times eight times two times three

which is just four

centimetres squared

centimetres

6.5.4 It is in his use of elicits classified as type 4 that this teacher appears noticeably different from the previous four. He uses a wide range of forms within each of the three sub groups 4a, 4b, and 4c. Within the elicits classified as 4a he uses the following forms; STATEMENT +
right, ah, ok, um, everybody is ok now, am I right, is that understood and is that clear. These appear in each of the four lessons recorded with + right and + ok being the most common. For example;

T5T3L45

45 T why

46 SST because all the sides

47 T non of the sides are equal ... ok

48 CH yes

and

T5T4L309

309 T when is the name of this figure ...
    you

310 find out from your ///// ... e ... .... ...
    um

311 ST rhombus

312 T a rhombus he says a rhombus is that correct
Teacher five is the only teacher recorded in this study who uses forms which have been classified as type 4b. That is a short negative statement followed by a short yes/no question as in the example:

T5T2L223

223 T ... that is ... we don't want to put this
decimetres and centimetres again in this number

225 ... right

226 CH yes sir

Teacher five appears to clarify his understanding of his students' understanding often via elicits from type 4c of several forms. He uses the personal pronouns you, your and I. For example:

T5T4L249

249 T do you all agree that a kite is not a

250 parallelogram
251 STS  yes sir no

252 T  you all agree that

253 CH  yes

and T5T2L341

341 T  six one

342 one so we have sixteen point five metres

343 ST  decimetres

344 T  decimetres ... ... ... everybody is happy
        with

345 this

346 STS  no no sir no

6.5.5 Teacher five uses six elicits which include one of
the following imperatives: write, make, say it, let's
change all and pronounce the word.

for example:

T5T1L59
6.5.6. Within the class of elicits grouped together as type 6, that is those statements conveying information which may or may not be left incomplete by the teacher. The students complete the statement either without the teacher's accompaniment or in unison with the teacher.

Teacher five uses this type of elicit throughout the four lessons recorded in phase one. His use differs from
that of the other teachers in that firstly there are fewer of type 6 elicits in his lessons than those of his colleagues and there are no examples at all of elicits which are completed by the students with reference to a cohesive tie within the elicit.

Examples of type 6a elicits appear two or three times in each lesson. For example;

T5T4L163

147  T  ... now a rectangle ... is a parallelogram
    in

148  which all the angles ... are ... right
    angles

149  ... ... ... ... is that clear

150  CH  yes

and later

163  T  ... ok but ... for a rectangle for a
    parallelogram to be a rectangle ... all its

165  angles must be
right angle

ninety degrees

and T5T2L463

one metre ... six decimetre ...

and five centimetres ... to ... decimetres and

centimetres ... ... decimetres and ...

There are twice as many elicits of type 6b than there were of 6a. They all appear in the first three lessons. The deictic references are; this, this one, this number, the next one, the second part, the first point, number three, the other side and are you looking. There are examples in which the deictic reference is in the previous elicit;

T5T1L67
67 T divide both sides by ... what ... divided this

68 by five ... and divide this_\text{b} five ... ...

69 five will be ... five will /\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

70 STS seven times

71 T over x is

72 ST ten

73 T ten

and examples where the deictic reference is in the elicit in question;

T5T1L162

162 T then negative one negative two

163 negative three like that now the\text{first} point is

164 ST two three

165 T two three
In each of the lessons being described here there are examples of statements which the students complete with reference to an aural context clue. For example:

T5T3L82

82  T an obtuse angle is an angle which is more

83  than ninety degrees and

84  STS and less than

85  T less than one hundred and [eighty

86  CH [eighty

and

T5T3L108

108  T what is an acute angle triangle ... ... ...

109  STS ///// ///// ///// /////

110  SST this is an angle which is less than ninety

111  degrees
112 T an acute angle ... triangle

113 ST an acute angle triangle is an angle which is

114 less than ninety degrees

115 T are you defining an angle or a ... triangle ...

The logical connectors which Teacher five uses in these data as part of the elicits classified here as type 6d are; because, so, and, therefore, is the same as, or, since and in addition. This type of elicits appears in every lesson with a particularly large number in lesson three. For example;

T5T1L280

280 T since we are adding we

281 count now in a positive direction ... 20

262 ST three

263 T continue one two

264 ST three

277
and

T5T2L133

133 T one and one over twenty ... one and one over

134 twenty ... is the same as twenty one over ...

135 twenty

136 ST times a hundred

137 T times one hundred

6.5.7. The final type of elicit in the evolving model included loops and clues both of which appear after an unacceptable student response. To loop the discourse back to the place where it was before this response Teacher five uses a wide range of linguistic forms including; um, ah, pardon, eh, am, that is still not clear. the next person, and the repetition of the student's unacceptable response. For example;

T5T3L52

52 T ... ... this one is scalene ... ... ...
triangle then a ... ... ...  

ST isocele triangle  

pardon  

ST isosceles triangle

and T5T3L221

T what is the height of this triangle

... ... ...  

ST five metres

five metres the height of the triangle

STS no //////////////

ST three metres

T three metres

As Teacher five uses the technique of echoing a student response to indicate that the response is unacceptable as in line 224 and to indicate that one is acceptable as in line 227 it should be noted that he cues
a second attempt at the original elicit partly by echoing the response with an intonation pattern recognisable as interrogative and by following the strengthening the echo by repeating part of the original elicit.

He occasionally directs the students' attention towards a more acceptable response than the one they have given or to prevent them from making a mistake. For example:

T5T4L202

202 T ... ... ... ... remember this side is ...

203 adjacent to this one ... ah

204 STS yes

205 T this side is adjacent to this one

206 CH yes sir

207 T this one is adjacent to this one this is also

208 adjacent to this ok

209 STS yes
6.5.8 Summary
In summary then teacher five uses all seven types of elicit. He differs from the other teachers in the proportions of various sub-types and is remarkable in that he doesn't use any examples of types 2b or 6e and few of the other type 6 elicits. There are also fewer elicits overall in this teacher's lessons than in those recorded when other teachers participating in the study were working.

6.5.9. Exchanges headed by a student elicit
In the lessons recorded when Teacher five was teaching there is only one example of a student eliciting mathematics related language from the teacher. The form is quite different from that in any of the teachers' lessons but similar to type seven a elicits in the model of teacher initiated patterns of interaction. The student does not preface their loop with a bid for the teacher's attention but neither do they interrupt the teacher because their elicit, a loop, appears in response to Teacher five's elicit.

T5T2L311

311 T  ok so

312  the five centimetres will be how many

313 ST  pardon

281
five centimetres will be how many decimetres

FIGURE 14 Summary of Teacher Five Elicits (Phase One)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4B  few

4C  some

5   few

6A  few

6B  common

6C  some

6D  some

6E  some

7A  some
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In this chapter the patterns of interaction observed in the lessons of each teacher have been described. Each teacher has been shown to elicit language from their students in a number of different ways all of which have been classified and defined in Chapter Five. The few exchanges which were initiated by students have also been identified so that a clear picture of the patterns of interaction in each teacher's lessons during phase one of this study has been drawn. This detailed information is now available for comparison with the patterns of interaction observed in the lessons taught by the same teachers during phase two.

In order to facilitate the clarification of the differences between each of the types as used by each teacher, this chart shows a brief cryptic definition of each type and typical forms where appropriate. It is not possible to include a typical form for type 6a as these vary. The unifying feature is the source of the students'
response which may be within the elicit or may have occurred earlier in the lesson or even in a previous lesson. Apart from that, example typical forms are demonstrated.

FIGURE 15 Summary of Teacher Elicits as seen in Phase One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CRYPTIC DEFINITION</th>
<th>TYPICAL FORMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>includes an interrogative word and a phrase which identifies information required by teacher</td>
<td>what, who, why, which, where,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>includes an auxiliary and subject/verb inversion</td>
<td>is/are, do/does, can has/have,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>short positive statement plus shortened yes/no question</td>
<td>+ isn't it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>positive/negative statement plus not so</td>
<td>+ not so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>includes a specialist maths word in a short complete statement responded to as</td>
<td>and it can continue to positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
if a yes/no question

4a positive statement plus + right, + eh,
short positive utterance +is that
which functions as a yes clear
no question

4b negative statement plus its not part
short positive utterance of the
which functions as a yes solution is
no question that clear

4c statements responded to as so with the
if yes no questions includes division you
"you" and a present tense have a
verb problem

5 includes a verb in the read, tell
imperative form me

6a statement completed via ----------------
anaphoric reference

6b statement completed via this, look,
a deictic reference

6c statement completed via a triangle is
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>aural context clue</th>
<th>a plane figure made up of ... [three sides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6d</td>
<td>statement completed via reference to a logical connector</td>
<td>so, therefore, if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6e</td>
<td>statement completed via reference to a cohesive tie</td>
<td>left hand/ right hand side opening/ closing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>loops; follow an unacceptable response and return discourse to where it was before response</td>
<td>pardon, say it aloud echo of response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7b</td>
<td>clues; follow silence or unacceptable response provide more information or direct attention to source of correct information</td>
<td>another one bodmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER SEVEN

ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE TWO DATA

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the model shown in chapter five will be described in terms of the way in which it was observed during phase two of this study. Initially a general comparison will be made. This will be followed by a detailed description of the patterns of interaction as observed in each teacher's lessons. Exchanges headed by a teacher elicit with a mathematical message will be described first, followed by those headed by a student elicit with a mathematical message. A comparison will be made between the patterns of interaction observed in phase one and those observed in phase two.

As the phase two recordings were made as part of the INSET intervention, notes made during the teachers' meetings and as a result of lesson observations are included. This helps to maintain the focus on the teachers and the students and the ways in which they use language to interact rather than allowing the tape recorded language data to become the centre of attention in its own right.

7.1. OVERALL PICTURE

All the teacher elicits with a mathematical message
observed in the lessons recorded during phase two of this research can be classified as described previously and no elicit belongs to more than one class. There are some changes in the proportions of types of elicit used by each teacher and in the forms used within some of the classes although the overall model remains the same.

All five teachers use a large number of elicits which are classed as type 1. These elicits, which either contain an interrogative or an auxiliary and a subject/verb inversion, mostly prospect a student response from a closed set of possibilities. The most common forms are \texttt{WHAT+} and \texttt{+WHAT} although there are examples of forms which elicit less predictable responses. Details of these new forms are included in the description of the interaction in the lessons of each individual teacher.

There are no examples of type 2a elicits in the phase two data and this marks a small difference in that Teacher one used one form \texttt{STATEMENT+ isn't it} in phase one. The use of type 2b elicits remains the same in this phase as previously although there aren't any examples of Teacher three using the unusual form of \texttt{NEGATIVE STATEMENT + not so} in phase two as she did in the earlier phase.
The use of elicits classified as type 3a and b remains the same in phase two as it was in phase one. That is there are a few elicits in each teacher's lessons which are of the form of a complete statement which are responded to as if they were yes/no questions although they don't contain an interrogative word or subject/verb inversion to indicate that the teacher is asking a question. The same applies to type 3b elicits. Teacher three uses more of the latter in phase two but the change is relatively small and is therefore not significant.

The ways in which type 4a elicits are used in phase two is very similar to the ways they were used in phase one with one minor change. Teacher four only used type 4a elicits occasionally during the lessons recorded as part of phase one whereas in phase two he makes use of this type of elicit often. The forms he uses are the same in both phases.

Elicits classified as type 4b were only used by one teacher in the phase one data and that was teacher five. He doesn't use any forms which would be classified as 4b in phase two, although teacher three does, just once.

It is within the forms used as type 5 elicits that there are interesting changes in all five teachers' lessons. These elicits which are in the form of a statement which include an imperative (see 5.4.5.) are used more often in phase two and are used in ways which
encourage the students to talk at greater length than was
the case previously. Some of the forms used were
discussed during the research group's teachers' meetings
and those used show that these discussions were acted
upon by the teachers over a period of time.

There are some small changes in the ways in which
the five teachers used type 6 elicits during phase two.
Teachers two, three, four and five used statements which
are completed by the students making use of a deictic
reference within the utterance itself or one immediately
preceding it, in phase one, with teacher five using many
elicits of this type. However in phase two, Teacher two
doesn't use any at all and Teachers one and five use few.

A similar small shift in preference can be observed
in the way in which Teacher one uses type 6d elicits;
often in phase one and only twice in phase two. Also
teacher five uses two type 6e elicits in the second phase
although he hadn't previously been recorded using them at
all.

There would appear to be more loops and clues
(type7) in phase two than was evident in phase one
although Teacher one reduces his use of loops to just one
in the phase two data.

This brief summary serves to identify the overall
changes made by teachers during the phase two recordings
which were made after a number of teacher's meetings had
taken place. The types of elicit which will be highlighted in the next section will be types 1a, 1b and 5 as these are those which show changes in the quantity and quality of student language they prospect. The changes made by each teacher will be described in turn.

7.2. TEACHER ONE

Teacher one was recorded teaching class One E on 3.12.93. a double lesson on "Sets". In addition to the researcher, the lesson was also observed by two student teachers from ENS who were preparing for teaching practice. The teacher didn't know that the researcher or the students were going to observe this particular class and thus only had a minute or two to prepare himself. By this stage of the study I had cut down the pre-observation discussion to the bare minimum because I wanted to avoid prompting the teacher or giving them suggestions as to what I might like to see during any particular lesson. I noted in my research diary after the observation of Teacher one on 3.12.91 "He is a real performer and enjoys getting the class moving along his line of thought. The students obviously enjoy themselves and with the exception of about six, participate with great enthusiasm."

7.2.1. As in the first phase he uses a high proportion of elicits which have been classified as belonging to type 1a and 1b in the model. The form which he uses most often
is WHAT+ and +WHAT but WHICH+ and WHO+ also appear throughout the recording. There are elicits in forms which prospect student responses which are less predictable than those usually expected and offer opportunities for the student responding to speak at greater length, although it is clear that most students still speak as briefly as possibly when responding to a teacher elicit and the teacher maintains control of the discourse throughout the lesson. For example;

106 T ok i want to write another empty set

107 STS no no

108 T it ////////////// why that is not an empty set

109 ST because we cannot say empty set empty set

110 T yeah that's alright but someone can do it in a

111 better way

112 ST when you have written are already there

113 anything inside the set means an element
... 

114 T  

115 STS heeheeheeheeheehee

116 T  that's very good

and in line 446 the teacher uses a why form in a similar way.

T1T5L446

441 T  i want to give one again ... minus

442  ten ...

443 STS  no no no /////

444 T  why do you think it is wrong yes

445 ST  because it should not be in the negative class

7.2.2. Teacher one used one form of type 2a elicit in the phase one recordings, STATEMENT+isn't it . This does not appear during phase two. Nor do any elicits which belong to the class labelled type 2b.
7.2.3. Type 3a and 3b elicits appear in the phase two recordings but there are no changes in either the proportions of those used or their forms. A similar comment can be made about all three sub categories of type 4 elicits. They appear in both phase one and phase two in similar proportions and forms.

7.2.4. There are several examples of type 5 elicits, that is statements which include an imperative to which the students respond verbally. In addition to the forms noted in the earlier chapter Teacher one also uses say, write, give and justify. For example:

T1T5L78

76  T  who can come to the board ... and wrote any

77  sign that they know about sets and tell us what

78  it is ... write any sign that you know what it

79  is //////////////

80  ST  please sir

81  T  yes ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...
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... ... good that one means what

83 ST braces

This doesn't lead to either an increase in the amount of student language or a change in the nature of the response, the student having selected his response from a closed set of possibilities.

Teacher One also uses justify in its imperative form. This form had been discussed during our teachers' meetings. It was point two on handout four as described in 4.3.6.

T1T5L446

446 T ///// tell me why ///////////// justify why

447 you think i'm wrong

448 ST minus ten is not greater than two minus ten is

449 not even up to one

450 T ok very good ... go ahead

451 SST so we cannot put minus ten in set b because its
This does seem to prospect a student response which is both longer than many and shows the student using a logical connector to link two statements of factual understanding. Student language use of this type was not previously observed during Teacher one's lessons. It is possible that Teacher one experimented with this type of elicit quite deliberately in this lesson as he was being observed by so many visitors. I noted his reluctance to experiment in earlier lessons and discussed this with him after a previous lesson observation. In my research diary I wrote; "He says that he has tried to ask the students to explain their answers but they won't talk. I jollied him along a bit and he agreed to have another go". (November 1st 1991)

7.2.5. The ways in which Teacher one uses type 6 elicits in phase two of this study changed little from the ways in which he used them in phase one. However it should be noted that he didn't elicit the completion of a statement based on a deictic reference from the class (type 6b) which he had done previously. Also within type 6d he had previously used a wide range of logical connectors whereas in this lesson he uses only so to link two statements as propositions in reasoned argument. This had
little impact on either the quality or quantity of student language use in phase two.

7.2.7. The ways in which loops and clues are used also remains very similar in these two phases of the study although loops do appear in more sequences of linked exchanges in phase two. For example;

T1T5L430

430 T now ... who wants to tell me why ...

431 STS because because

432 T yes

433 ST ////////////// greater than two

434 T good so it must be greater than two very good

435 ////////////// yes

436 ST three

437 T three

438 ST one million

439 T one million ...
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This does not lead to any significant changes in the ways in which students respond to the teacher and may appear here as the teacher demonstrated how to involve as many students as possible as active participants in his class. This is an issue which the ENS students often ask teachers about as they quite understandably worry about how to feel confident that their students are actively involved when their classes are so large.

It is worth noting that during a discussion with this teacher after the recording for phase two was finished I asked how he felt about being observed by the student teachers. In an entry to my research diary dated 10.12.91 I wrote "He said it didn't make any difference pause except that he probably thought more about what he said and the students all wanted to talk and answer questions when there were new observers in the room."!

7.2.8. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

There are no examples of exchanges headed by a student elicit in these data.

7.2.9. Summary
Many of the patterns of interaction observed in the phase one lessons in teacher one's classroom also appear in the phase two recordings. Most of the elicits he uses prospect a response from a closed set of possibilities although in the lessons being analysed here there were examples of WHY+ elicits which provided the students with opportunities for both more language in response and more personal, tentative forms within the response (see above for an example). This is an important change for the reasons discussed during the teachers' meetings described in chapter five.

FIGURE 16 Summary of Teacher One Elicits (Phase Two)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>more open eg</td>
<td>why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>some</th>
<th>few</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all</td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide range</td>
<td>one form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of forms</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ways in which teacher two elicited language from the students in his class during the lesson recorded on 4.12.91 vary little from the ways already described for phase one in chapter 6. He was recorded teaching the same class as had been recorded in phase one, now in their second year of secondary education.

7.3.1. Again he uses more type 1 elicits than any other with \textsc{what+} and \textsc{+what} being the most common form in this phase. Most of his elicits prospect a response from a closed set of possibilities as noted in phase one. Occasionally he does use forms which include \textsc{why+} to follow up a student response in order to get the student to justify their opinion. For example;
how can we use this area in order to find this side ... ... ...

yes

ST ///////////////// by four

T by four ... why should we divide by four

... um

SST //////////////

T to have the length of one side is twenty six

divided by four equal to six

which may appear to be as a result of the discussion we had at teachers' meetings about possible ways of eliciting a second response from the same student in order to get them to explain the ways in which they had arrived at the first response. However according to my research diary this teacher didn't attend the meeting where this was the focus of our discussion although he did receive handout four (see 4.3.6) which includes a suggestion as to how the traditional IRF patterns might by altered.
There is another example of an exchange where the teacher appears to have experimented with a follow up elicit in line 207.

T2T5L207

204  T  what is the length

205  of one side

206  STS  five ... five

207  T  five centimetres how did you get the five

208  centimetres

209  STS  by dividing ////////////// finding //////////////

210  T  by finding what

211  CH  the square root

212  T  the square root of [twenty five

213  CH  [twenty five

However although this does elicit a second response from the class it seems to be more a matter of ensuring
that the class reach the end of a previously heard definition rather than giving them the opportunity to explain their procedures in more tentative or exploratory language.

7.3.2. Teacher two uses type 2 elicits in similar ways in this phase as he did previously, that is he elicits an affirmative confirmation from his class by using two forms; STATEMENT + not so and not so on its own (type 2b). Likewise he uses some type three elicits in phase two in similar ways to the patterns described in 6.2.3. such elicits appearing only occasionally in both phases.

7.3.3. Teacher two continues to use elicits classified as type 4a and 4c as he did in earlier recordings most of which prospect a response from a very small set of possible answers. In the lesson being analysed here the students always reply in the affirmative and always in chorus. For example;

T2T5L164

164 T twelve squared is what one forty four

165 ... right

166 CH yes
Elsewhere the same type of elicit is used but in two linked exchanges. For example:

T2T5L454

451 T ... ... note that this rule only holds in a

452 right [angled triangle

453 ST [angled triangle

454 T right

455 STS um

456 T when you have a triangle of this nature it rule

457 will not hold right

458 CH yes sir

7.3.4. There is a small change in the forms of type 5 elicits which Teacher two uses in phase two. Previously the imperatives he used were solve, look, see and say, and these appeared in only two of the four lessons recorded in phase one. In the data being analysed here however he makes use of a different range of forms,
namely draw, measure, tell, and state which clearly prospect a predetermined response. For example:

T2T5L499

499 T sit down everybody state pythagorus theorem

and

T2T5L527

526 T use this triangle use this triangle in order to
527 tell us pythagorus theorem

He uses one elicit of a different form in connection with the two above examples. Although it would be classified as a type 1b elicit, it is shown here because it is so different from the ways in which he tries to elicit the same information before and after this exchange.

T2T5L510

507 T who can state it
508 without looking at the board ... ... um ...
can you state it in your own words

STS no

eh ... eh ... ... can you state it in your own

words ... ... if i draw a triangle can you be

able to use it in order to state pythagorus theorem ... eh

The suggestion that a student might put a mathematical idea or definition into her or his own words does not appear at all in Teacher two's phase one data. As the value of this was specifically discussed at more than one of the teachers' meetings, it is clear that Teacher two was trying to make changes in his classroom discourse.

7.3.5. There are only changes in the proportion of type 6 elicits used by this teacher in these data. Previously he uses several forms within type 6b none of which appear in phase two. Also having used a range of logical connectors in phase one such as; and, because, meaning that and so
only the latter appears in phase two. In the same way there are examples of loops and clues in the lessons taught by teacher two in both phases being discussed although they only appear once each in phase two.

7.3.6. Exchanges headed by a student elicit.

There is only one example of an exchange headed by a student elicit in this teacher's phase two data. It is of a similar type to some of those described in the previous chapter in that a student interrupts the teacher's discourse without making either a verbal or a non verbal bid for attention. It is noteworthy because more than one student tries to elicit information from teacher two. The second student (line 398) uses an \textit{IF+} form which is rare although it was used in phase one (see 6.2.8.) but she cannot complete her elicit because the teacher reclaims the leading role in the discourse by interrupting in similar ways to those used in the previous phase.

\begin{verbatim}
T2T5L388

386 T thirteen ... right
387 CH yes sir
388 ST /////
389 T what
\end{verbatim}
you have not

why should I subtract this one is a different

problem this is a different problem ...

please you have even this example be

calm ... you are solving following pythagorus

theorem ...

if it was a

you were asked to find ac and given ab and bc

before you can subtract ...

right so this one you are following pythagorus
402 theorem ... so you have first to state ...

403 pythagorus theorem ...

7.3.7. Summary

Thus it can be seen that the patterns of interaction observed in teacher two's phase two recording were similar to those observed in his phase one lessons. The two changes which are important are the forms of elicits within types 1 and 5. These head exchanges which include student responses of a different kind to those previously analysed. There are fewer exchanges headed by a student elicit but those which do appear include unusual forms within the student utterances.

FIGURE 17 Summary for Teacher Two Elicits (Phase Two)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>also open eg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>why</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>open forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>eg tell us</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There are very few changes in the patterns of behaviour observed in teacher three's phase two recordings. She was observed teaching the same class as had been recorded in phase one although there were a number of new students in the class due to transfers and the reorganisation of Form Two classes at her school. This teacher was absent for three weeks during the term I was meeting the teachers to discuss possible changes and thus was observed on fewer occasions. However she did collect all the handouts we used during the meetings she missed and took every opportunity to discuss the ideas raised there when I visited her during her absence and after she returned to school at the end of November 1991.

She uses all the types of elicit previously noted in 6.3. with a high proportion of her elicits falling into
the type 1 class, particularly those which include the form WHAT+. She continues to use elicits which prospect responses from a closed set of possibilities rather than those which allow the student a wider and/or less predictable choice of response.

7.4.1 However there are one or two exchanges which are headed by a type 1a elicitation which do offer the students the opportunity to use more language in their response and to use more tentative or personal forms. It reflects the discussion at the teachers' meeting on 13.10.91 as noted in my research diary. "We also discussed modifying the IRF pattern to IR why/how RF whenever possible."

T3T5L268

265 T  is it greater than or less than

266 CH  greater than

267 STS  greater ////////// greater than //////////

268 T  why do you say its greater than ... ...

269 STS  ///////////// greater ////////// we know the

270 sign ////////// we know //////////

and T3T5L566
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we cover it /////////////// our original
equation not so
yes
ah
yes madam
so we added four to this side and this side
...
why...
to balance to balance the equation

Later, teacher three uses a similar form but rather than open an exchange which allows for unpredictable responses it appears to be used to cue the repeat of the response noted in line 567. In this way the teacher has used a procedure discussed as a way of increasing the opportunities for eliciting more exploratory language from the students (see 2.2.) but used it in such a way that it has become the cue for repetition of a mathematical rule.
and if we add four to this side of the ...

inequality what do we do with the other

add add

why

to balance the equation

balance the balance the equation

7.4.2. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

In terms of exchanges headed by a student elicit the phase two data is noticeably different from that recorded in phase one. There are five such exchanges all of which appear to involve the interruption of the teacher's discourse without a verbal or non verbal bid for the teacher's attention. There is one example of a student using a loop to elicit clarification of something the student has missed.

/// times four
This seems to be acceptable to the teacher who allows a long silence immediately after this and thus does not reassert her power over the discourse as has been seen with other teachers in previous examples. In another example she does respond to the student elicit with an elicit of her own but not in a way which takes the initiative away from the students completely. They go on to complete their exchange;

T3T5L11

11 STS ／／／／／／／／／／／

12 T solve what

13 STS the one ／／／／／／ the open book test the problem

14 there

15 T when i give your papers we'll do that next week
so that you have your papers with you

There is one example of a form which was discussed in phase one, that is where the student makes a statement to indicate that they find something difficult and then allow the teacher to clarify their problem for them.

T3T5L19

19 ST we have not yet understood the question
madam

20 T the

21 SST the checking

22 T the identity

23 CH yes madam

and two examples of unusual forms. In both cases a student uses a WHY+ form once when the teacher made a simple slip on the board

T3T5L604

603 T you see the //////////////

604 ST i want to ask why is that ////////////// to
and once where the WHY form elicits a response from another student as well as from the teacher who uses the elicit to publicly clarify the point.

T3T51522

521 T six is greater than x ...

522 ST why can we not find it by adding ///// to both sides ///// four

524 ST because they are unknown

525 T let's do it like he has said ... two greater than x minus four so you want us to add two to both sides
528 SST yes madam

529 T so we have ... two plus two greater than ...
    ... x

530 minus [four plus four

531 CH [four plus four

532 SST plus two

533 T plus two

7.4.3 Summary

Although the changes observed in the ways in which exchanges with a mathematical message in this teacher's lesson are small and do not require the alteration of the model suggested in chapter five, those which have been illustrated above show that the teacher was experimenting with the way she elicited language from her students and the ways in which she enabled the student to elicit language from her. This experimentation led to small changes in the amount of student language used.

FIGURE 18 Summary of Teacher Three Elicits (Phase Two)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mostly closed</th>
<th>Open forms eg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>why, how will you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support
Teacher four could not be recorded teaching the same classes in phase two as he had taught the previous academic year because he was no longer teaching them. Nor was he allocated any other Form One or Form Two class. On October 5th, "He asked today whether the research was restricted to Form One - we all agreed that whatever
ideas we have should be applicable to all topics and all levels" (research diary) So in this phase he chose to be observed and recorded working with two Form Three classes, one large and one small (see 4.3.9 for details).

This teacher (see illustration 7) seemed to be very committed to the research from the start. At the beginning of phase two I noted in my research diary that "Both teachers [four and five] seem very motivated - they have both started teaching and have begun to experiment with various techniques." (October 24th 1992). At the third teachers' meeting held just before the school boycott ended on October 22nd, he reported that he had been looking through his scheme of work to see where he might experiment with some of the ideas and techniques we had discussed in earlier meetings but that "There aren't any opportunities for more language use in some topics".
ILLUSTRATION 7 INSIDE CLASS 3B AT CITY COLLEGE OF COMMERCE APRIL 1992
7.5.1 In this phase Teacher four uses all of the types of elicit he used in phase one. There are changes in the proportions he uses and in the forms with certain types. These small changes lead to some differences in the ways in which his students use language during their maths lessons.

7.5.2. He continues to use a large number of elicits which would be classified as type la or lb. These mostly prospect responses from a closed set of possibilities as seen in the analysis of the phase one data. The form he uses most often includes \textit{WHAT} + or +\textit{WHAT}. There are examples of new forms, however, some of which were discussed at teachers' meetings. For example;

T4T6L150

143 T is this number between one and nine point nine

144 or between ten and ninety nine ...

145 CH ten and ninety nine

146 T that is that is a choir ... i want somebody to

147 /\\\\\\ the answer you say it is between ten
148 and *

149 ST ninety nine

150 T ninety nine ... ... how do you know that it is

151 between ten and ninety nine ... 

152 ST because ... the decimal point is between ...

153 one point six ... so ////////// between one and

154 ////////// one ////////// point nine

155 T ok sit down

and T4T6L455/461

455 T ////////// who can give us a reason why this

456 changes to two ... ... because somebody is

457 already saying that if it was one six ... does
it mean that this is supposed to be but a four

now

STS no no

why... has this disappeared ///////// ////

ok ... yes

because you have converted it into one

and added two to

one

one

7.5.3 There are no examples of any type 2a or 2b elicits in the phase two data and teacher four continues to use elicits classified as types 3a and 3b in a similar way as he did earlier.

7.5.4. However there is a change in the proportion of elicits which belong to type 4a in these data. Previously this teacher had used forms such as STATEMENT+ is that true, STATEMENT+ is that correct, and STATEMENT+ is that
clear but not often. In these data he uses these forms plus STATEMENT+ are you seeing what i'm saying in greater numbers. For example:

T4T5L183

179 T if i have those this piece of

180 chalk and i want to give it out to three

181 persons ... and i don't want to break it ...

182 one person will receive nothing ... and i will

183 still ///// with a piece of chalk is that

184 true

185 CH yes

and T4T6L225

223 T this is between four and

224 zero while this is between zero and four

you
It is also noted that the statements which precede the short positive utterance which functions as a yes/no question, which typifies this type of elicit are much longer in the phase two lessons. It might be that this is because the teacher is working with a Form Three class who are thought able to process longer utterances in English than the students of Form One recorded in phase one.

7.5.5 There are some interesting new forms seen in the elicits used by Teacher four which fall into the type 5 class. He used statements including a verb in its imperative form only rarely in the earlier lessons, typical forms there being measure and read. Here he uses type 5 elicits more often and uses forms which require the students to use more language to respond. There are examples of the teacher trying to give the students more direction about asking their own questions although this doesn't lead to any noticeable change in their behaviour. For example; T4T5L326

and if you want to put these elements together
the thing give us the same thing as we had here

putting the elements of all these four sets you

are going to have a set of integers ask me a

question relating to that ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... are you ok ... when i say

and T4T6L620

T negative will seven divided by four give a

remainder of two test yourself

ST //////////////

7.5.6 There are no changes in the ways this teacher uses elicits classified as belonging to type 6 although he uses IF (as a typical form within type 6d) far more often in phase two than he did in phase one.
7.5.7. A similar change in the number of a particular type of elicit also appears in type 7 where there are a greater number of loops in phase two than was the case in the earlier recordings particularly those which show the teacher repeating the student's response or rewording it a little.

For example, here the student recognises that the loop has been used to indicate that the response given by another student in unacceptable so even though he doesn't seem ready to give a correct response himself he acknowledges the teacher's loop.

He also uses a series of loops to maintain a sequence of linked exchanges as follows:
from the definition of variable what is constantly changing what is or are the variables in this question ... this is [our question

///

yes

three m and twenty

pardon

three m and twenty

no three

x x

7.5.8. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

More students elicit language from teacher four during the two lessons recorded during phase two than
they did during the eight recorded in phase one. The students gain the floor using three of the four strategies classified in the model described in 5.6. There are two examples of exchanges headed by a student elicit beginning with a verbal bid for the teacher's attention. For example:

T4T6L4

4    ST  please sir

5    T    you have a question

6    SST  //

7    T    ok i asked that's its very good because if you

8    had not reminded me we ought not to have done

9    the right thing

and T4T6L449

449  ST  please sir

450  T    yes
where the last eight is ... the /////

you still add

you also ///// go down

no ok sit down i've seen where you are

who can give a reason why this

changes to two ... ... 

This exchange is particularly interesting because it shows a student responding to the elicit of a classmate spontaneously without the teacher trying to reclaim the initiator role immediately. The student who opens the exchange also holds the floor and elicits more information not once but twice. This is unusual in these data. This may be due to the teacher encouraging more student language use but could also be because the class includes students who are older and more confident about talking to their teacher when the rest of the class is listening.

There is an example which seems to interrupt the teacher's discourse. The teacher acknowledges the student by eliciting more information. For example:
test it for the rest this means remainder three

and so on

ST ///// of the remainder is one how will

which negative one here

SST yes

Finally there is one example of a student stopping the teacher not by eliciting information directly but by stating that they have a problem. The teacher acknowledges the student and elicits more information from them immediately.

but if they are

numbers we are supposed to divide we know that

it will go zero ///// remainder one
169 ST sir i'm not clear

170 T what ... what is your question

171 SST why is it that one one four seven are there

171 i don't know [/////]

172 T [there are numbers that when we

173 divide it by three the remainder is one ...

...]

7.5.9. Summary

Thus it has been shown that teacher four made some changes to the ways in which he elicited language with a mathematical message from the classes he taught during phase two of this study. The changes were in the proportions of the types of elicits used and in the forms seen. There are also more exchanges headed by a student elicit although it is not possible to say that this is a result of the teacher's behaviour or because he was recorded teaching different classes in the two phases.
FIGURE 19 Summary of Teacher Four Elicits (Phase Two)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common open forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>eg why,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>how do you know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5  some common open forms; reason it out, ask me a question

6a  common common

6b  most common common

6c  common few

6d  some common

6e  some some

7a  some common

7b  few some

ST  few more common

ELICITS
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Teacher five was recorded teaching two new Form One classes during phase two of this study. He chose the classes to be similar to the ones he had taught in phase one, that is one large and one small. He attended all the teachers' meetings and although he often seemed very quiet during these meetings he did make suggestions and was observed to be trying out various techniques in the lessons observed prior to recording. For example on Friday 8th November I wrote in my research diary; "In One Commercial which is the small class, he started with a Guess the set game which went well-- he included a think-tell-share activity which was OK although as it was the first time he'd done it the students were a bit surprised." (See 4.3.6. for more details of Think-Tell-Share)

7.6.1. There are several changes in the proportions of various types of elicit in this teacher's phase two tapes. However he uses elicits of types 2,3,4 and seven in similar ways in this and the previous phase. The typical forms within each of these types are also the same.

7.6.2. However in the elicits which belong to type one, he uses all the forms seen previously and at least one new form. This shows that he was experimenting with ideas raised during the teachers' meetings.
For example;

T5T6L363

358  T  please finish quickly and tell me ... ...

359  ... ...  listen you cannot do it ask your

360  friend how ......................

361  tell

362  ST  //////////

363  T  um but how did you get it ...

364  ST  /////////////

365  T  ok

and T5T6L414

410  T  this will be four

411  STS  yes yes no no four
T this will be four

STS yes ///////////

T how did you get this ........

STS two over two multiplied by two //////////

ST is two over two when you multiply two times two

that will be four then two times //////////

ST ten

T two times two is four

STS yes sir /////////// two times five is ten

and again T5T6L443

ST the answer is three

T three

CH yes sir

T now how did you get that //////////
The three examples, shown here in the order in which they appear also show the students becoming more confident about what the teacher means when he says *how did you get it/this* and that this type of elicit prospects more tentative, exploratory language than many of the forms observed in phase one.

7.6.3. There are also marked differences in the forms used to realise elicits which fall into type 5 of the evolving model. That is elicits which are typically in the form of a statement which contains one of the following imperatives; read, say, tell, list, give, explain, draw, take, make or change. The forms seen here not only prospect a response which is appropriate to the imperative but also provide the opportunity for more student language use, more student-student interaction which the teacher facilitates but does not comment upon. In phase two there are also examples of elicits which allow the possibility of students using languages other than English to help each other understand the mathematics topic in question. The use of languages other than English is not overtly elicited but it is implied by the teacher checking that both students come from the
same village, that is that they both speak the same home language.

For example:

402 T ask you

403 friend again ... you come from the same village

404 ST /////////

405 T ask her to explain it

406 STS //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Elsewhere the teacher requires the students to talk to each other. He allows time for this to take place and although he is monitoring the talk he does not participate nor does he ask that the students private language use be made public. For example;

T5T5L324

324 T i want those who cannot do it ... ... ...

325 ... ... hands down ... ... ask your friends
know how to do it ...

ask your friends who know how to do it

and

... ok ///// two of you and discuss the answer

tell those who

don't know ....... share out ///// ...

please make sure if you don't know ... you try

and find out ... /////
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These innovative forms of elicit in this class are very important as they show teacher five experimenting with elicit types that we had discussed during teachers' meetings but in ways which he has chosen for himself. That is, we had considered the importance of encouraging students to ask more mathematics related questions (see Handout 4 in 4.3.6.). However the idea of encouraging students to ask their friends for further information had not been specifically raised at any of our meetings.

7.6.4. The only other differences between the ways in which Teacher five elicits language from his students in phases one and two are seen in the proportions of elicits which can be classified as type 6b and 6e. Firstly in phase one this teacher uses a large number of type 6b elicits, that is those statements which the students complete via a deictic reference. In phase two he uses few of these. Secondly he uses one or two type 6e elicits in phase two whereas it was noted that in phase one he didn't use any elicits from this class, in any of the lessons recorded.

7.6.5. Exchanges headed by a student elicit.

Finally it should be noted that there is only one example of an exchange which is headed by a student eliciting language from the teacher. This follows a pause
in the discourse so although it is not preceded by a bid, verbal or non verbal, for attention it does not seem to interrupt the teacher. However, as noted previously it is noticeable that the teacher reclaims the leading role not by initiating a new exchange himself but by directing the student to; ask your friend.

T5T6L401

400 T ... ... now sit down there ...

401 ST ////////// don't understand very well

402 T you don't understand very well ... ask your

403 friend again

Again, although this seems a small change it is significant because it allows the students to elicit help from each other, by talking, with the full support of the teacher. This did not happen in this teacher's phase one data.

7.6.6. Summary

Teacher five made some important changes in the ways in which he elicited language from his students during phase two of this study. He had clearly considered some of the points raised during the teachers' meetings. He has gone
further than just trying out an idea in the ways considered by the research group, by experimenting with innovative forms of elicits within the types classified in the phase one data. In this way he has introduced practices which facilitate more student language use and more opportunities for exploratory language as well.

FIGURE 20 Summary of Teacher five Elicits (Phase Two)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common open forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>eg how did you</td>
<td>get it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>common</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>common open forms; tell me, discuss, ask your friend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6e</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7.7. CONCLUSION

In this chapter the similarities and differences in the patterns of verbal interaction as observed in phases one and two of this study have been examined. All the teacher elicits which headed exchanges with a mathematical message belonged to one of seven classes as defined in 5.4, and all the student elicits heading exchanges with a mathematical message belonged to one of four classes as defined in 5.6.

However, notable differences were identified. These mostly appeared in types 1 and 5 where teachers were seen to be experimenting with innovative forms which could elicit more student language and more language which was tentative or exploratory. Some of the forms noted had also been discussed at the meetings of the teachers participating in the study but others had not. This shows that in addition to trying out forms which the teachers had thought about during our meetings that is when they were required to concentrate only on the language used
during the teaching and learning of mathematics in their classrooms, they were also thinking about and trying out forms and strategies in their own time. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the teachers who appear to have made the most interesting changes to their own language use were both working in the same school. They often mentioned that they talked to each other about language issues almost every day (see 4.3.16.) particularly in the early stages of phase two when their school was closed and thus they had time on their hands. Perhaps it was this ongoing support from a colleague which encouraged them to be so innovative. The smallest changes would appear to be in the lessons recorded when Teacher one was teaching, one reason for this might be that this teacher was already very experienced and felt less inclined to change his obviously successful practices.

It is only possible to speculate on the reasons why some teachers change more than others as this was not the specific focus of this research. It is sufficient to note that changes did take place, some of which are clearly as a result of the INSET interventions.

In the next chapter the recordings made during phase three will be analysed to see if the changes noted here remained in place after a term without further INSET and whether there were any further changes in the ways in which teachers elicited language from their students.
CHAPTER EIGHT

ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE THREE DATA

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the lessons recorded during phase three of the research are analysed in the same way as the data from phases one and two as described in chapters five and six. The resulting analysis is compared with that of the phase two data and differences noted in terms of both form and the number of examples of particular types of elicit.

Notes made during informal discussions with the teachers and as a result of reflection after lesson observations are included. This maintains the focus on the patterns of interaction as they occurred during mathematics lessons rather than on tapes or transcripts.

8.1. OVERALL PICTURE

All the teacher elicits with a mathematical message observed in the lessons recorded between 15.04.92 and 21.04.92 can be classified as described previously and no elicit belongs to more than one class. There are variations in the proportions of types of elicits used by each teacher in comparison with the ways in which certain elicits were used in phases one and two and there are examples of new forms within three of the classes.
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As in phase two all the teachers use a large number of elicits classified as belonging to type one. \textit{WHAT} and \textit{+WHAT} are the most common forms, both prospecting responses from a closed set of possibilities. There are some examples of type one elicits which prospect responses of a less predictable nature in the lessons of three of the teachers recorded.

Teacher one makes use of one elicit from type 2a, returning to a form observed in his phase one data, \textit{STATEMENT + isn't it}. This is the only example of this type of elicit in phases two or three. The use of elicits in type 2b remains the same in this phase as it was in phase two. The same can be said for type 3a elicits.

There is a slight change in the number of type 3b elicits used in relation to the overall number in the lessons of three of the teachers participating in this study. Similar changes were observed with all the remaining types, although not in every teacher's data. In other words every teacher made small changes in the proportion of types of elicit they chose to use in phase three.

There is also evidence that some of the changes made by individual teachers during phase two were maintained. This is particularly noticeable in terms of the forms prospecting open responses within types 1 and 5.
specifically in the lessons of teachers one three and five.

This brief summary introduces the analysis of the phase three data. In the rest of this chapter the contrasts between the patterns of interaction observed in the lessons of individual teachers in this phase and those of the previous two phases will be examined in more detail.

8.2. TEACHER ONE

Teacher one was recorded teaching a lesson on "The collection of numerical information," on 21.04.92. There were fifty six children present. This lesson includes a few minutes during which the children were encouraged to work in groups. Due to the positioning of the tape recorder and the fact the students talked to each other in whispers none of this group work was recorded clearly enough to transcribe.

There are marked changes in the way that this teacher uses two types of elicit, types 1a and 5 in this phase model. These changes were noted in the phase two lessons and thus reappear here. There are more examples of type 1a elicits than any other type in this lesson and most prospect a response from a closed set of possibilities. However there are examples of elicits
which could be answered in less predictable ways, such as:

T1T6L351

197 T which one do you

198 think /////////////

199 STS //////////

200 T yes

201 ST thirty eight thirty nine forty

202 T ok why do you think this is intelligent

203 SST because not everybody has the same size
feet

204 everybody has his or her own size of feet

205 T very good

and T1T6L351

346 T divided by what

347 ST five
The latter is particularly interesting because it is a form of elicit which had been discussed during teachers' meetings but which this teacher had not used during any previous recorded lessons.

Within the elicits classified as type five there were similar, more open type of elicits which included an imperative for example;

let us see who can come to the board ... and solve the first one explain to us how he goes about it
Thus one of the aims of the intervention activities of phase two; that of enabling the teachers to promote more student language use during their lessons would seem to be have been achieved by this teacher during phase two and maintained in phase three.

Within all other classes of the evolving model as seen in phases one and two the phase three data remains similar. The number of examples of several type of elicit has changed although all the changes are small. For example type 3b elicits, incomplete statements of fact to which the students respond by supplying a missing piece of information, are common in phase three but not in the earlier two phases. A similar increase is noted in elicits classified as type 6b that is those statements which are completed by the students making use of a deictic reference within the elicit.

There are fewer examples of certain types of elicit in the phase three data notably types 4a, 4c, and 6c but again the changes are small.

There is an interesting sequence of elicit and response exchanges in this lesson. It occurs when a student had been asked to come to the board and complete an example on the board.
the second on there

of number two which add all the numbers

... which are one two zero and eight

no no

by the total numbers of ... by the numbers

one

see he has come to the zero ... for who would

think that zero is an number ...

beautiful ... he says one two three four

five six good

one plus zero

plus three
During this sequence of exchanges the student elicits language from the class using elicits which would be classified as type 3b if they were used by the teacher. The class, responding in chorus, behave as they would with the teacher, that is they supply the missing piece of information as if the elicit were in a question form.
8.2.1. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

There is only one example of a student eliciting language from teacher one in the phase three recording.

T1T6L411

405 T so we are going to do cross multiplication ...

406 twelve multiplied ... twelve plus x is equal to

407 what ... twenty ... twelve x is equal to *

408 [twenty

409 CH [twenty

410 T ...

411 ST ////// please sir ////// i have not understood

412 understood

413 T you have understood ////// cross multiply

414 ... ... ... ... ... ... we cross multiply

415 ///// ///// and then /////
As this includes a verbal request for permission to continue it falls within type one of the classification of student elicits as described in the previous chapter. The only difference is that the student doesn't appear to wait for the teacher's verbal permission to continue. It must be assumed that as the student spoke after a pause the teacher did not react as if to an interruption and thus the student assumed that permission had been granted.

8.2.2. Summary

Teacher one continues to use newer forms of elicit in types 1a and 5 as discussed in chapter seven. The fact that he maintained these changes over a long period without any further in-service support suggests that their use has become part of his everyday teaching repertoire. The small amount of group work suggested during this lesson reflects suggestions made during the teachers meetings of phase two and suggests that the changes made to the ways of encouraging students to use English are long lasting.

FIGURE 21 Summary of Teacher One Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>most common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>more open eg</td>
<td>some open eg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>why</td>
<td>why and how</td>
<td>do you know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>many some</td>
<td>many some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all closed</td>
<td>open eg</td>
<td>open eg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>justify</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>tell us</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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8.3. **TEACHER TWO**

The lesson recorded on 15.04.92 in Teacher two's classroom began with an exodus of students. Those who had not paid all their fees were asked to leave the school,
only twenty two students of class 2G/C remained for the lesson which was about calculating compound interest.

The teacher's use of elicits differed from those observed in his phase two data in several ways. The patterns of interaction in this lesson appear closer to those noted in phase one.

This is most noticeable in terms of the number of elicits which prospect a response from within a closed set of possibilities. Whereas in phase two this teacher used some elicits which prospected less predictable responses particularly within types one and five, in phase three there are no examples of this type of elicit.

The elicits used which belong to type 1a and 1b are the most common type of elicit used and are all closed. Typical forms are similar to those seen in phase one, for example

T2T6L45

43 T you must add the //,//, to four percent

44 therefore interest for first year ...

45 ... ...

is equal to what
and T2T6L69

69 T ... ... ... ... how do we calculate

70 the interest for the second year

71 ST two two eighty times

A similar change can also be seen in the way Teacher two uses type 5 elicits in phase three. In contrast to those observed in phase two some of which prospected a response which was not predictable, those in the lesson being analysed here are few in number and all prospect responses from within a restricted set of possibilities. For example;

T2T6L410

410 T ... let's multiply and see ... one point zero

411 three ... one point zero

412 ST three
This is similar to the elicits of this type which appear in this teacher's phase one data.

The only other change to note is that of the number of type 6b elicits appearing in phase three. Although in phase one there were some examples of this type of elicit (a statement completed by the students using a deictic reference) there weren't any in phase two. Here in phase three they are a common form of elicit and are sometimes used in the opening exchange of a sequence of linked exchanges. For example:

T3T6L568

568 T ////////////// cost of the sugar and **this** is the

569 number of packets ... and **this** the *

570 variation

571 ST [n

There are more examples of types 3b, 4b and 7a within the phase three lessons but the forms remain the same as those described in phases one and two. It would appear therefore to be merely a change in emphasis rather than anything more significant.
8.3.1. **Exchanges headed by a student elicit**

As in the previous phases there are examples of student elicited exchanges although few in number. For example;

T2T6L341

337 T as you move higher you will see that the

338 first ... the second one is easiest one as you

339 thought ... ///////////// because you have to

340 multiply let's say one point zero //////////

341 STS we had ////////// we had the answer but we

342 subtracted ////////// subtracted yes //////////

343 T subtract what ...

This is an unusual form of student elicit in two ways. Firstly several students take part in the elicit and secondly it is not preceded by any form of bid for
the teacher's attention or for permission to speak. However the teacher doesn't behave as if the elicit is an unexpected interruption although as in previous examples he does open a new exchange by eliciting further information for the students and thus reclaims the leading role in the discourse. This unusual more informal strategy of eliciting language from their teacher may have occurred in this lesson because the small number of students present changed the context in which the discourse occurs.

8.3.2. Summary

There is no evidence of teacher two making any changes to the ways in which he elicits language from his students in this data in comparison with the ways he elicits language in phase one. It must be noted that any changes observed show teacher two reverting to his previous patterns, as described in chapter five.

FIGURE 22 Summary of Teacher Two Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>most common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>also open eg all closed</td>
<td>why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>none</th>
<th>none</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open forms</td>
<td>all closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eg tell us</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4. **TEACHER THREE**

The topic of the lesson recorded on 14.04.92 was "Variation". The elicits with a mathematical message observed in this lesson are similar to those observed in Teacher three's phase two lessons although there are several changes in the numbers of various types of
elicit. There are more examples of type 4a elicits in phase three but fewer examples of types 4b, 6c and 6e. These are small changes and in the case of 6e particularly, the teacher returns to the way in which this type of elicit was used in phase one.

There are two points of note in this phase however, both showing that changes made in phase two have been incorporated into teacher three’s teaching style and consolidated by the time this lesson was recorded. The first concerns elicits of type la which are the most common type in all three phases of this research. Teacher three continues to use many which prospect a response from a closed set of possibilities whilst increasing the number of those which prospect less predictable responses. Examples of the latter, in this lesson include;

T3T6L108

108 T how did you get twelve ... ... ... ... ...

109 ...

110 SST thirteen

111 T you've changed your mind to thirteen ... so how
112 did you get thirteen ... ... ...

113 SST four times three plus one

and T3T6L994

985 T is he correct he says he has not divided both

986 sides by two ////////////// is not a constant

987 number ... is he correct

988 STS no no madam no //////////

989 T this what you have fifteen is equal to ...

990 [three 1

991 CH [three 1

992 T and he has decided to divided both sides by

993 three ... ... but somebody's ////////// number

994 fifteen and three ... his question is why
is that he has decided to divided it by three

instead of dividing by two ... ... ... ...

The second type of elicit which was realised by forms prospecting an open response in phase two and which includes similar examples in phase three are those which include an imperative, that is type 5 elicits. For example:

T3T6L1067

1067 T explain ... just explain how you arrive at that

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

The forms used to realise all other types of elicit remain the same in this phase as they were in phase two. The changes which occur are in the number of examples of four types of elicit. There are more examples of types 4a and 6e and fewer examples of types 4b and 6c in this lesson but the differences are small.

8.4.2. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

In this phase, both examples of a student eliciting language from the teacher are similar to those classified
as type three in phase two (see 5.6.3 for details)
Neither are prefaced by a verbal or non verbal bid for
the teacher's attention but neither seem to interrupt the
teacher's discourse. In the first case the student asks
for more information about a symbol which the teacher has
just written on the board;

T3T61503

500  T  so we say circumference varies directly
       with

501  that is the sign ... ... that's how you
       write

502  it ... ... ...

503  ST  that is what madam

504  T  varies directly with

The form of the student elicit is interesting in this
example because it is in the form of a direct question,
rather than the usual statement indicating that the
student has a problem after which they wait for the
teacher to find out the exact nature of the problem. The
teacher does not seem to react to this elicit as if it
were an unwanted interruption, she merely responds to the
elicit as if it were a loop, provides the information required and continues with her lesson.

The second example of an exchange headed by a student elicit is also interesting because it shows a student apparently correcting the teacher. This is then picked up by a number of students who call out their opinion on her apparent mistake. The teacher is writing on the board at the time this takes place.

T3T6L981

970 T now you are going

971 to solve the second part number two find the

972 value of 1 when \( m \) is equal to ... fifteen ...

973 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

974 ST you substitute \( m \) for ////////////// ... ... ... ...

975 ... you divided both sides by two ... ... ... ...

976 ... ... ... ... ...
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you divide both sides by two ...

T /////// anything

1 is equal to five ...

hehehehehehehehehehehehehehehe

madam you have not divided both sides by two

heheheheheheheheheheh you have not divided both sides by two because fifteen is not a

number hehehehehehehehehehe

is he correct he says he has not divided both

sides by two ////////////// is not a constant

number ... is he correct

no no madam no // // //
Again the teacher doesn't seem to mind being interrupted and corrected in this way although the students' utterances do halt her explanation. She picks up the main point of the student elicit and opens a new exchange thus reclaiming the leading role in the discourse. Thus this student elicit could be classified as type 4 (see 5.6.4. for details) differing only in the sense that the teacher continues without commenting on the way in which the apparent mistake was pointed out.

8.4.3. Summary

In this way it can be seen that teacher three has maintained the changes she implemented during phase two and has continued to experiment with different forms of elicit classified as types 1a and 5. She has also created or allowed an atmosphere to develop in which students feel able to elicit a response from her without first gaining her overt permission to speak. The overall aim of promoting teacher's language use which would allow or promote more student language use would appear to have been achieved by this teacher.

FIGURE 23 Summary of Teacher Three Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>most common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>more open eg</td>
<td>some open eg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>why, how did</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>you know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
how did you get some

2A none none none

2B some common common

3A few few few

3B some common common

4A few few common

4B none few none

5 few common some open
open forms eg forms eg support explain and tell us

6A common common common
In the two lessons recorded in phase three teacher four made some changes to the ways in which he had elicited language from his class in phase two. Most of these changes were small and most showed him reverting to
patterns of interaction which had been noted in the phase one lessons.

He used fewer elicits of types 4a, 6c and 6e but the forms used to realise these three types were the same as those used previously. The most common type of elicit in these data was type 1a, the difference here being that all the forms used prospected a response from a closed set of possibilities. The questions words used, that is WHO, WHICH, HOW and WHAT also appeared in phases one and two with WHAT+ and +WHAT being the most common forms. For example:

T4T7L70

70 T what

71 is wrong with this diagram ... ... yes

and T4T7L305

305 T ... and what will it be equal to ... ...

306 STS ///// ///// ///// /////

307 T nine squared is what

308 STS eighteen eighty one one
who is talking about eighteen

These changes would suggest that the INSET meetings held during phase two only affected the ways in which this teacher elicited language from his students, temporarily. By phase three, which was three months later he has returned to his original patterns of interacting with his class. However there is an example of a type 5 elicitation which seems to indicate that this teacher is still trying to find ways of eliciting language from his students. Or having given the researcher permission to observe this lesson he felt he should try to put something he remembered from the teachers' meetings into practice. One of the aims discussed during the teachers' meetings was how to get students to ask more maths related questions (see 4.3.6. for details) and in this lesson there is an example of Teacher four doing this successfully.

T4T7L314

314 T  ... if you have any questions concerning this

315 particular /////// ask ... ... yes

316 ST ///// /////
what is your question again

ok you follow up the way we did this one

8.5.1. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

Apart from the example shown above where a student elicited language from the teacher as a result of an invitation to do so there is only one example of a student elicit:

conditions for similar triangles ... ... if

these two triangles are supposed to be similar

... and a x y is equal to this other angle ...

pardon pardon we have not heard ///////

conditions for a similar figure a /////

triangle
This is similar in form to one of the student elicits described in 7.5.8. in that the elicitation is not prefaced with a bid for the teacher's attention or a request for permission to speak. It differs in that several students speak at the same time. Perhaps this is why the teacher responds to the elicitation as if it were a loop. That is he doesn't appear to be upset by the interruption, he doesn't acknowledge or comment on the elicitation rather he responds to it by going back in his explanation and repeating his original statement.

8.5.2. Summary

It is disappointing to note that teacher four did not maintain all the changes made to his range of eliciting language from his class in phase two. However in this phase students do elicit language from him as they did before and respond immediately to his invitation to ask questions which was one of the aims agreed during the teachers' meetings of phase two.

FIGURE 24 Summary of Teacher Four Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common open forms</td>
<td>most common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>eg why, how do you know</td>
<td>all closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td></td>
<td>common</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common open</td>
<td>some open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forms; reason it out</td>
<td>forms eg ask</td>
<td>ask me a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two lessons recorded in phase three covered two different topics. In the first the teacher reviewed an assignment on "Pictograms" and the second a review of the
terminology of statistics. The second class 1 COMMERCIAL was smaller than usual because on the day of the recording 20.04.92 students who had not paid their school fees had been sent home. Only twenty eight students remained.

Teacher five had made numerous changes to the ways in which he elicited language from his students during phase two of this research. The newer ways of eliciting language appear again in the lessons recorded in phase three with a wide range of forms being used to elicit more student language in general and more exploratory language (see 2.2.3.) in particular.

As was the case in the lessons taught by the other teachers participating in this study the most noticeable changes occurred in the forms used to realise elicits of types la/b and 5. Type la elicits are common in these two lessons with a large number of WHAT+ and +WHAT forms. In addition to these however there are a number of forms which prospect responses of a less predictable nature. For example;

T5T8L309

308 STS three three please sir please sir
309 T now how did you get how did you get that first

310 three ... ... ...

In the same way there are a number of new forms used to realise type 1B elicits in the phase three lessons. Those of particular interest include examples which prospect a response from a wide range of possibilities. For example

T5T7L136

134 T he says the number with the highest frequency

135 ... ... the number with the highest frequency

136 any other way of putting it ...

137 ST no sir

Perhaps the most noticeable changes occur in the forms used to realise type 5 elicits that is those which include a verb in the imperative form. In the phase three lessons there are several forms used which were not seen in either phase two or phase one. Elicits within this
class appear when the teacher organises his class to work
with each other in co-operative groups for example:

T5T8L175

175 T if you cannot do it ... work with your

176 neighbours um ... i will call any

as well as when he is trying to give his students greater
opportunities to use English to talk about mathematics by
asking more questions, for example:

T5T7L286/292

285 T this what you can do for me i've not given
any

286 definition on the board yet ... now ... ...
ask

287 me your questions because the next thing
will

288 be to the next thing will be that i will
ask

289 all of you to write the definitions
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of these words on a piece

STS  hah ///

T  so ask your questions where you have problems

T  fully ... what any of these words ... mean you

choose one right

STS  yes sir /// heh

or by explaining their understanding of mathematical vocabulary, as in this example:

T5T7L354

T  so ... ... you will stand up and explain

///

the meaning of ... any of these words ...

These changes increase the possibility of students using English to talk about maths to each other in an exploratory way as well as the opportunity for the teacher to monitor the effectiveness of his own teaching
orally and as such mark a change in this teacher's classroom practice.

The only other changes between the way teacher five elicits student responses in phase three is in small changes in the number of elicits from four types; 3b, 6b, 6d and 6e. In the case of the last three types mentioned here the teacher reverts to a pattern of usage seen in phase one. Only in the case of type 3b is there an increase rather than a decrease. That is, in phase one there were few examples of elicits which are realised as an incomplete statement of fact which the students complete as if it were in a question form, in phase two there are more examples and in phase three there are even more.

8.6.1. Exchanges headed by a student elicit

There are a small number of exchanges in which a student elicits language from the teacher, in the two lessons taught by teacher five in phase three of the research. There were also exchanges between students but these could not be recorded clearly due to the positioning of the tape recorder and the large number of people speaking simultaneously.

There is an example of a student requesting permission to take the floor
which is an student elicit of type one (see 5.6.1.) to which the teacher responds by repeating his explanation in different words.

There is also an example of a student interrupting the teacher with an elicit which is picked up by the rest of the class and expanded.

T5T7L217

216 T my median will be six plus four over two

217 ST why is it so

218 STS ////// please sir ////// why ////// there are two

219 figures
The teacher responds to this interruption (a type three elicit) by going back in his explanation and rewording what he wants the students to understand.

There is one example of the students trying to elicit a response from the teacher who apparently ignores them.

T5T7L196

194 T then i will say that ... ... this ... ...
...

195 ... ... ... ...

196 STS ////////////// you have made a mistake

197 T if i want to find the median ... of this number

198 this is what i will have to do

8.6.2. Summary

Teacher five continued to make changes to the forms of the elicits he uses to promote language use with his student in this phase of the research. The students were given more opportunities to use English and also to use it whilst talking to each other in small groups.
FIGURE 25 Summary of Teacher Five Elicits (Phase Three)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PHASE ONE</th>
<th>PHASE TWO</th>
<th>PHASE THREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common open forms</td>
<td>common open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mostly closed</td>
<td>eg how did you</td>
<td>forms how can we, how did you get that, what did you do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some open forms any other way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
<td>common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4B  few  none  none

4C  some  some  some

5  few  common open forms  common open forms
    eg: tell me, discuss
    explain to me, ask your friend ask me, work with your neighbours

6A  few  few  few

6B  common  few  common

6C  some  none  none

6D  some  few  some
8.7. CONCLUSION

In this chapter the differences between the ways in which individual teachers elicited language from their students in phase three have been compared with their strategies in phases one and two. All the elicits in the lessons being analysed in this phase can be classified in terms of their type and are similar to those analysed in phase one but as in phase two there are examples of new forms being used within various types. The most common changes are within the forms used to realise types 1 and 5.

The data collected while teacher two was teaching stands out here because it contains no new forms of any type of elicit. Where there are differences between his use of elicits in phases two and three the later lessons
show a return to those patterns observed in the earliest lessons of phase one. Teacher four also shows signs of reverting to previous patterns of interaction although he maintains some of the changes made during phase two.

Thus whilst all the teachers have clearly made changes to the ways in which they promoted student language use during their lessons mostly by using forms of elicit which prospect responses which are not from a closed set of possibilities, two teachers made changes only during the period of intense in-service support.

The phase three data shows that three of the five teachers either maintained the changes in forms of elicit as observed in phase two but that two of the teachers returned to the patterns of interaction they had demonstrated in phase one.

There are a number of interesting points which arise from these conclusions, these will be examined in detail in the next chapter.
CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS AND INSIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, this study into the verbal interaction in mathematics lessons in Anglophone Cameroon will be concluded. The difficulties encountered during each of the three stages of research will be discussed as will unexpected points of interest which emerged. It will be shown that the three research questions with which I began the research have been answered. As a result of this study a way of enabling mathematics teachers to make changes to the ways in which they use English to interact with their students during their lessons has been identified.

9.1. THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS ANSWERED

This study grew out of my work as an English Teaching Adviser, work which had included discussions of the learning of mathematics in English, with Cameroonian teachers and students who used languages other than English outside their lessons. The difficulties faced by such students and teachers especially in Anglophone Cameroon seemed enormous, for the reasons stated in chapter one. Thus the first aim of this study was to illuminate the language used whilst mathematics was being
taught and learnt. The second aim was to do this in such a way that the teachers would feel able to use the insights so gained to experiment with new ways of interacting with their learners in English. It seemed at the outset that narrowing the gap between classroom practice and theoretical research would be insightful from a theoretical point of view and valuable from a practical point of view. This view has been strengthened over the last three years.

The answers to the three research questions have been shown in detail in this thesis. The first, how do teachers and learners interact in English as they seek to teach and learn mathematics at the secondary level in Anglophone Cameroon, has been answered by analysing data collected from the participating teachers in chapters five and six. The model raised from these data answers question three.

The intervention phase of the study answering question three, described in detail in chapter four, shows how this analysis was used as part of intensive INSET activities to enable the teachers to be aware of this aspect of their teaching methodology and to use this heightened awareness to facilitate their own professional development.

9.2. DIFFICULTIES

Many of the difficulties faced during this study came about as a result of the time and context in which
the data collection took place, as explained in chapter four. However there were four issues which had to be resolved as the study progressed which were not connected to the wider political and cultural changes taking place in Cameroon.

9.2.1. Non-Judgemental Observation

As noted in 4.2.5. I had to learn how to observe teaching and learning in a new way. As an Adviser I had observed teachers to evaluate their teaching and had devised many culturally appropriate strategies to facilitate this type of observation, all of which involved making judgements about classroom procedures on the spot. In this study I wanted to observe the teachers without evaluating their procedures. The observation notes were to supplement the audio recordings being made and thus needed to be of a different kind to those I had made previously.

Had I been observing teachers of English, that is teachers within my own field, this type of non-judgemental observation would have been extremely difficult. An observer who has experience of teaching the subject being observed would naturally have opinions about the ways in which items or skills should be taught. These opinions would influence what the observer noticed and what they ignored. However, as I was an observer watching a subject with which I had no experience as a teacher I was more able to observe without judging
because I had few pre-conceived ideas about "good" and "bad" mathematics methodology. From the experience gained during this study whilst seeking ways of enabling teachers to understand the patterns of interaction in their own classes, the possible role of teacher observation by teachers of other subjects, as part of a cycle of INSET would seem to be well worth further exploration.

9.2.2. Audio Recording Classroom Language

The practicalities of audio recording in classrooms, filled often to bursting point with students, gave much food for thought as noted in 4.2.4. Many issues were resolved by trial and error, for example by finding a location for the microphone which was as unobtrusive as possible and yet which captured as much of the verbal interaction as possible at the same time. This became a much greater problem in the later stages of the research when teachers began to encourage their learners to work in pairs or small groups (see 4.2.13). However as these instances were short lived and did not occur in every lesson it was possible to record the greater part of verbal interaction in all the lessons in all three phases.

9.2.3. Using a Linguistic Model with Non-Linguists

Two difficulties occurred during phase two. Planning how to use a descriptive analytical model written in
linguistic terms with teachers of mathematics who had no previous experience of linguistics was a major concern. However, by limiting the scope and the terminology of the analysis to that which seemed appropriate to the participating teachers and by linking the new terms such as "exchange" and "elicit" to examples from transcripts of their own lessons this barrier proved to be much smaller than had been imagined. The teachers said they were attracted to the systematic nature of discourse analysis in the form it was presented to them, and as this description of their patterns of interaction didn't refer to grammar, vocabulary or pronunciation, the teachers were required to discuss their lessons in innovative ways. This they did, so that an aspect of the intervention process which had been seen as a potential weakness turned out to be a strength.

9.2.4. Supporting Teachers during INSET

The final difficulty also seemed greater before the teachers' meetings in phase two began than it did once the teachers were experimenting in their own classrooms. As I wanted to find ways of describing the patterns of interaction in theoretically acceptable ways and which would enable the teacher-participants to feel confident about experimenting and making changes to their own ways of working, I was concerned about how directive I ought to be during the teachers' meetings and before and after lesson observations.
As it turned out this was not as problematic as had been anticipated. If I had a suggestion to make I made it quite clear that it was either something I had observed one teacher in the group doing and I thought the others might be interested or that the idea came from my experience as an Adviser to teachers of English. As noted in 4.3.7. I wrote in my research diary after the third teachers' meeting that, for fruitful discussions to take place all I needed to do was to keep the focus of attention on the ways in which language was and could be used in class. As was the case in 9.2.1., not being a mathematician was advantageous in this respect. Whenever a discussion about ways of teaching eg "sets" or "angles" took place, the teachers were the experts. However I was able to build on their discussions by asking language related questions thus maintaining our focus. As the teachers weren't able to teach at the beginning of this phase because of "Operation Ghost Town", they had more time to reflect upon and prepare for our meetings than had been expected. They also had more time to look at resources in the Maths' Teachers Centre and collect ideas from these; another example of a difficulty which turned out to be a blessing.

9.3. Successes

This study has been successful in several ways. It has illuminated the patterns of interaction used by
teachers and students in the lessons observed and recorded in four schools in the Bamenda area in 1991 and 1992. The research method selected to collect the first data of prolonged observation, and audio recording enabled a description of the verbal interaction to be raised from the data which is culturally appropriate, theoretically acceptable and accessible to the teachers concerned. It thus adds to the current understanding of the ways in which English is used in the specific context described and also offers insights into classroom language and verbal interaction in other contexts (see 9.4.6.)

The second and third phases of the study made use of the analysis to enable the teachers to use it to increase their awareness of the ways in which they elicited language from their students. As this self awareness became established the teachers became more confident about experimenting with new ways of eliciting language, some of which encouraged longer student responses and some of which increased the opportunities for the students to use exploratory language as part of the learning process. As all but one of the teachers were able to use these new strategies repeatedly, over a period of time, it would seem that they have become part of their repertoire of procedures from which they make a selection as they teach.

However, they have not only been able to make changes in the short term. They also now have a way of thinking about their own lessons which has student
language use and its implications for learning as a central focus. This is a point of great importance and marks a highly successful outcome for the INSET activities. The intervention process and the observed results add to the theoretical understanding of INSET not only in Cameroon but also in other contexts. This is particularly the case where it is important to design INSET which will not foster a culture of dependency on an expert but which will equip teachers with the skills to monitor their own professional development and thus empower them to implement the changes they deemed necessary.

9.4. FURTHER RESEARCH

There are many points arising from this study which would provide an interesting starting point for further research. Within Cameroon itself numerous possibilities emerged, particularly during phase three.

9.4.1. Class size

The classes chosen at the beginning of this study, that is those in the first year of secondary education in January 1991, varied in size from quite small by Cameroonian standards to very large by any standards. In phase three the three private schools were excluding children who had not paid their fees, thus creating small classes for short periods of time. It would be
interesting to take the data collected in the lessons taught by one teacher to both a large and a small class to see how the patterns of interaction compared. It would also be interesting to conduct a similar research study with classes of different sizes, perhaps in a range of subjects with a view to contrasting the patterns of interaction observed in both the smaller and the larger classes.

9.4.2. The Length of Time a Teacher and a Class Work Together

It would be interesting to focus more intensively on the number of lessons and the overall length of time a teacher and a class spent together and to establish whether or not this was linked to any noticeable changes in the patterns of interaction observed in their lessons. For example, in phase three it was felt that the lessons taught by teacher three, to a class she had known for almost two academic years, took place in a more relaxed atmosphere than did other phase three lessons and that this facilitated more spontaneous student initiated exchanges. However as this took place in the only class taught by a female teacher, after the school had settled into its new buildings which were in a very quiet rural area. There are a number of factors involved so it is not possible to isolate the reasons for this atmosphere.
9.4.3. **Backwash Effect of External Exams**

One of the participating teachers who had seemed very innovative and committed to change in phases one and two and who had also taken part in discussions about maths and language before this research began (whilst the researcher was still working in Cameroon as an Adviser) seemed to return to his original patterns of interaction in phase three. The only explanation for this as seen in the data available from this study is that he was teaching form one classes in phase one and form three classes in phase two. By the time the phase three recordings were made in April 1992, the form three classes were very close to an examination which would determine whether or not they would be able to move up into form four and begin their "O"level courses. Perhaps the backwash effect of the external examinations was becoming more evident in this class. As it was not possible to record this teacher with any form one classes nor any of the other teachers with form three classes the answers to this question will have to wait for future research.

9.4.5. **Other possibilities**

The teacher language which was not classified in the model which evolved during phase one could provide valuable data for a study of how the participating teachers explain (inform) their students. Likewise all
the exchanges which have a managerial purpose would provide a rich source of data about the ways in which these teachers organise their often very large classes in order to be able to teach.

A similar research method could be applied to lessons of other subjects in Anglophone Cameroon so that the models raised from each study could be compared. Apart from the intrinsic value of such comparisons and the value of enabling all teachers to monitor their own teaching, it could also inform those teaching English in such contexts about the ways in which students use the medium of instruction in other subjects. This could enable these teachers to adapt their own schemes of works and teaching methods so as to make their lessons as relevant to their learners' day to day needs as possible.

It would be also interesting to conduct a similar study in maths lessons, in Africa, where the medium of instruction is French and thus be able to make a comparison between verbal interaction in Anglophone and Francophone classrooms. Cameroon would provide an ideal setting for such a comparison.

9.4.6. Looking out from Cameroon

The research method used in this study could be used again in other contexts. Intuitions based on personal experience with English teachers in many countries lead me to suggest that raising a model from data collected in this way could be a valuable mode of research in other
educational contexts within Anglophone Africa and indeed throughout the world.

The same process could also be used successfully to illuminate the verbal interactions of doctors and patients, receptionists and clients, counsellors and clients. A particularly interesting use would be with those working in the field of conflict resolution. To enable participants to become more aware of the ways in which the antagonists were interacting and to enable them to feel able to change these patterns could lead to more fruitful and efficient negotiations.

Within school based INSET, discussing the emerging analysis with the participants also offers opportunities for beginning a cycle of teacher monitored action research which could be an integral part of future INSET projects anywhere in the world, that is not only in English as a second language context. It has a major role to play in narrowing the gap between those who plan INSET and those who are supposed to benefit from it. By fostering a spirit of joint ownership it contributes to the empowerment of teachers as agents of change.

Although the cultural contexts might be different, this study should be of interest to mathematics educators internationally both in terms of its insights into English as a second language medium classes in any country and into verbal interaction in mathematics lessons in general. There is ample room for more research in both areas.
9.5. CONCLUSION

In this thesis the questions which began the study have been asked, discussed and answered in the light of data collected in four schools in and around Bamenda in Cameroon. The five teachers who participated in the study all reported that working with the researcher and with each other had been a positive, strengthening experience and that as a result of our discussions they had become more aware of the role played by language during the teaching and learning of mathematics.

The data collected and the analysis which grew from it have proved to be a valuable resource for the in-service training of the participants and have gone some way to filling the huge gap in current understanding of what happens during maths lessons when everyone involved is using English as one of their many languages. It also went some way towards making it possible for the teachers to feel that they were able to play a major role in their own professional development by giving them the opportunity to look at their taken for granted classroom practices in a new non-alienating way.

As the starting point for the study was the needs of the teachers and learners in schools in Anglophone Cameroon it is hoped that this will be seen as only the first step in a longer research journey undertaken by many of those involved in such schools so that little by little a more detailed and useful picture of the complex
relationship between mathematics and studying in a second language can be drawn.
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